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IF NEW ORDER COMES, CAN CHAOS BE FAR BEHIND? 
EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST AFTER THE GULF WAR 

<Annual International Conference> 
The Leonard navis Institute of international relations 

Jerusalem, 11-13/VI/1991 

1. (Programma) 
2. "Trading blocs in the new world order"/ Neil Richardson 
3. "The United States and the European Community"/ David Garnham 
4. "Strategic aspects of Germany unity"/ Gebhard Schweigler 
5. "European political union, the Middle East, the Dutch position in 

a new world order"/ Alfred Pijpers 
6. "The applicability of the CSCE experience to the Middle East 

conflict area"/ Hans-Heinrich Wrede 
7. "Israel, arms control in the Middle East and the European 

example"/ Itshak Lederman 
8. •causes and consequences of the disintegration of the Soviet 

empire: post-1989 Eastern Europe between Russia and the West"/ 
Melvin Croan 

9. "The Middle East after the Gulf war"/ Giorge Mirski 
10. "The contribution of the European Community to peace and economic 

prosperity in the Mediterranean and the Middle East: some 
proposals"/ Alfred Tovias 

11. "Patron-client relations in the emerging security environment"/ 
Panayiotis Ifestos 
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"TRADING BLOCS" lN THE NEW WORLD ORDER 

by Neil Richardson 

The University of Wisconsin-Madison 

... the Uruguay round ... consists of hundreds of bureaucrats and 

lobbyists from lOO-plus countries negotiating little clauses and speaking 

in tongues laden with acronyms like MFN, MFA, VRA, TRIM, and 

TRIP .... 

Lee (1991) 

The Uruguay Round of trade negotiations is the current, struggling effort to strengthen 

the faltering trade rules that directly affect most countries of the world. Many would 

characterize the stakes involved·in terms of the perpetuation of free trade versus the rising 

tide of neomercantile protectionism. 

Background 

The initial impetus for creating a liberal economy in the 1940s came from the experience 

of the Great Depression and the calamitous war that followed. As conceived at Bretton 

Woods, the three institutional pillars of the new world economic order were to be the 

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International Monetary Fund, 

and the International Trade Organization. When, in 1950, the United States proved 

finally unwilling to embrace the authority of the proposed International Trade 

Organization, rendering it stillborn, the more limited General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade (GATT) remained to function as the international agency for trade. 

One objective was that liberal trade occur in order that national economies prosper. 

Thus, the GATT was to oversee agreements by which quotas were removed and tariffs were 

lowered. Furthermore, cou;,t;iSs. were to make reciprocal concesssions and impose identical 



considerable success in the decades to follow. Seven rounds of mullilaleral negotiations 

have brought tariffs on dutiable goods from a 1947 average of more than 40 percent down to 

about 20 percent by 1961.and just 5 percent by 1979. The tangible result of these reductions 

has been the burgeoning of international trade since the onset of the new regime, with 

growth in annual world trade consisteritly outstripping growth in world product for more 

than four decades now. Accordingly, whereas trade represented about 10 percent of world 

product in 1950, it has steadily climbed ·to reach about 25 percent today. 

The closely associated goal of the GATT framers-- and an idea of the liberal order 

more generally-- ./as to make countries economically interdependent so as to raise the costs 

and thereby reduce the likelihood of war among them. Thus, both economic and political 
I 

gains would follow from the liberal world order envisioned and designed at Brellon Woods. 

Article XXIV of the GATT Charter allows for members to crea le customs unions and 

free-trade areas.! II This is a somewhat delicate maller in that members of free irade areas 

arc pcrmilled to reduce the tariffs they charge one another while retaining higher, GA 1T-

level tariffs on imports from members outside the area. In short, tariff discrimination is 

allowed despite the broader principle of nondiscriminatory trade among all GATT 

members. Under Article XXIV the European Econoinic Community (EEC> was initiated in 

the 1950s, and with strong sirpporl from the United States, as was the European Free Trade 

Area (EFT A). The EEC has been especially successful in deepening its mutual economic tics 

even as its membership has grown from an initial six to no\v twelve countries. 

Other such formal arrangements among various groups of GATT members have 

followed, even if none has rivaled the success of the EEC. In North America, the U.S. and 

Canada signed a free-trade agreement to commence in 1988 that is, to date, stimulating new 

trade between thcin. In addition, the U.S. and Mexico arc now vigorously discussing a 

similar arrangement -- with Canada and Mexico to fo1low -- the result of which would 
I 

bring together a second continental bloc of formidable size. 

The Uruguay Round Agenda 

As noted, tariffs fell to generally very low levels by the 1970s. The general GATT 

arrangemerits began to experience po.litical problems that have continued to this·day. The 



much of a barrier to trade. Perhaps the o"rigins lie instead in the increasing numbers of 

countries that were industrializing and diversifying the trade competition -- including the 

Asian NICs as newcomcrs.(2] Whatever the exact nature of the causes, the political will 

for liberalism began to encounter important countervailing political pressure for protection 

from import competition. 

In the United States, the government came to the rescue of its textile industry and, 

later, steel producers, and in each case it did so by an evolving set of elaborate quota 

agreements that clearly stand in violation of GA lT free trade principles. Major losers in 

both cases are poorer countries. Meanwhile, japan and the EC countries have even longer 

held fast to expei1sive protection and subsidy programs covering agricultural products. 

Here, the United States, Australia, New Zealand, and several less industrialized countries 

are shut out.(3] And the list continues. 

Another change is that trade in services has been gro~ving especially quickly in the last 

·two decades and even merited focused discussion during the Tokyo Round of GA lT 

negotiations 15 years ago, although only tninimcd progress in this area was achieved. 

Unanticipated in the original GA lT document, service trade remains almost entirely subject 

to national rules and standards. This means, of course, that protectionism is easily devised, 

often exercised, an? difficult to appeal under GAlT guidelines because they are so nearly 

non-existent. 

h'ltcllcctual property rights is another category of trade issues of recent vintage. Again, 

the GAlT has not historically been concerned with trade in ideas and the rcstlltant need to 

legislate uniformity and fairness in competition involving ideas and expression that would 

routinely call for patent and copyright c01npcnsation. However, a number of Asian and 

Latin American countries have for some years been pirating others' intellectual property 

with near-impunity, earning considerable ire from the more developed countries where 

most of this property originates. 

The larger point, then, is that this protectionism has grown in pron1inence as 

traditional tariff barriers have fallen. Moreover, it is no longer just the protectionism of 

weaker economics in the system; ironically, there has been some liberalization in the Third 

World in the last decade even as the industrial countries have raised new barriers to trade. 

The further implication is, therefore, that the protectionists are no longer just small free 



riders in the system; they now include states large enough to be spoilers of the collective 

.good.[4l 

These and other various complaints and complainants sum to the larger i~suc: Is the 

. 
multilateral GATT trade system of some 100 member states (and another two score 

affiliates) in danger of collapsing under the weight of increasing non-observance? Is the 

GATT able to expand its coverage of goods and services to keep pace with the times? Can 

major trade-offs be arranged to reverse the trend of exceptions that arc undermining the 

system? Or will the GATT simply fade into irrelevance as more and mor~ states view it 

cynically as a "sucker's game" to which they will not contribute any longer by remaining 

open to foreign competition? 

These questions have certainly gained currency in recent months with, first, the 

prospect of impending failure of the Uruguay Round then, in December, the apparent 

collapse of those negotiations. Now that the U.S. Congress has renewed President Bush's 

authority to negotiate for another two years, one might think that doubts about GAIT's 

continued success have been quelled. But this is hardly the case. 

The Uruguay Round negotiators arc apparently verging on major breakthrough 

agreements conccri1ing many services, intellectual property rights, and probably even a 

more liberal textile regime. Thus, various complainants stand to gain something as well as 

give up something in a package of tradc-offs. However, progress on reduction of EC farm 

subsidies and Japanese agricultural protections has not been sufficient to satisfy the U.S. 

(and other grain exporters), and it is far from clcnr that the current impasse cml'bc broken on 

either side. 

Finally, it bears repeating that time does not stand still for the trade regime and these 

ncgotiators.(S] New issue domains -- such as services and intellectual property in recent 

years- will continue to emerge. Recent candid<1tcs indude environmental standardization 

and linkages between trade and the treatment of foreign investors. In addition, changing 

structures of national economics tend to complicate past agreements. Thus, today's 

elaborate textile quotas incorporate at least 40 countries under the labrynthinc Multi-Fibre 

Agreement. Yet, this all began as a seemingly "harmless" and temporary agreement among 

fewer than one dozen parties some 30 years ago. In short, failure to conclude the Uruguay 

Round successfully would dealt he regime's norms a severe blow. 



The New Security Dilemma 

'' 
Under those circumstances; the major trading states of japan. the U.S., and the EC qroup 

may face within the next few years a new version of the classic security dilemma first 

described by the political realists.[6] The original dilemma, of course, concerns states that 

arm themselves for self-dcfense and, in so doing, only further stimulate other states' fears 

and military preparations. This dilemma is preconditioned by the anarchic condition of 

the interstate system. And, although each state has little choice to do otherwise, the 

collective result of this security dilctnma is a progression in arms levels and a regression in 

security welfare for all. 

The contempo:ary global economy presents the major traders with something of a 

parallel situation. The emerging weakness of CA 1T, both as an institution and as a set of 

(deteriorating) liberal norms, has encouraged traders to think of providirig for their own 

economic security-- by means of regional groupings-- in the face of a slowly rising tide of 

protectionist "neomercantile" practices. ln particular, the EC, the United States, and 

Japan have each begun to fear that the others, in the guise of appearing to continue to 

contribute to the collective good of the free trade regime by participating in it, arc in fact 
' 

taking a free ride. That is, each now \VOrries that others arc imposing protectionist barriers 

to their own markets and perhaps even engaging in predatory export policies while 

professing to uphold the liberal norms of CAlT. Each is therefore impelled to take 

unilateral protectionist action precisely because a weakening CAn· regime at some point 

returns its members to a state or nnnrchy whc~cin cnch··must fend for itself. The first to 

·:realize" this-- and take action on it -- "wins" (in game-theoretic parlance) for as long as 

other have not also defected from the regime. lt wins by maintaining access to their 

markets while simultaneously closing its own to foreign competition. 

Of course, in defecting from CAlT and thereby temporarily "winning," a major state not 

only free rides, its unreciprocated gains arc so large as to seriously harm others, thus 

' "spoiling" the regime by forcing others to abandon it as well. So it is that a large defector 

can even deceive itself into undertaking a self-fulfilling prophecy that ultimately costs 

itself and all others their respective shares of what liberal economists describe as the 

gains from trade, boih economic and political. 



There is, of course, a middle ground as yet unacknowlcdcd. lt is entirely possible that 

.the Uruguay Round will conclude with some success but still fall short of achieving 

triumphal breakthroughs on all of the old and new issues on its ambitious agenda. It is 

entirely possible that protectionism will make inroads on the policies and practices of some 

traders while others are convinced to liberalize further. In other words, the arrangements 

of the last 45 years may change only incrementally for many more years; the regime may 

muddle along. 

Implications for the Middle East 

What does all of this mean for countries of the Middle East? Surely, other 

commentators will have much to say about related possibilities in the remaining sessions of 

this conference. Some of scenarios arc ccrtninly intriguing. 

To begin, it is probably safe to say that the major oil exporters in the Persian Gulf will 

be relatively unaffected by the answer to today's questions of rivalrous industrial trading 

~· Whatever happens, their oil exports will have a fairly soft market for at least 

several more years.[7J And, if the liberals arc correct, protectionist blocs will fail to grow 

efficiently and will thereby prolong tlic weak market for oil. Because oil itself has long 

traded without tariff and there is no protectionist incentive regarding oil production in the 

industrial world, oil exports will not fare new hurdles under any circumstance. 

The impact of GA TT's future could be much greater for other countries in the Middle 

East. Those covered by the Lomc Convention will continue to have special access to the EC, 

even if there is a trade war among the three blocs. Yet, Tnost of these arc exporters of 

primary goods oth.er than oil. As such, they arc susceptible to drastic declines in demand 

and price when industrialized countries experience even mild recession. Accordingly, 

debilitating trade wars in the North could impose severe costs upon such countries as 

Morocco; Tunisia, and Egypt. 

Israel finds itself in a unique position here. For it is, in principle, currently the only 

country in the world that should directly gain from a trade war despite the general decline 

in world product that would result. Israel's uniqueness stems directly from having separate 

free-trade agreements with r~,;o of the three prospective trade ~locs, unlike any other 



\ 

impose new, higher barriers to one another's products, Israel becomes the more attractive as 

an export platform. 

Suppose that a U.S. firm wishes to sell in the huge market of the EC but finds exports to 
;" 

be blocked by some combination of quotas, tariffs, and non tariff barriers. If the firm is large 

and the market promising, an obvious a·lternative would be some form of direct investment 

that allowed for production within the EC. However, "trade wars" today would likely 

have linkage to foreign direct investment in the form of equity share limits, domestic 

content, and/or other performance requirements.(8] Happily for the firm-- and for Israel--

there is a third option, namely, production from an Israeli subsidiary with sufficient 

Israeli content to qualify for \mfettered access to the European market. Of course, the 

principle applies equally to the European firm wishing to gain access to an otherwise closed 

U.S. market. 

Both ways, the Israeli economy wins. This puts Israel in the odd position of having to 

contemplate seriously whether it would prefer to sec the talks fnil. As a practical matter, 

of course, such a scenario of Israel ns n commercial bridge and beneficiary carries some risk 

that one of the other contracting states would want to renegotiate to preclude this sort of 

practice. TI1en, Israel would perhaps retain considerable access but suffer along with other 

countries during recession brought on by trade rivalries. 
I' 

Conclusion 

What, then, is in store for the trade system? Will three rivalrous blocs emerge? Or 

will the GATT negotiators instead reach the necessary compromises? Indeed, will the 

latter prospect be joined and further spurred by the independent growth of free-trade areas 

among various .GATT memb~rs?(9] My own suspicion is that a weakened, sub-optimal 

compromise will result from the Uruguay Round, and that this will be enough to protect the 

regime from imminent collapse and the systematic trade wars that could follow. 

My forecast is predicated on several ingredients, including a willingness to believe that 

the Japanese really are concerned that the bloc to which they would otherwise be consigned 

is much too small a market for their export-driven economy. The Europeans' motives 

appear to be more complex. But the task of East European revitalization would be a 

.' 



particularly sluggish in recent years. In turn, the United States government has a stronger 

Ideological attachment to liberalism than do the others. 

All parties doubtless agree broadly that the GATT has overseen enormous levels of 

international commerce and many years of shared growth. lt is difficult to believe that 
\ 

countries in a clearly illiberal environment would have fared so well. Finally, we should 

not lose sight of the apparent political success of the liberal post-war international system: 

There has been a long peace among the major participants during this Bretton Woods era. 

1 Sec, for example, jackson (1989), Chapter 6. 

2 Sec Bhagwa li (1991). 

3 Indeed, the EC subsidizes food exports, as well. Total costs are about 75% of the entire EC 

budget. 

4 See, for example, Hard in (1982). 

5 This theme is stressed by Aho and Aronson (1985). 

6 Emanual Adler suggested this parallel to me. 

7 See Richardson (forthcoming 1991 ). 

8 Se~ Conybeare (1987). 
' ' 

9 This is Bhagwati's (1991) optimistic view. 
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Abstract 

"'Ihe United States and the European Community" 

For more than four decades us-western European relations were grounded in 
NATO and rested on two facts: the formidable soviet military threat and 
American economic dominance. 'Ihis paper focuses on the political and military 
dimensions of the evolving relationship in an envirornnent where these =re 
=nditions have changed. 

American and Western Europeans broadly agree that the US should =ntinue a 
major leadership role and that some (but fewer) American troops should remain 
in Europe. 'Ihey also share basic political values. 'Ihey disagree about other 
issues including: economics (especially trade and burden-sharing, e.g., 
apportioning Gulf War costs) and polices outside the North Atlantic area. 

A changed relationship is inevitable and desirable. It will manifest 
itself principally within well-established institutions such as NATO, the 
European Community, and the Western European Union rather than in new arenas 
such as CSCE. 

2 



I 

America fought its tw-o largest foreign wars in Western Europe this 

century. In addition, the United states· deployed hundreds of thousands of 

troops in Europe for more than four decades after World War Two and earnarked 

half its defense budget for European contingencies. Why is Europe so 

ilrqx:>rtant to the United States? Ethnically, more than three-quarters of 

Americans are descendants of European :immigrants, and America's political 

traditions evolved from European roots. Economically, the societies are 

closely integrated. In 1988, for example, total trade (exports plus ilrqx:>rts) 

with the European CommunitY cmmtries constituted 21 percent of US trade 

(compared to 20 percent for canada and 17 percent for Japan). In 1988, 47 

percent of American foreign direct invesbnents were in Europe. 

'Ihroughout the twentieth century, Europe has been America's principal 

non-Western Hemispheric concern. Since 1949, Washington has pursued its 

European interests through the North Atlantic Treaty. However, recent events 

have fundamentally altered Europe's strategic landscape. Genran unification, 

the collapse of the Warsaw Treaty Organization, and Soviet withdrawal from 

Eastern Europe are of foremost significance. Meanwhile, the European 

Community is =eating a single market (1992) and progressing toward Monetary 

Union (EMU) and possible political union. Simultaneously, America's :immense 

budget deficits compel reduced expenditures for international programS, 

including defen5e. These factors are the context for my discussion of likely 

patterns of Euro-American relations during the 1990s. 

This paper refers frequently to "European" attitudes toward Euro-American 

relations. This is a convenient "fiction". Western Europe is no monolith. 

There are, for example, major differences among British, French, and Genran 

perspectives. Indeed, ilrqx:>rtant divisions arise within individual European 

1 
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countries, and the United States, concerning issues such as NA'IO's future, the 

·necessity for American troops in Europe, the role of nuclear weapons, and 

international economic relations. 

Despite revolutionary change in European international affairs, 

American-European relations will change only incrementally during the next 

decade. Many things will remain constant: disputes over out-of-area actions, 

burden-sharing squabbles, and broad consensus that some Americans troops are 

still needed in Europe. others things will change. Nuclear anxiety will 

fade, but economic friction will grow, especially over trade issues, now that 

allied security needs no longer compel cooperation. 

By 2000, American troops deployed in Europe will decline from 300, 000 to 

fewer than 75,000. American deployments of nuclear weapons will continue, but 

' all· landbased nuclear weapons will doubtless be removed. Meanwhile, the 

Western European Union (WEU) 1 will become an increasingly important focus of 

• 
European defense cooperation. NA'IO's attempt to shift toward a less military 

and more political emphasis will misfire. CSCE will become more important, 

but neither Americans nor most Western Europeans will give priority to pan-

European security structures. 

Euro-American Relations in 2000: 

'!he Bush administration hopes to extend NA'IO' s reach beyond the North 

Atlantic area. In May 1991, NA'IO's defense ministers moved in this direction 

by agreeing to form a corps-sized (50-70,000 troops) multinational rapid-

reaction force under British command which might someday fight out-of-area. 

1 '!he will includes nine of the twelve E.C. members, all but Dernnark, 
Greece, and Ireland. 

2 



'!his possibility remains controversial. Europeans recall many conflicts 

including Suez, Algeria, the Arab-Israeli conflict, Korea, Vietnam, and Latin 

America, which ''divided Americans and Europeans. Fran<;:ois Heisbow:g, director 

of the International Institute for Strategic Studies, describes continental 

Europeans as "completely lukewarm to the idea of extending NATO'S zone of 

action .... "2 Many Americans are also skeptical. Robert E. Hunter, a carter 

administration National Security Council staff member, concludes that "As in 

the past," efforts. to confront out-of-area issues "would surely fail." 3 A 

recent blue ribbon pane~ including David Abshire, Bill Bradley, Harold Brown, 

Zbigniew Brzez:inski, Lee Hamilton, Edward Meyer, Sam Nunn, Patricia Schroeder, 

William Simon, and Helmut sonnenfeldt echoes Hunter's assessment. 4 

2. 

The critical need to Deduce tis budget deficits is the driving impetus to 

withdraw American troops from Europe. ·eurrent plans call for reducing 

defense spending as a proportion of GNP to 3.6 percent in 1996. This 

represents an astonishing policy shift. As recently as 1988, the influential 

Wall Street economist Henry Kaufrnan was nearly alone in arguing that military 

2 Franc;:ois Heisbourg, "Faut-il enterrer 1 'alliance atlantique?," 
Politique Internationale, No. 50 (Winter 1990-91), p. 164. Also see Frederic 
Bozo, "La France et 1 'OTAN vers une. nouvelle alliance," Defense Nationale, 
Vol. 47 (January 1991), p. 28 and pp. 32-33; Jean-Marie Guehenno, "America's 
Role in New Security Architectures," America's Role in a Changing World, Part 
I, Adelphi Papers, No. 256 (Winter' 1990/91), p. 104; and B€atrice Heuser, 
"L'avenir de la securite europeerme," Defense nationale, Vol. 47 (April 1991), 
p. 56. 

3 Robert E. Hunter, "America 1 s Role in New Security Architectures: A 
Commentary," America's Role in a Changing World, Part I, Adelphi Papers, No. 
256 (Winter 1990/91), P• 111. 

. 
4 See David Abshire. et al., The United States and NATO in an Undivided 

Europe: A Report by the Working Group on Changing Roles and Shifting Burdens 
in the Atlantic Alliance (Washington, D. C.: The Johns Hopkins Foreign Policy 
Institute, 1991), pp. 10-11. 

3 



spending could =ntract by one-third to four percent of GNP. 5 Defense 

spending will noN fall to the lowest percentage during the postwar era, even 

lower than the carter administration level of 5. 1 percent of GNP during FY 

1978 and FY 1979. 'Ihese cuts require overall militaJ:y manpower reductions of 

nem:;ly one-quarter. 'Ihe US Anny, which has the largest number of European 

troops, will decline more than 30 percent. Meanwhile, the Defense Department 

will close or downsize 225 European militaJ:y installations during 1991. 
. r 

Economics drives these cuts, but the fading Soviet threat explains the 

meager domestic opposition. The Soviet Union remains the preeminent European 

militaJ:y power which most European and American officials =nsider a principal 
:-- . 

reason to preserve NATO and America's European military presence. However, 

when the Red Anny is fully repatriated, NATO expects strategic warning of 

Russian aggression measured in years; since mid-1990 NATO has assumed 

tactical warning of 30 to 42 days compared to 10 days previously. Many 

Americans think this modest threat justifies only a small residual force in 

Europe to buttress the credibility of the American nuclear and =nventional 

deterrents and to facilitate an unlikely return of large-scale American 

forces. 

Historicaily, American elites supported large European troop deployments 

more than the mass public; the reverse is now true. A survey conducted for 

the Olicago Council on Foreign Relations during October and November 1990 

found that the percentage ·of leaders wanting to keep the NATO commibnent )the 

same declined from 77 in 1986 to 35 percent in 1990, but the public percentage 

only dropp9d from 62 percent to 56 percent. Sixty-two percent of the American 

5 See Henry Kaufman, "Memo to the Next ·President," New York Times 
Magazine, 9 October 1988, p. 36. 
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leadership sample favored decreasing the NA'IO commitment compared to only 31 

percent of the mass· Public. 6 

As the Soviet threat dissolved, other arguments were marshalled to 

justify large us troop deployments in Europe. It is argued that highly mobile 

American troops based in Europe =uld be redeployed to regional conflicts. 7 

A second argument sees American troops as glue necessary to integrate the 

Europeans: "If there is no, or only a symbolic American presence, there will 

not be integration. If there is no integration, there will be· re-

nationalization. If defence is re-nationalized, there may be an alliance, but 

it will resemble the loose compact of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuri'es 

rather than NA'IO .... ,8 Perhaps this is true, but do Americans care? Critics 

of cuts in US defense spending rarely lament the European implications. 

Retired Army colonel Harry G. Summers, Jr. is one such critic. Summers argues 

that "much of the world ~ to be teetering on the edge of anarchy and ):he 

United States, as the world's only surviving great power ... [may) be forced 

into the role of the world's policeman. ,9 But he wants more spending on 

conventional forces for global intervention like those in Grenada, Libya, 

Panama, and Iraq. It is Europeans, not Americans, who foresee using these 

6 John E. Rielly, ed., American Public Ooinion and u.s. Foreign Policy 
1991 (Cl1icago: Cl1icago Council on Foreign Relations, 1991), p. 35 and p. 37. 

7 See, for example, John Roper, "Shaping Strategy without the 'Ihreat," 
America's Role in a Cl1anging World, Part· II, Adelphi Papers, No. 257 (Winter 
1990/91), p. 79 and Franc;:ois Heisbourg, "Faut-il enterrer 1 'alliance 
atlantique?," Politiaue Internationale, No. 50 (Winter 1990-91), p. 167. 

8 Josef Joffe, "The Security Implications of a United Germany: Paper I," 
America's Role in a Cl1anging World, Part II, Adelphi Papers, No. 257 (Winter 
1990/91), p. 88. 

9 Col. Harry G. summers, Jr., "How to Be the World's Policeman," The New 
York Times. Magazine, 19 May 1991, p. 42. 
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troops to intervene out-of-area. According to the Anny Chief of Staff, "the 

preJX>rrlerance of the Anny will be based within the =ntinental United 

States .. •. n10 

3. 

A diminished Soviet threat means less need for the American nuclear 

guarantee. '!he INF treaty was a major change, for the superpowers abarrloned 

their larrlbased missiles with ranges from 500 to 5500 kilorneters. NA'IO then 

abarrloned plans to modernize Lance mi5siles, arrl NA'IO redefined nuclear 

weaJXlns as weaJXlns of last resort rather than first-use. Although Britain arrl 

the United states want to keep larrlbased nuclear weaJXlns, this option is 

probably precluded by German reservations. It is unlikely that NA'IO c;:an 
retain short-range nuclear artillery after Soviet forces have withdrawn behirrl 

the Polish arrl Czechoslovakian glacis. According to Karl Kaiser, "As the 
' 

military threat fades the question of legitimacy is being raised. Many 

weaJXlns systems that would be desirable in technical terms will no longer 

receive JX>litical SUPJX>rt, arrl it can no longer be =nsidered i=esJX>nsible to 

discard certain nuclear options."ll Kaiser thinks it will be impossible to 

store nuclear warheads in Germany, so he envisions a "re=nstitution strategy" 

urrler which warheads arrl delivery systems are held in the US or the European 

periphery for JXlSSible deployment, as needed, to Germany or other frontline 

10 General Carl E. Vuono, quoted in Don Oberdorfer, "Strategy for Solo 
Superpower," '!he Washington Post, 19 May 1991, p. 1. 

11 Karl Kaiser, "From nuclear deterrence to graduated =nflict =ntrol: 
German unification arrl the departure from current NA'IO strategy," Survival, 
Vol. 32, No. 6 (November/December 1990), pp. 486. According to Josef Joffe, 
"one should bet neither on the production of TASM or on the retention of 
existing air..Uelivered warheads on US planes based on· the Continent." "'Ihe 
Security Implications of a United Germany: Paper I," America's Role in a 
Changing World, Part II, Adelphi PaperS, No. 257 (Winter 1990/91), p. 87. · 
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states. Wash:ington's nuclear cornmibnent will survive in some form because it 

backstops the relatively small British and French nuclear deterrents, and the 

nuclear cornmibnent is much less dangerous to the US than formerly. 

'!he French deplore the relegation of nuclear anns to "last resort" 

status. '!hey say it invites a long conventional battle with threats to use 

nuclear weapons postponed until the defense is failing. '!his contrasts with 

French policy which seeks to deter all war by threats of early and rnass.lve 
' 

nuclear attacks when a threat to French vital interests is confirmed. The NA'ID 

allies demur; they anticipate substantial tactical warning before a Soviet 

attack, and could threaten nuclear escalation as a crisis intensified.12 

Although Gennany is the principal focus of America's nuclear cornmi~t, 

NA'ID's flanks are also affected. Although the French have debated possibly 

extending their nuclear umbrella to Gennany, "it is difficult to imagine that 

France could one day brandish its nuclear force to deter. an attack against 

Sicily, Anatolia, or Thrace or against the extreme north of Norway. ,13 The 

dilennnas of extended nuclear deterrence are soluble, even for Gennany, only 

by forming a European state, so Gennany joins the "sanctuary" defended ·by 

British an? French nuclear arms.l4 Because this union remains a distant 

prospect, the·' US will continue to Perform this function in the immediate 

futirre. However, the details of future nuclear deterrence are obscure, and 

Angle-French forces will probably become more inportant. As Jacques Morizet 

t: 
' 12 see F'raJ190is de Rose, "Quelques nouveaux parametres de securite en 

Europe," Defense nationale, Vol. 47 (April 1991) , p. 44. 

13 Beatrice Heuser, "L'avenir de la securite europeenne," oefense 
nationale, Vol. 47 (April 1991, p. 55. 

14 See Holger H. Mey and Michael Riihle, "German security Interests and 
NA'ID's Nuclear Strategy," Aussenrolitik, Vol. 42, No. 1 (1991), pp. 29-30. 
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has written, "the nuclear void OCM forming :i.h central Europe can only 

reinforce the ~ contribution of French nuclear deterrence by 

underlining the role it could play in a situation of last resort. nl5 

4. 

America's · budget deficits will produce more than military budget 

reductions. 
: 

As David Gergen writes, "As budget problems persist, burden-

sharing will clearly gain as an issue in American politics. nl6 '!his was 

illustrated by American reactions to allied Gulf War contributions. Intense 

animosity was directed ta.varcl Japan and Gennany for what Republican Senator 

John McCain called "contenptible tokenism" in sharing the costs of defeating 

Iraq. In September 1990 the House Representatives passed overwhelmingly (370 

to 53) an amendment to require Japan to pay all costs to maintain American 

troops in Japan. Recent public opinion surveys reflect this attitude. Even 

during the proud afterglow of the Gulf War, a survey conducted in March 1991 

found that only 46 percent (corrpared to 51 percent opposed) of respondents 

agreed that, "The United States should take the lEAD military role where there 

are problems in the world requiring a military response," but 57 percent 

(corrpared to 38 percent) agreed when the question was worded, "The United 

States should take the lEAD military role where there are problems in the 

world requiring a military response, with the cost shared by a broad group of 

15 Jacques Morizet, "Pour une relance de la cooperation Franco
Allemande de defense," Defense nationale, Vol. 47 (April 1991), p. 25. 

16 David Gergen, "How is American Changing? American Leadership: The 
Challenges Back Home," America's Role in a Changing World, Part II, Adelphi 
Papers, No. 257 (Winter 1990/91), p. 4. 
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allies. nl7 
I 

Trade issUes ·also . fuel Euro-American dis=rd. Wash.i.rqton says the 

EurcJpean Cormmmity sabotaged ·the Uruguay Round of GA'IT negotiations in 

December 1990 by rejecting substantial cuts in agricultural subsidies to 

noncompetitive but politically powerful European fanners. In early 1991 tpe 

EC was placed on a "priority watch list" because a Cormmmity guideline· 

re=rnrnends lllnits on non-community television progranuning. 'Ihe us also 

resisted "buy European" provisions in European public procurement. . 'Ihe 

Cormmmity retorts that despite years of American lip service to free trade 

principles, the United States now blocks refonns in nornnerchandise trade, 

especially aviation and telecammunications. 

Public opinion reflects these disputes. American elites renain more 

=mmitted to free trade (only 33 percent of leaders bE.lieve that tariffs are 

necessary) compared to the general public (54 percent favor tariffs). But 

this gap is narrowing, in 1978 only 23 percent of leaders defended tariffs 

compared to 5(. percent of the public.l8 American protectionism is usually 

directed at Japan rather than Europe. However, 40 percent of the American 

public (38 percent of leaders) =nsiders Europeans unfair traders, and 30 

percent of the public (41 percent of the leaders) believes that European 

e=nornic competition =uld become a "=itical threat" to the United States 

during the =ming decade.19 'Ihere are also European =unterparts to these 

17 Americans Talk Issues, Serial National Surveys of Americans on Public 
Policy Issues: SUrvey #15 (Washington, D.C.: American Talk Issues Foundation, 
1991) ' p. 39. 

18 John E. Rielly, ed., American Public Opinion and U.S. Foreign Policy 
1991 (Chicago: Chicago council on Foreign Relations, 1991), pp. 26-27. 

19 John E. Rielly, ed., American Public Opinion and U.S. Foreign Policy 
1991 (Chicago: Chicago council on Foreign Relations, 1991), p. 27. 
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American perception. Americans were outraged by French actor Gerard 

DepardieU IS alleged. admissiOn that he participated in hiS "first" rape at age .. 
nine. Many French interpreted this not as moral revulsion but as evidence of 

American protectionism driven by Hollywood's fear that Depardieu's film 

"Cyrano" might sweep the Oscars. 20 

International finance is a less publicized field of battle. All of the 

largest European economies now participate in the European Monetary System's 

exchange-rate mechanism, and the Gennan Bundesbank largely determines Western 

European monetary policy. Despite massive pressure from Washington, Gennany 
' 

stonewalled the Bush· administration's attempt to aid the US econornj by 

lowering foreign interest rates. Gennans perceived a foolish and politically 

motivated attempt to stimulate the American economy before the 1992 

presidential election, and Gennan Finance Minister 'Iheo Waigel denounced 

America's massive budget deficits and low 'savings rate which impede global 

economic vigor. Bush was rebuffed as thoroughly as the carter 

administration's attempt to influence Gennan monetary policy. 

Conflicts over economic issues will continue and expand, for example the 

quarrel over i'nviting President Gorbachev to the 1991 Group of Seven summit 

meeting. 'Ihese conflicts could intensify as Europe becomes more economically 

integrated and less dependent upon America's security guarantee. A mutual 

perception that Americans and Europeans are economic rivals more than 

security partners could undermine US willingness to retain a meaningful 

military =mmi.bnent. If Europe is primarily an economic rival, rather than 

the first line of Amer.ican defense against the Soviet threat, Americans will 

20 see Figaro-Magazine, 29 March 1991, pp. 52-54. 
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have less reason to protect European interests. 21 I share Josef Joffe 

skepticism that "the us' [will] =ntinue to shoulder the burden of =.ing 

those who have become less dependent and hence less pliant -- and do so for 

the sake of EurOpean stability as such, and not in order to =ntain is 

existential rival in the theatre of foremost importance?"22 

Euro--American economic rivalry should :r:;ernain less hostile than Japanese

American relation. 23 But =nsiderable estrangement is possible, and in a 

more unipolar world Europe may distrust and resent American dOmination. 

Consistent with longstanding French =ncerns, President Mitterrand already 

fears "that the United States seeks to use NATO as a means to perpetuate its 
) 

dominant influence on Western policy tc:Mard the Soviet Union. u24 And Moisi 

and :Rupnik write that although European anti-Americanism has declined, there 

is "rejection of what is perceived as excessive American power. u25 Anti

Americanism is prevalent even in Britain; Anthony Crosland explained it mc\ny 

21 See Dorninique Moisi and Jacques Rupnik, Le nouveau =ntinent: 
Plaidoyer pour une Europe renaissante (Paris: Calmann-I..evy, 1991), p. 155. 

22 Josef Joffe, un'{~ Security Implications of a United Germany: Paper I," 
America's Role in a Changing World, Part II, Adelphi Papers, No. 257 (Winter 
1990/91), p. 90. 

23 One recent book even predicts possible war between the two 
=untries. see George Friedman and Meredith LeBard, 'Ibe Coming War with Japan 
(New York: St. Martin's, 1991). 

24 Michael Brenner, "Une nouvelle optique sur la securite europeenne: le 
regard de Washington," Fblitiaue etrangere, Vol. 55, No. 3 (Autunm 1990), p. 
556. 

25 Dorninique Moisi and Jacques Rupnik, Le nouveau =ntinent: Plaidoyer 
pour une Europe renaissante (Paris: ca1mann-r..evy, 1991), p. 156. However, a 
survey of French adults (N=919) =nducted in March 1991 indicated that 
although 62 !J!=rce11t of respondents agreed the world was entering a period 
"marked by th~ domination of the United States," only 27 percent were made 
"uneasy" by this and 58 percent were "reassured." See, World Opinion Update, 
Vol. 15, No. 5 (May 1991), p. 55. 
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years ago as, "a natural resenbnent at the transfer of world power from lDndon 

to Washington. n26 ·without a renewed threat, from Russia or elsewhere, this 

attitude may spread. 

5. 

DJ.ring the early .postwar years, a European-based security structure 

seemed an inevitable outgrowth of European unification. But after the 

European Defense Community initiative =llapsed in 1954, and West Germany 

joined NATO, European integration (except for the European Political 

Cooperation) turned toward economics. The recent Euro-revolution triggered 

new interest in political union, and most EC members now favor such a uniodro 

------~---~~- . ' (=nstrain Gern\3n pow;) The notable exception was the Thatcher goverrnnent 

whiCh feared German domination. Nicholas Ridley, a member of Thatcher's 

cabinet and a prbne ministerial =nfidant, expressed this view with pungency 

by dismissing European monetary union as, "a German racket designed to take 

over the whole of Europe." 

Germans realize that unification stimulated fears of teutonic hegemony 

and Rapalloesque anxiety of Germany's Eastward drift. Some Genrans see this 

manifested in the closing of Franco-Polish ranks when Bonn hesitated before 

accepting the Oder-Neisse border and think that the recently_ fo:rmed 

Pentagonale is directed against Germany.27 To assuage these fears, and to 

preclude a recrudescence of German nationalism, Germany must be J embedd;;;d l, 
within a united Europe. Chancellor Kohl calls German unity and European 

26 Quoted in Stephen Haseler, "British bulldog snaps unfairly at Uncle 
Sam's polished heels," The Sunday Tbnes, 12 May 1991, p. 7. 

27 The Pentagonale =nsists of Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Italy 
(the driving: force), and Yugoslavia. Its ostensible agenda focuses on 
addressing cormnon =ncerns including air links, high-speed trains, 
hydroelectric power, and gas pipelines. ' . 
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unity, "two sides of the same =in," and in March 1991 he demonstrated ~ 

Genrany's comrnibnent to political union by linking Genran's acceptance of EMU ( 

to simultaneous approval of political union. 

· Wash.ington is schizophrenic. American policy gives ritualistic support 

to European integration, .and the Bush administration is more genuinely 
·I 

supportive of united European political action than the Reagan administration. 

Moreover, Washington, unlike London, strongly supported both Germ3n 

unification and the goal of anchoring Gennany within European structures. 
-

Michael Brenner =ntends that President Bush and Secretary Baker believe "a 

powerful EEC would be a major element of stability in -the climate of novelty 

and uncertainty which currently exists in Europe.u28 

During its first eighteen months in office (until the Kuwait invasion), 

the Bush administration was discomfited by the degree to which Washington was 

overshadowed by decisions taken in Bonn and Mosccrw. 1\rn<>....rican schizophrenia 

arises, therefore, from a longing to retain the traditional American 

leadership position. Because NA'ID is the central structure of American 

leadership, W<~;Shington is especially temperamental when Europe challenges its 

primacy in defense and foreign policy. 
' 

'Ihe Bush administration wants to 

divide responsibility so the US remains predominant on defense policy issues 

while the Comrmmity leads on European political and e=nornic issues. An 

eXample was Washington's willingness for Brussels to direct the European Bank 

for Re=nstruction and Development (EBRD) which has 39 members and capital of 

ECU 10 billion. 

The Bush administration became more vocal in late 1990 and early 1991 as 

28 Michael Brenner, "Une nouvelle optique sur la securite europeenne: le 
regard de Washington," Politigue etrangere, Vol. 55, No. 3 (Autumn 1990), pp. 
546. 
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the pace of progress towan1 EMU and political union accelerated. On three 

oocasions between DeCember 1990 and April 1991, the Bush administration told 

Europeans that , European unification must "reinforce" rather than weaken the 

Atlantic Alliance.29 Washington has a chronic dislike of European caucuses, 
I 

and ' Bush administration behavior parallels Assistant Secretary of State 

Richard Burt's infamous (in Europe) letter sent in the mid-1980s to dissuade 

the WEU from discussing ongoing anns control issues. As a senior US diplorriat 

once told '!he New York Times, "We've always told them to get their act~ 
together, but when they do, we tell them they're undermining NA'fO consulta- { 

tion. n30 A German journalist described "a reflex of American diplomacy.;, As 

soon as NATO's exclusivity seems jeopardized it reacts like a jealous husband 

-- no rival should come to close to the woman of his choice. n3l 

At least at the outset, "political union" will take only a tiny step 

toward a federal Europe. It will involve ; small but potentially significant 

changes such as more supranational decision-making and expanded power for the 

European Parliament. To deserve the label, a political union must eventually 

encompass foreign and security policy, and it's probably true as a high French 

Ministry of Defense official wrote, that the Community "will not continue for 

long to speak of a central European bank, a connnon currency, or regulations 

covering pollution and free exchange without beginning, one day or another, to 

,, 
29 At the December 1990 meeting of NA'fO foreign ministers, just prior to 

a WEU meeting in February 1991, and in an April 1991 telegram from Secretary 
Baker to Illxernbourg during its presidency of the E.C. 

30 James M. Markham, "'Ihe Alliance Enters the Age of Edgy Reassurance, 
The New York Times, 27 September 1987, p. E3. ,. 

31 GUnther Nonnenmacher, "NA'fO on the verge of far-reaching change 'ils US 
troop pullout is planned," Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 27 April 1991. 
Translated in The German Tribune, 19 May 1991, p. 5. 
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address its own defense.n32 

To Britain anci other opponents of European union, the Gulf War ,. 
dembnstrated Europe'~ inability to frame a conunon security policy and proved 

the necessity for American leadership. To proponents, such as France, the war 

proved that Europe's vital interests required European institutions to 

formulate and :iJnplement conunon foreign and defense policies. 'Ihe EC is 

divided into at least three camps: France, Italy, Gennany, Spain, Belgium, 

lllxembourg, and Greece think political union should encompass defense policy; 

Britain, the Netherlands, Portugal and Denmark are opposed; and neutral 

Ireland is sui generis. France wants mjority voting on foreign and defense 

policy which r.dndon abhors. · 

, 'Ihe WEU is increasingly viewed as a means to shift the emphasis from NATO 

to the Community. French foreign minister Roland [)mas describes the F'rarl=-

Gennan initiative as attempting to create "a conunon foreign and security 
' 

policy while not eliminating national annies.n33 [)mas thinks WEU could be a 

useful device to a=mplish that goal. One proposal, raised by Italy during 

its presidency of the European Council, is the absorption of the WEU by the EC 

when the WEU' s Brussels Treaty expires in 1998. Olancellor Kohl and President 

Mitterrand jointly urged "a clear organic relationship" between the WEU and 

the Community. 34 

Britain and the Netherlands fear that linking WEU to the EC will alienate 

32 Gerard IXmri.nique (pseudonym), "Pour une CEE de la defense," le Monde, 
11 April 1990, p. 2. 

33 Jacques Amalric, et al., "Un entretien avec M. Roland [)mas," le 
Monde, 12 March 1991, p. 3. 

\' 

34 Helmut. Kohl and Fran<;:ois Mitterrand, "la lettre commune be MM. Kohl et 
Mitterrand," le Monde, 10 December 1990, p. 4. 
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Washington and hasten America's retreat from Europe. Washington claims 

I. 
i 

that 

strengthening WEU will weaken NATO and narginalize the non-community NATO-

European states, especially Norway and TUrkey. Therefore, WEU should expand 

to include non-EC members of NATO. Washington also wants the WEU to =nsult 

NATO before taking action outside the North Atlantic area.35 

lDndon wants WEU as NATO's European pillar, not the EC's defense pole. 

Paris rejects this, for it perpetuates American dominance while blocking the 

essential evolution of integrated European institutions. In fact, France 

denies any need for peacetime integrated military comrrands. 'Ihe French 

foresee sufficient warning time to =nsult and respond as the threat evolves. 

For Paris, interoperability is the essential capaCity, but Secretary Baker's 

message to ti{e Community emphasized "the essential character of NATO's 

integrated military structure .... n36 

6. 

France wants a European security organization; Britain thinks that the;US 

' must remain the crux of European security. A third approach relies ·on 

national means to respond to the diminished threat. Pan-European security is 

a fourth alternative, e.g., the Conference on Security and Cooperation in 

Europe (C:SCE). 37 As the Cold War ended, C:SCE emerged as a main focus' for 

European security issues, especially in Germany. In the December 1990 all 

35 See l:Bvid &Ichan, "Ministers seek NATO talks on Defence," '!he 
Financial Times, 29 April 1991, p. 4 and "Nouvel avertissement des Etats-Unis 
aux Douze a propos de la defense europeenne," Le Monde, 2 May 1991, p. 5. 

I 

36 Remarks of American NATO Ambassador William Taft as quoted in l:Bvid 
&lchan, ''US envoy denies NATO is holding up EC progress on common security," 
'!he Financial Times, 2 May 1991, p. 2. 

37 'Ihe thirty-four member C:SCE includes canada, the United States, and 
every European state except Albania. 
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German elections, the FDP, SPD, and Green party platforms all made favorable 

references to the CSCE or what the Greens called a "pan-European order of 

peace. n38 

Some 

l 

conservative French politicians including Charles Pasqua, Fran<;x:>is 
' 

Fillon, and Fhilippe Seguin agree that Cold War institutions such as NA'ID and 

the EC are obsolescent .. Europe should now think in continental terms of a 

pan-European security system stretching from the Atlantic to the Urals.39 ,:):11 
·; 

general, however, French elites are less enthusiastic about CSCE than are the 

Germans. 40 '!he French government a=rds more prominence to NA'ID, the WEU, 

and the European Connnunity, and RPR leader Jacques OJ.irac explicitly rejected 
... 

the concept of "an institutionalized CSCE which would play the role of:• the 

European UN. n4l Most leading British politicians are even more dismissive. 

A=rding to Foreign Secretary Hurd, CSCE "cannot in the foreseeable future 

become an organization offering collective military security guarantees of the 

old traditional kind. So far as members of NAro are concerned, it will not 

replace NA'ID. n42 CSCE will become more important, but neither the United 

38 Helmut Nagelschmitz, ed., Procedures, Programmes. Profiles: First All 
German Election (Bonn: Inter Nationes, December 1990), p. 33, p. 37, and .p. 
42. ' 

; 

) 
39 See, for example, Fhilippe Seguin, "Le nouvel horizon de 1 'Europe," 

Defense nationale, Vol. 47 (March 1991), pp. 41-50. A=rci.ing to Alain Mine, 
"'!he European Connnunity died 9 November 1989." 

40 '!here are exceptions such as Frederic Bozo. He writes that 
"currently the true European priority is to define and reinforce a new 
security context within the CSCE, a task in which France must play; a 
predominant part." "La France et 1 'OI'AN vers une nouvelle alliance," Defense 
Nationale, Vol .. 47 (January 1991), p. 27. 

41 "L'appartenance a 1 'OI'AN est «la destination naturelle>> . de 
1 'Allernagne unie," Le Monde, 13-14 May 1990, p. 4. 

42 Douglas Hurd, "'!he CSCE: Need for a New Magna carta," Speech ~ the 
CSCE Ministerial Meeting, New York, 2 October 1990. 
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states nor most Western European goverrunents will grant priority to a pan

European security structure. 

Why I May Be Wrong: 

I believe that despite revolutionary changes in Europe's strategic 

terrain, the effect on Euro-American relations will be evolutionary. 'lllis is 

largely true because neither the United States nor any major European state 
' . 

-seeks a rapid transfomation. Britain's COnseJ:Vative party is particularly 

wedded to the Atlanticist status quo, but only slightly more than the Gennf.n 

cr:u;csu and both major American parties. Even the three. principal French 

parties (PS, UDF, RPR) accept this status quo. Without stronger pressure to 

quickly remake the institutional landscape, only gradual change is likely. 

There are, however, several improbable possibilities which might upend 

my prediction. It is conceivable, for example, that the US might withdraw 

its troops more quickly or more completely. There are domestic interests 

which favor this policy. On the right, this is the longstanding position of 

"libertarians" (who want to reduce all goveinment experx:litures)43 and "neocon-

servatives," who believe that resources committed to Europe are needed 

elsewhere. DJring the Cold War these were minority positions; the centrist 

American consensus embraced the European commitment. The collapse of the 

Soviet Union's external empire, to be followed perhaps by internal 

disintegration, obviated a need to offset a global Soviet threat, and many 

American conservatives are reverting to isolationist roots which atrophied 

after Dwight Eisenhower captured control of the Republican Party forty yelirs 

ago. &lrton Pines of the Heritage Foundation calls conservatives "reluctant 

43 See Ted Galen Carpenter and Rosemary Fiscarelli, America's Peace 
Dividend: Income Tax Reitluctions from the New strategic Realities (Washington, 
D. C.: cato Institute, August 1990), pp. 18-22. . 
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I 
internationalists. u44 Jeane Kirkpatrick wrote that the United States shoul,d 

now focus on domestiC . problems and "not try to manage the balance of power in 

Europe .... Neither can the U.S. be expected to sustain an expensive role in an ,, 
alliance whose chief role is to dbninish European fear of a resurgent Gerirany. 

Americans have more pressing priorities. u45 And, in a provocative echo of 

George Mc:Qwern's presidential theme, Pat &Ichanan wrote that after the Cold 

War, ''America should =me home.'' 

Since the Vietnam War, neoisolationism has exerted its strongest grip 

among I:enocrats. For example, in the key January 1991 congressional votes to 

authorize force against Saddam Hussein, rather than continuing t~ rely on 

economic sanctions, only three House Republicans (COI11J:)<ired to 179 Cemocrats) 
/ 

and two Senate Republicans (compared to 45 Cemocrats) voted no. As Republican 

conservative internationalism erodes, Charles Krautharnrner foresees a foreign 

affairs realignment: "The Left-Right debate of todpy will gradually transform 

itself into the isolationist-interventionist debate of yesterday. u46 William 
1 

Hyland, former national security official and current editor of Foreign 

Affairs, now asserts that, "The United States has never been less threatened 

by foreign .forces than ,.it is today ... [but] never since the Great Depression 

has the threat to domestic well-being been greater .... (Therefore,] What is 

desperately required is a psychological turn inward." America needs, Hyland 

argues, to "start selectively disengaging from abroad .... " This includes 

44 &Irton Yale Pines, "A Primer for o:mservatives," The National 
Interest, No. 23 (Spring 1991), p. 67. 

45 Jeane J. Kirkpatrick, "A Normal Country in a Normal Time," The 
National Interest, No. 21 (Fall 1990), p. 43. 

46 Charles· Krautharnrner, "Universal Dominion: TcMard 
The National I~terest, No. 18 (Winter 1989/90), p. 47. 
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Europe where only "a skeleton structure for emergency redeployments" is 

required. 47 

America confronts massive domestic problems, and in a relatively benign 

world nany Americans, even including foreign affairs professionals, wish to 

shed external burdens. To the extent that happens, Europe will be the 

principal casualty, for in no other region are America's allies better 

equipped to fend for themselves. 'lbere are, obviously, pressures to 

reformulate U.S. policy to turn toward domestic problems. 'Ibis might 

translate into reductions of America's camrnitment to Europe which go further 

or faster than I have suggested here. It is notable .that for the first time 

in the surveys of the Olicago Council on Foreign Relations, the public is now 

more supportive of NATO (56 percent prefer to "keep the camrnitment the same") 

than the leaders (35 percent). 'lbe leaders also favor a smaller American 

troop deployment in Western Europe, 101,200 compared to 181,3000 for the 

publ'ic. 48 Prestnnably, the elites are leading public opinion on this issue. 

'lberefore, although a slaw evolution in the status quo is likely, more 

dramatic changes in Euro-American relations are possible. 

A second improbable event is a revival of Soviet bellicosity. The 

collapse of the Warsaw Pact, the removal· of Soviet troops from Central 

Europe, and the shrinking of Soviet conventional forces, have reduced the 

Soviet capacity for aggression regardless of the particular regime in pawer. 

Moreover, the Soviet economic base is so fragile that Western Europe and the 

United States could counter a threat quite easily. Nonetheless, the brutal 

' 47 William G. Hyland, "Downgrade Foreign Policy," 'lbe New York Times, 20 
May 1991, p. A15. 

48 Jolm E. Rielly, ed., American Public Opinion and U.S. Foreian Policy 
1991 {Chicago: Chicago Council on Foreign Relations, 1991), p. 35. 
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:r;epression of dem::mstrators in Vilnius, and Soviet efforts to evade clear 

provisions of the CFE treaty, demonstrate that even Go:rbachev can pursue 

policies which rattle the West. Go:rbachev's successors could be much more 

unnerv:i.n;. Should the Soviet Union implode, the prospects are both 

unpredictable and dreadful, especially given the arsenal of tens of thousands 

of nuclear weapons. Although NA'IO is ill-suited to manage domestic Soviet 

cha~, an intensified perception of "threat" from the East could retard or 

halt the evolutionary developments I have described. 

A third possibility is German expulsion of foreign troops. Nearly fif~y 

years after the war, and with the Soviet threat largely removed, will united 

Germany continue indefinitely to tolerate the presence of large mnnbers of 

foreign troops? Will Gerinans not be tempted to follow the example of France 

(which declared autonomy from NA'IO in 1966) or Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and 

Poland (which are be:i.n; freed from the Red Army)? 'lhis possibility is 

increas:i.n;ly reflected in German public opinion. In March 1990 56.5 percent 

of West German respondents said they would welcome t):1e complete withdrawal of 

us troops from Germany, and only 38.6 percent were opposed.49 Although many 

Germans still consider foreign troops as "protection" rather than 

"occupation," this may change if the Cold War recedes from memory. 

NA'IO's new eight corps configuration may help to address this problem. 

Except for one all-Gennan corps assigned to former East German territory, all 

of ~ese corps (includ:i.n;J the rapid-reaction corps) will be multinational 

fonnations of national divisions. Only one corps will be commanded by .an 

American; however, SACEXJR will remain an American officer. " Repackag:i.n; NA'IO 

4 9 "Polls: Most Germans and Americans for German Unity, " 'lhe Week in 
Germany, 13 April 1990, .-P· 2. 
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forces in a more multinational and European container Jl'aY prolong their 

acceptance by the German people. '!he French, whose forces have seJ:Ved under 

German COII1Iral1d in bilateral exercises, have discussed possibly stationing 

German air or ground forces in France. 50 '!his might also lessen the 

appearance that Germany is a unique case which requires foreign forces to 

guard against renascent German nationalism . 

. Elsewhere in Europe, policies which might be unacceptable under NATO 

auspites are presented as "European" positions. For example, Spain broke a 

long isolationist tradition by sending naval forces to the Persian Gulf 

follCMing Iraq's invasion of Kuwait. But Madrid carefully acted under WEXJ 

rather than NATO patronage. It is similarly possible that troops from other 

EC countries Jl'aY be acceptable in Germany, especially if German forces are 

deployed elsewhere in Europe, while American troops are not. The American 

role as the ultill'ate guarantor of European security will be complicated if 

both nuclear warheads and American troops are relegated to the European 

periphery, and this could accelerate the reshaping of Euro-American 

relations. ·' 

'!he fourth illlprobable possibility is quickening of the pace of European 

political union, including a defense conmnmity. Although there is substantial 

rhetorical enthusiasm for European unification, a federal European stite 

renains a distant possibility. Even the French, whose rhetorical support for 

European union is high, emphasize a "confederation" of sovereign states. 

Rapid progress tCMard more meaningful European unity which would transfonn the 

r: 
50 See, for example, Georges Fricaud--<llagnaud, "Construire le p6le 

ouest-europeen de securite," Defense nationale, Vol. 47 (April 1991), p. 37 
and F'.J:an9ois de Rose, "Quelques nouveaux pararnetres ·de securite en Europe," 
Defense nationale, Vol. 47 (April 1991), pp. 47. 
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Euro-American relationship seems inprobable. Indeed, although the unification 

of Germany has increased pressure to strengthen European institutions, in the 

security field the ebbing of the Soviet threat has resuscitated national 

apProaches. 

Conclusions: 

Increasingly, Washington perceives the EC as an inportant actor distinct 

from its individual members. 'lhis is illustrate? by the Trans-Atlantic 

Declaration of November 1990, semiannual US-EC summits among the presidents of 

the us, European Council, and EC Commission, and the proliferation of cabinet 

and Commission-level contacts. Rather than reflecting intimacy, these 

contactS reflect new political realities: Anierica's economic edge over Europe 

is shrinking, and Brussels is a decision ceni:.er which now rivals Bonn, London, 

and Paris. 

, Europeans and Americans agree that Washington must provide the West's 

central leadership and that some US troops should remain in Europe. 'lhey 

disagree concerning economic issues, such as trade and burden-sharing, alxi 

many political issues, including America's greater propensity to intervene in 

regional conflicts. There is substantial mutual respect ,between Americans and 

Europeans, but on this issue there is substantial mistrust. Many Americans 

think Europeans are what Lyndon Johnson called "nervous Nellies," and as 

Timothy Garton Ash recently wrote, "in France, in Germany, in Italy, one 

encounters much more often than in Britain a basic, deep-seated reluctance to 

believe that a war -- particularly an American-led, war -- can be either 

necessary or justified, even against such a blatant, relentless, and 
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certifiably tyrannical aggressor (as Saddam Hussein].n51 

In the post-cold War world, without the glue of a common enemy, Europe 

and America will drift apart. This is the natural effect of economic 

=rrpetition and political differences conpounded by America's preoccupation 

with domestic problems and the advance of European unification. This will not 

happen quickly. There is so much inertia accumulated over so many decades, so 

many habits which will only slowly change, that the inunediate future will 

resemble the past. But eventually the revolution of the last two years will 

translate into important changes in Euro-American relations. In 1976, Richard 

Rosecrance prematurely labeled America an "ordinary country." In 1990, 

Ambassador Kirkpatrick accurately labeled America a ''normal country, 11 and a 

normal America will not indefinitely tolerate the abnormal relationship with 

Europe. 

51 Ash, Timothy Garton Ash, "The War in Europe," The New York Review of 
Books, 7 March 1991, p. 16. 
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Strategic Aspects of a United Germany 

The strategic aspects of a united Gennany in a Europe no longer divided by an Iron Curtain are, 

at the same time, mind-boggling and mind-soothing. The thorough rearrangement of the Euro

pean landscape that began slowly with perestroika in the Soviet Union, continued with the ftrSt 

breach in the Iron Curtain in Hungary, accelerated with relativ~ly free elections in Poland, 

culminated in the demise of Communist rule and the collapse of the Soviet empire throughout 

Eastern Europe, and brought about the reunification of Germany: This series of events and the 

changes they brought, long the goal of Western policies, but for many ever less a realistic 

hope, to this day nearly defy comprehension. The Cold War is over, the West has won, and 

Europe is almost "whole and free," a fact at once cause for celebration and a source for new 

uncenainties, as the dangers of instability and unpredictability- according to President Bush 

the new enemies of the post-Cold-War world- become more apparent. 

One of the main features of the rearranged landscape of Europe is a united Germany. It, too, 

seems fraught with new uncertainties, but it also appears to hold out the promise of lasting 

stability in the heart of Europe. The Cold War saw the pursuit of two containment policies, one 

designed to "confront the Russians with unalterable counter-force at every point where they 

show signs of encroaching upon the interests of a peaceful and stable world," until "the break

up or the gradual mellowing of Soviet power" had been achieved.! The other, less outspokenly 

pursued containment policy sought to prevent the reemergence of Germany as a powerful factor 

of instability in Europe by fmnly establishing democracy in that part of Germany controlled by 

the Western allies and by tying the newly created Federal Republic of Germany securely to the 

West. This policy implied the division of Germany, at least for as long as Soviet power had 

n9t mellowed or broken up. 
., 

The Federal Republic, after a good deal of internal controversy, accepted both the ties that 

bound it to the West and the division of Germany. But Chancellor Konrad Adenauer insisted 

that the West pursue a "policy of strength" towards the Soviet Union in order to hasten the 

demise of Soviet power and to make possible the eventual reunification of Germany along West 
I ' 
German lines. He thereby sought to merge the two containment policies into a cohesive ap-

proach to the rehabilitation and reunification of Gem1any. This approach was embodied in the 

grand bargain struck between the Federal Republic and its occupation powers in the early 

1950s. When the Federal Republic joined the North Atlantic Treaty (NA TQ) and the Brussels 

George Kennan, "The Sources of Soviet Conduct" (originally published in Foreign Affairs, July 1947), in 
Robcn A. Goldwin and Harry M. Clor (cds.), Readings in American Foreign Policy (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1971, 2nd ed.) p. 347. Kennan argued !hat it might talie ten to fifteen years until !he 
Soviet Union would feel compelled to retrcaL · · 
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Treaty (Western European Union) - and thereby gained a significant measure of national . . . 

sovereignty- it formally declared: 

that she will refrain from any action inconsistent with the strictly defensive character 
of the two treaties. In particular the Federal Republic of Germany undertakes never 
to have recourse to force to achieve the reunification of Germany or the 
modification of the present boundaries of the Federal Republic of Germany, and to 
resolve by peaceful means any disputes which may arise between the Federal 
Republic and other States. 2 

·" 

At the same time, West Germany and its alliance partners committed themselves to the 

"peaceful pursuit of their common goal: a reunified Germany, with a democratic constitution 

similar to that of the Federal Republic, and integrated into the European community ... 3 

As it turned out, the premises on which these dual containment policies were based proved to 

be correct; and both sides also kept their promises. The Germans did not attempt to overcome 
' 

t11e division of Germany by force; occasional protestations to the contrary notwithstanding, the 

division of Germany, as far as the Gern1ans themselves were concerned, was not a threat to 
• 

peace in Europe. (Others may have felt that the division of Gern1any was acmainstay of peace 

in Europe.) Nor did t11e Federal Republic, as was often feared, strike a separate bargain with 

the Soviet Union and, in the process, loosen its ties with the West. Soviet power did weaken 

as the result of Western containment efforts that saw policies of strength pursued more or less 

vigorously (which at times led to significant intra-alliance conflicts over the proper mix of firm

ness and detente4). And when reunification finally became possible, the Western allies

above all the United States- gave their full support, indeed encouraged the Germans to move 

2 

3 

4 

lltc Federal Republic also declared that it "has agreed to conduct its policy in accordance with the principles 
of the Charter of the United Nations and accepts the obligations set forth in Article 2 of the Charter." 
(Final Act of the Nine-Power Conference, London, September 28- October 3, 1954; quoted according to 
C.C. Schweitzcr et al. (eds.), Politics and Government in the Federal Republic of Germany: Basic 
Documents. Leamington Spa: Berg Publishers, 1984, p. 294.) . •' · 
Article 2 of the UN Charter not only enjoins all members to "settle their international disputes by peaceful 
means in such a manner that international peace and security, and justice, arc not endangered;" it also obli
gates member states to "give tl!C United Nations every assistance in any action it takes in accordance with 
the present Charter." 
This was the often quoted clause in Article 7 of the Paris Agreements of 1954, which provided for West 
German membership in NATO and the WEU, the continued stationing of allied troops on Gennan soil, the 
build-up of West German anned forces, significant constraints on;German military power (in particular re
nunciation of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons), and sovereignty for the Federal Republic of 
Gemtany. · 
The first time this conflict arose was at tlte end of tlte Adcnaucr era, when the West Gennan chancellor ar
gued for a policy of finnness toward the Soviet Union, and the United States - especially under President 
Kennedy- initiated a policy of detente designed to cope with the effects of strategic parity. Later, after 
Boon began to pursue i~ new Ostpolitik, the fronts became reversed. Now it was. the Federal Republic 
that complained about alleged American rigidities, and the United States that bemoaned too much German 
flexibility, if not indeed laxness. These- by now almost academic - controversies are still reflected in 
the burgeoning debate over what won the Cold War: "Peace through strength" according mostly to Mr. 
Reagan or "change through rapprochement" according mostly to Mr. Genscher: 
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more speedily than they themselves were initially inclined.S Thus the goal spelled out in the 
' 

1950s, a Germany peacefully unified on the basis of We_stem ideals, was achieved on October 

3, 1990. 

Because the process of German unification took place with the full support of its Western allies 

and strictly along Western lines, the strategic aspects of German unity are nowhere near as 

massive or troublesome as might otherwise be the case. To be sure, a united Germany is larger 

than the old Federal Republic (almost by half), more populous (78 million instead of 62 mil

lion), and economically more potent (at least over the longer run). This could imply a more 

powerful Germany as well, one that - especially if left to its own devices and free of its 

moorings- might become dangerous again. Some feared that a united Germany, following 

its own unreconstructed ways, might feel compelled to repeat the errors of its past. Others 

worried that the end of the Cold War would recreate the systemic conditions for traditional 

Europ~an rivalries and Gemmn efforts at continental dominance. 6 , .. 

But united Gennany was not set free of its moorings and left to its own devices. Rather, the 

Germans themselves as well as their alliance partners sought to make sure that a united 

Germany would, in many ways, remain tied down and thus secured against potential ill winds 

or flood tides. This was achieved both through the internal process of unification and through 

extemal measures that were necessary to effect a final settleri1ent of the Gennan question. Most 

of the concerns regarding a united Germany could be alleviated in the process. Nevertheless, 

the new conditions created by the end of the Cold War and the unification of Germany will 
' 

likely raise new problems and thus not lay to rest all concerns for and about the Germans. A 

closer look at the internal and external aspects of German unification shou19. however, help to 

put these into proper perspective. 

Internal Aspects 

When reunification suddenly appeared possible sometime after Christmas 1989, and after ini

tially cautious West German speculations about a drawn-out unification process moving from 

the establishment of "con federal structures" to the creation of a German confederacy and fmally 

to a united Germany in the context of a united Europe had proven to be short-lived,? there were 

5 

6 

7 

See Kart Kaiser,Deutschlands Vereinigung. Die internationalen Aspe/ae (Bcrgiseh Gladbach: Bas!Ci-Lilbbc, 
1991), pp. 50-59. ,. 
The most prominent exponent of this point of view is John Mearsheimer, "Back to the Future: Instability 
in Europe after the Cold War," International Security 15, No. I (Summer 1990), pp. 5-56. 
See Chancellor Helm ut Kohl's ten-point program of November 28. 1989, reprin!Cd in Kaiser. Deutsche 
Vereinigung, pp. 158-168. · 
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only two realistic choices as to how it might be done. One was for representatives of the two 

German states to work out a new constitution for a united Germany- one that would combine 

the presumed or proven best elements of both - and submit it to the German people for ap

proval according to Article 146 of the Federal Republic's Basic Law. This was the approach 

favored by the leaders of the East German revolution, who (working together at a "round 

table") presented a corresponding proposal. The other approach was for the German 

Democratic Republic (or some constituent parts) simply to join the Federal Republic according 

to Article 23 of the West German constitution, which left open that possibility to "any part of 

dennany." That meant, in essence, the wholesale takeover of East Germany by West 

Gennany, or, put differently, tl1e extension of the Federal Republic all the way to the Oder and 

Neisse rivers. The effect would be to create a united Germany that would be a Federal 

Republic writ large. 

It did not take long for the Article-23-solution to emerge as the only realistic option for reunifi

cation. More and more East Gennans, appalled by the conditions socialism had left behind, ea

ger to enjoy West German standards ofliving as quickly as possi_.ble, and afraid that their newly 

gained freedom might not be pem~anent, showed themselves detennined to forego any alleged 

advantages of socialism and to seek the security and welfare of life in a Federal Republic of 

Germany. Accordingly, they began to demonstrate for "Gennany, united fatherland" (or, as 

some wit put it in a play on the German phrase, for "Deutsch/and, eilig Vaterland.) The elec

tion results of March 1989 nailed down tl1at approach. 

In West Germany, too, the Article-23-approach quickly carried the day. For one, it Wl!S the 

fast track to unity, and no one could be sure that the window of opportunity opened by the 

Soviet Union would be not be shut again before too long.8 There simply was not enough time, 
) 

nor much inclination, to go through a drawn-out process of designing and approving a new 

constitution. More important, perhaps, was the fact that the incorporation of (as it eventually 

was determined) five new East Gennan Liinder into the Federal Republic was exactly what 

most West Germans wanted. It meant that their political, social, and economic system- which 

they had come to support and appreciate- would not have to be changed. Since the West 

Germans had made that attachment to the Federal Republic's system a central element of their 

own newly established sense of national identity,9 the unification of Germany through the 

8 

9 

Chancellor Kohl, challenged on the haste with which unification was carried out and on the problems such 
haste has caused, has since taken to arguing that this window of opportunity was open for only a few 
weeks. ,. 
For supponing evidence on this point see Gebhard Schweigler, Grijndlagen der aussenpolitischen 
Orientierung der Bundesrepublik Dcutschland. Rahmenbedingungen, Motive, .Einstellungen (Baden-Badcn: 
Nomos, 1985). 
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takeover of East Germany did not present a challenge in tem1s of having to change their iden

ti'ty. 

Conversely, however, such a change of identity is precisely what they asked the East Germans 

to do. In essence, the East Germans were told that they were. welcome to join the Federal 

Republic, but that they would have to adopt the West German ways. In less clear terms, the 

West Gem1ans also indicated that the East Germans should not count too much on the solidarity 

of their new fellow-countrymen. Chancellor Kohl took that sentiment into account when, in 

the December 1990 West German elections, he campaigned- and won- on the promise that 

reunification would not cost the West Germans anything (because, as he claimed, it would 

practically pay for itself through increased consumer demand and massive investment 
( 

programs, both leading to substantial economic growth). 

One further extremely attractive feature of the Article-23-approach was that it would keep all of 

the Federal Republic's external relations, rights, and obligations unchanged. Thus a united 

Germany would not have to renegotiate its membership in the European Community, in the 

Atlantic Alliance, or in many other international organizations. The ties that bound it in count

less ways would remain untouched. For the West Gem1ans this was an importam poim, for 

tl1ey had included these ties, too, in their definition of national identity. The fact that these ties 

would remain, and the imernalized constraints in place, also made this approach to German 

unity attractive to German's neighbors and allies. Their support, in turn, stimulated German 

efforts to conclude reunification arrangements as quickly as possible. In record time, and with 

much backbreaking effort, the two German states negotiated an agreement spelling out the 

myriad details of the unification process.IO 

As attractive and effective as the Article-23-solution turned out to be, it did have its catches. 

One such "Catch 23" was the fact that it did not allow the Germans themselves an outright vote 

on whether or not they wanted unification under those terms. This could have put a cloud on 

the legitimacy of the whole process, but elections in East and West Germany helped dispel 
• 

most such clouds. (One cloud that remained was the charge that the chancellor had lied ·when 

he promised no new taxes because of reunification, a promise that was brqken massively less 

tl1an half a year later.) 

Another, potentially more serious catch has to do with the fact that a feeling of national solidar

ity - based on a strong sense of national consciousness and cohesion - was curiously 

I 0 The "Vertrag zwischen der Bundesrepubtik Deutschland und der Deutschen Demokralischen Republik Uber 
die Herstcllung der Einheit Dcutschlands" encompassed more than a thousand pages as drafted, and changed, 
once ratified, not only some ponions of the Basic Law, but also a large number of laws and regulations. It 
was published in the Federal Government's Bulletin, September 6, 1990, pp. 877-1120. 
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lacking throughout this process of almost automatic reunification. This lack of outright 

nationalism clearly had its advantages; had West Germany been gripped by nationalist fervor, 

outside support for German unity might have been less readily forthcoming. Yet because 
f 

reunification itself was not based on nationalist excitement- ihe lack of such excitement was 

clearly evident even on October 3, 1990- the process of unifying the two disparate parts of 

Gem1any has now turned out to be quite difficult. For the fact remains that, over the course of 

the division of their country, Gem1ans in East and West had become estranged from each other, 

developing in the process different sets of attitudes and behavioral patterns. 

To some extent the mood in Gennany appears to have turned sour. Many West Germans are 
' 

not willing to consider the sacrifices necessary for bringing East German standards up to ihose 

prevailing in West Germany; they resent, therefore, the demands by the Ei!St Germans. The 

East Gem1ans, in turn, find that their hopes for rapid improvements have not all been ful

filled.!! Rather, more and more 'of them are forced to join the ranks of the unemployed, 12 as 

East Gennan enterprises- deprived of their traditional protected markets in Eastern Europe 

and exposed instead to the rough winds of free markets - are collapsing at an alarming rate. 

Outside investments in the five new Liinder have not kept pace, as unsettled property claims 
' and uncertain legal obligations pertaining to environmental pollution and workers' rights have 

contributed to an unfavorable investment climate. In short, the "largest leveraged buyout in 

history" (as unification according to Article 23 was occasionally called) could prove to become 

just that: an economically dubious proposition, at least over the short term, leaving those 

bought out without a job and the buyers deeply in debt.13 

The currently rising level of dissatisfaction, which finds its political expression in a string of 

. election setbacks by Chancellor Kohl's party, the Christian Democratic Union (CDU), may 

well turn out to be a short-term problem, particularly if Kohl should, once again, be proven 

11 In May 1991, 53% of the West Germans still felt that the costs for unification were too high; 54% of the 
East Gennans thought that not enough was being spent Another poll at the same time showed 78% of the 
East Gennans believing that Llie Federal Government was not doing enough for the creation of equal living 
standards; only 27% of the West Gennans shared that belief. All in all, 84% of the East Gennans felt they 
were second-class citizens; almost one-third indicated that U1ere were times when they longed for good old 
GDR-times. See "BUrger zweiter Klasse mit Zukunftshoffnung," Siiddeutsche Zeitung, June 7, 1991, p. 6. 

12 Some projections see the level of East Gennan unemployed as rising above 50'lp by the end of 1991. 
CurrenUy relatively low official unemployment figures (10.5%) are somewhat deceiving, since many East 
Germans have been forced into early retirement or are already working on very short hours (and arc thus 
functionally unemployed). 

13 Some 8000 state-owned finns were taken over by a specially created holding agency, the 1'reuhandanstalt, 
which is charged with trying to sett these finns to the highest bidder or to dissolve them. This process has 
become much more cumbersome than originally envisaged; until May, 1991, only 1900 had been sold. As 

·' a resu1~ the immediate costs of unification have increased tremendously (to more than DM 100 billion a 
year). Most of the necessary funds -almost DM 70 billion in fiscal year 1991- arc being raised on the 
capital markets, thus sharply increasing the level of public indebtednesS (as well as the level of interest 
rates). · · 

.. 
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right and conditions in East Germany will increase dramatically for the better within the near 

future (at most five years, Kohl promises). The question remains, however, to what extent 

political turmoil and social· unrest might, in the meantime, undermine the political stability of 

united Germany. Put differently: If Bonn was not Weimar, could Berlin once again become 

Weimar (assuming Berlin were indeed reinstated as Germany's capitaJ14)? 

It is hard to imagine that social and political unrest as the result of unification policies could 

threaten the political stability of Gem1any. To begin with, the Federal Republic's political insti

tutions seem to be well designed to cope with such pressures (this proven capability was one of 
.oJ 

the reasons for following Article 23). The most that could happen is a change in government, 

although the current opposition, the Social Democratic Party (SPD), appears to be caught in a 

trap of its own making, arguing on the one side against raising taxes, while pleading on the 

other side for more massive help for East Gennans. In any case, a change of government 

would hardly be a sign of instability, nor would it lead to significant changes in Germany's 

domestic or foreign orientations. The Kohl government could also be helped by a second im

portant factor, namely a booming economy in West Germany, which tends to alleviate many of 
I 

the difficulties (not least by decreasing the need for drastic tax increases). Furthermore, even if 

East German patience should wear thin rapidly and West German solidarity not increase 
' 

accordingly - both somewhat doubtful propositions - demonstrations of dissatisfaction in 

East Gemmny alone would not suffice to cause massive political instability in Germany as a 

whole. Bonn or Berlin, whichever it will be, will not become Weimar. Germany neither is in 

danger nor will it become a danger, to itself or to others. This is one of the most important 

strategic aspects of united Germany. 

External Aspects 

Trust is fine, control is better. This generally useful political maxim was applied in the process 

gf German unification as well. Germany's erstwhile enemies and occupation powers, later the 

respective alliance partners of the two Germanies, and on the basis of postwar agreements still 

retaining certain rights and responsibilities pertaining to Berlin and to Germany as a whole, 

were in a strong legal and political position to exercise such control, when they had to agree, 

together with the two German states, on a "final settlement in regard to Gennany" (so tl1e offi-

14 The arguments over Bonn vs. Berlin arc focused mostly on the symbolism and the economic consequences 
of such a move. There is, however, also l11c question whether the government, by moving lO Berlin, 
might not risk the danger of exposing itself lOO much- almost as a hostage -to potential unrest 'in East 
Germany, whereas it would be far removed from such dangers if it stayed in J!COvincial Bonn. 

·' 
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cial title of the treaty) that gave full sovereignty to a united Gem1any. That "Two-plus-Four"

Treaty of September 1990 defined the conditions under which Germany was to be reunified. 

In the process, it also laid down the most important strategic parameters of Germany's role in 

international politics. 
·, 

The treaty partners apparently were concerned about political stability in a united Germany; 

their clear interest was to prevent a recurrence ofWeimar. Thus Article 2, reiterating the Ger

mans' commitment to peace, referred specifically to the constitution of a united Germany, 

according to which all activities designed to interfere with the peaceful life of nations (in · 

particular all preparations for aggressive warfare) are outlawed and punishable by law.l5 In a 

leiter accompanying the treaty, the two German foreign minist,ers pledged in addition that a 

united Gemmny would not permit the establishment or operation of parties or organizations that 

might threaten the political order or that agitate against international understanding. Ironically 

enough, under these provisions the Federal Republic had previously prohibited Communist as 

well as neo-Nazi groupings; now explicit reference was made to "parties and organizations with 

national-socialist orientations." 16 In this protocol notice, the two German foreign ministers 

also committed a united Germany not to reinstate property owners whose holdings had been 
I 

expropriated by the Soviet Union between 1945 and 1949; 17 this was likely a last attempt on 

the part of the Soviet Union to prevent the reemergence of the Junker-class as an evil influence 

on Gennan politics. 

The commitment not to allow organizations that agitate against the constitutional order or inter

national understanding could present a German government with an interesting dilemma in the 

case of German refugee organizations. For the 'Two-plus-Four"-Treaty, as its first order of 

business in Article I, also fina\ly settled the question of Germany's boundaries. Agreement on 

postwar borders as the definite borderS of united Germany was probably less problematic than 

it might have appeared.· The overwhelming majority of Germans had long accepted thatfinality 

-except for the refugee organizations, whose (waning) political influence Kohl had to take 

into account before he could agree to a renunciation of all claims to former German territories as 

a condition for reunification. 

., 
Article I states explicitly that Germany has no claims against other states and will not make any 

such claims in the future. To make sure of that promise, it was agreed that Germany would 

I 5 "Vertrag Obcr die abschliellcndc Regelung in bczug auf Deutschland vom 12. SepLCmbcr 1990," in Kaiser, 
Deutschlands Vereinigung, pp. 260-268. 

16 Sec "Gemeinsamcr Brief ... ", SepLCmbcr 12, 1990, in Kaiser, Deutschlands Vereinigung, p. 269. 
I 7 As might be expecLCd, this commitment was challenged in court by fanner property owners. The Federal 

Republic's Constitutional Court, however, ruled that tl>e two governments had the right to commit a uniLCd 
Germany that way. ll would, in any case, have been both a legal and an ildf!linistrative nightmare to rein-
state fanner property owners' rights. · ·. 
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eliminate all references to the possibility of unredeemed German territories from its constitu

tion. This was done in the context of the Einheitsvertrag, which, upon ratification, eliminated 

Article 23 from the Basic Law and changed the wording of Article 146. There are thus no inore 

legal grounds for seeking a revision of Gennany's borders. Refugee organizations -even if 

their activities should not be outlawed on new constitutional grounds, were,'they to agitate for 

such a revision- are extremely unlikely to effect any change. Precisely because there is an 

overwhelming consensus among all Germans on this issue, their political influence in this 

re_gard will be miniscule. From that perspective, too, peace seems secure. 

A military powerful united Germany might, in the event of domestic turmoil and unrest, be 

tempted to externalize its problems and thus become a threat to peace in Europe. To forestall 

any such possibility - and in order to maintain a reasonable balance of military power in 

Europe- the "Two-plus-Four"-Treaty imposed significant limitations on the military power of 

united Gem1any. Thus Gem1any continues to be committed (according to Article 3) not to seek 

any access to weapons of mass destruction, i.e. to nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons. 

Given the state of Gennan public opinion in regard to such weapons, there never was- and 

unlikely ever will be- any temptation to produce or possess ABC-weapons. This commit

ment was, therefore, easily made and will be credibly maintained. 

Limitations on the overall size of the armed forces of Germany were no more controversial, but 

-since they require drastic reductions from present levels-. will have more difficult ramifica

tions. According to Article 3, Gem1any agreed to reduce the number of its soldiers "within 

three to four years" to 370,000 (no more than 345,000 of which may belong to the army and 

air force).J8 Before reunification, the West Gem1an Bundeswehr was limited to 495,000 

soldiers, the East German Nationale Vo/ksarmee to 170,000 (of which.:only some 90,000 
' remained at the time of unification); thus the armed forces of united Gennany will eventually 

consist of almost half the force level the two separate Gem1an states commanded previously. 

Reductions of this size will cause obvious personal problems for officers and NCOs no longer 

required and some economic problems for those areas where military installations will have to 

be closed. Given West Germany's demand for qualified labor, its nearly insatiable appetite for 

scarce housing and real estate, and the general distaste of its population for things military 

(including the nuisances of field maneuvcrs and low-level training flights), these problems 

18 This reduction was agreed upon in talks between Kohl and Gorbachcv in July 1990; the formal commit
ment was made on August 30 in Vienna at the Conventional Forces in Europe Talks. Article 3 merely 
quotes that formal commitment, which also included ~tc expectation on the pan of the German govern
ments that other countries would similarly agree to reductions in the personnel strengths of their armed 
forces. Such reductions arc already proceeding unilaterally, but arc also tlie subject of further CFE negotia-
tions. · · 
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should be easily manageable. There is, in any case, not a single public tear being shed over 

this constraint on Gennan military power. If anything, there is some expectation that, as the 

Soviet threat recedes ever further and as new arms control measures take hold, the size of the 

Gennan armed forces can be reduced even more. With the costs of unification reaching almost . \ 

astronomical proportions, such a "peace dividend" would be quite welcome for most Germans. 

< 
The incorporation of East Germany's armed forces into the Bundeswehr presented more diffi-

cult problems. Given the Nationale Vo/ksarmee's background as an armed force thoroughly 

indocuinated and controlled by the ruling communist party, there was some obvious concern 

that civilian control along the lines of the Federal Republic's system of lnnere Fuhrung bees

tablished quickly. Consequently, when the Bundeswehr took command of the NVA at mid

night of October 3, 1990, all general officers and all other officers older than 55 were summar

ily discharged. (At the same time, the NVA 's military intelligence services, its military 

prosecutors, and the propaganda units were disbanded.) All remaining officers were given 

"special status," on the basis of which they can be relieved on two months' notice; those not 

discharged can apply for a two-year employment contract. From that pool of candidates some 

4000 officers (out of a total 32 000 on duty in September 1990) will eventually be chosen for 

retention according to merit and perfom1ance qualifications.l9 in the meantime, all command 

positions are in the hands of some 2000 Bundeswehr officers. This radical takeover of the 

NVA by the Bundeswehr met with some resentment not only among the dissolved NVA, but 

also among the East Gem1an population at large. Still, given the need for establishing effective 

civilian control and subjecting the East German armed forces to the discipline of the 

Bwzdeswehr's command structure, 20 there was hardly any alternative. 

Once the Bwzdeswehr has reached its level of 370,000 soldiers, only 50,000 will be stationed 

in the five new Liinder (half conscripts and half non-pennanent and professional soldiers). 

These will be given thorough training in the ways of the Bundeswehr21 (with particular atten

tion to the NCO corps) and will thus not present an alien and potentially threatening element 

within the German armed forces. 

19 Sec the remarks by the Commander of U1c newly established Bundeswehrkommando Ost, Lt. General Jllrg 
Schllnbohm, to the German-American Conference of the AUantik-Brilcke, Berlin, April 1991, on "The 
Gcrman·Unification and the Taking Over of the East German Army (NV A)," published as Rundschreiben 
Nr. 2/1991 (Bonn: AUantik-Brilcke, 1991). 

20 The wholesale takeover of the NVA by the Bundeswehr also meant that most of the NVA:s equipment was 
no longer needed. The Bundeswehr calculated that it would have to get rid of some 260,000 tons of ammu
nition, 100,000 vehicles, and more than 10,000 TI.E. Some of that surplus equipmen~ however, came in 
handy as German support for troops fighting in "Desert Storm." 

21 Bundeswehr standanls in regard to living conditions arc much higher than those that prevailed in the NV A. 
To equalize such standards and in the process dispel a significant source of dissatisfaction among East 
German soldiers, the German government will have to make major improvements in East German military 
installations, at a projected cost of more than DM 16 billion. Additio~al costs will be incurred in cleaning 
up environmentally polluted East German military installations. · • 
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One of the major questions - and potential stumbling blocks -in the reunification process 

pertained to the issue of continued NATO membership of a united Germany. Initially, the 

S-llviet Union sought to gain some kind of neutrality for a united Germany. When the Soviet 

leadership was forced to realize that this could not be achieved (and would, in any case, not be 

in the Soviet Union's interest, since a neutral Germany might be more dangerous than one tied 

down in NATO), it focused instead on the issue of the status of the former GDR. In the "Two

plus-Four"-Treaty the Soviet Union finally agreed that a united Germany would have the right 

to choose which alliances it wants to join (Article 6). On the- certainly undoubted - assump

tion, however, that a united Germany as a Fedeml Republic writ large would maintain its mem

bership in NATO, the treaty specified (in Article 5) that Bundeswehr units operating in: East 

Germany could not be assigned to NATO as long as Soviet troops are stationed there. 

Far more important - and in its implications far-reaching - is the provision (embodied in 

Article 5) that foreign troops shall not be stationed in the former GDR, once the Soviet troops 

have left. Since only foreign troops have access to nuclear weapons, this also means (as 

Article 5 does, in fact, spell out with its insistence that no nuclear-capable systems be deployed 

in East Germany) that the territory of the fonner GDR will become a nuclear-free zone.· Again, 

,this provision was quite ·uncontroversial in Germany itself. It could, however, prove to be 

troublesome in the future, as a strong anti-nuclear mood in Gem1any might insist on making all 

of Germany a nuclear-free wne. Less likely, though not to be ruled out entirely, is the possi

bility that German public opinion might take a liking to the idea of all of Germany- and not 

just the former GDR- being free of foreign troops. In that sense, Article 5 of the "Two-plus

Four"-Treaty could turn out to be a real "sleeper"- a long-term vehicle for the realization of 

traditional Soviet goals. 

Of course, these Western concessions pale in comparison to the truly momentous concession 

the Soviet Union had to make: the total withdrawal of its forces - some 380,000 (plus 

220,000 dependents) - from East Germany by the end of 1994. It was this concession that 

made reunification possible; and it was a concession, as has become evident since (not least in 

Foreign Minister Edvard Shevardnadze's resignation from office), that did not come easy ,to the 

Soviet leadership. To be sure, it cost the Germans a significant amount of deutschmarJcs.22 

Bonn agreed to pay directly some DM 13 billion for transportation costs, housing construction 

in the Soviet Union, the retraining of Soviet military personnel, and the 16cal costs of Soviet 

troops as long as they are stationed in Germany.23 In addition, Germany granted special trade 

2 2 For details on the Gennan-Soviet arrangements regarding the withdrawal of Soviet troops. see the corre· 
sponding treaties and agreements in Kruser, Deutschlands Vereinigung, pp. 318· 357. 

23 The fact that Soviet trOOps stationed in East Germany now receive regular payments in deutschmarks, at a 
time when the possession of hard currenfics is a sign of extreme privilege....:. and considerable wealth - in 
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privileges, credits, and credit guarantees to the Soviet Union,24 so that the total level of 

German financial support in 1991, according to a statement by Chancellor Kohl, amounted to 

DM 33.7 billion.25 In the process, Germany, perhaps more than other Western countries, be

came committed to the success of Gorbachev's reform program, in which it sees a significant 

contribution not only to its own security, but to the security ()f the entire Western world. 

Under the circumstances, all of this seems hardly unreasonable. 

The withdrawal of Soviet troops from Germany and the Eastern European coun'tries, the atten

dant collapse of the Warsaw Treaty Organization, and the gradual disappearance of the Soviet 

threat are the major defining characteristics of a radically changed strategic situation in Germany 

and Europe. They make possible corresponding changes on the part of Germany and its al

liance partners, such as the reduction of German troop levels and the withdrawal of signi?cant 

portions of allied forces stationed in Europe (that is, forces stationed mostly in Germany). 

From that perspective, the strategic picture is changing drastically and steadily. 

Viewed from a different perspective, however, any observer should be impressed by the 

strategic factors that have not changed and by the elements that remain in place. Thus Germany 

is still a member of NATO, under tenus that have not been changed (including, importantly, the 

subordination of German combat forces to NATO's integrated command). Deterrence struc

tures have not been dismantled, while German nuclear abstinence has been reaffirmed. Allied 

forces are still stationed on (West) German soil and will stay there, if at reduced strength, for 

the foreseeable future, not least because of German insistence on their presence (and the secu

'rity guarantees that they provide). And Germany is committed as strongly as ever to the 

European Community and the goal of bringing about a European Union. Germany, in other 

~ords, remains self-constrained as well as contained. In that very important sense, reunifica

tion has changed little in the strategic situation in and around Germany. 

Stability and Change 

Conditions are stable after the unification of Germany. But it is also evident that, as Europe 

emerges from the ravages of the Cold War, significant changes will take place. To p~~vent 

the Soviet Union ilSClf, poiniS to a potential problem, namely a reluctance of the part of Soviet troops to 
be send home and thus forego these privileges. A rising (though publicly unknown) number of Soviet de
serters highlighiS this issue, which could become more troublesome in the future. Ii does present a strong 
incentive to both sides to conclude the withdrawal process as rapidly as possible. 

24 The German government also guaranteed that contraciS between East German firms and the Soviet Union 
concluded prior to unification would be fulfilled. . 

25 Quoted according to "Ein Kanzler- fasziniert von dcr eigencn Erfolgs-Story," Silddeulsche Zeilung, May 
22, i991, p. 3. . 
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these changes from becoming chaotic and to channel them into a steady process of peaceful 

evolution will be the major task of European statecraft in years to come. 

The primary issue, now that the German Question has been solved, is the design of an adequate 

security structure for all of Europe. This architectural effort hinges on developments in the 

Soviet Union and thus on the question to what extent these might be managed by the West. 

Answers to this question are inherently difficult, if not impossible; they are, therefore, also 

likely to be controversial, in domestic and international politics, for a long time to come. 

As already indicated, Gennany considers it a vital element of its security policy to promote the 

reform processes mostly identified with President Gorbachev. For this purpose it is prepared 

to invest significant resources, though its own are nowhere near enough to help solve .the 

Soviet Union's problems. Demands for a Marshall-Plan-type .rescue effort on the part of all 

Western industrialized countries will likely meet with wholehearted support in Germany, espe

cially if agreement could be reached on the conditions under which financial aid should be ad

vanced. Germany is no more eager than any other count.ry to throw good money after bad; it 

is, however, somewhat less demanding in regard to such issues as self-determination and na

tional independence for individual Soviet republics (in particular the Baltic states). Not only 

does the Gennan government feel almost personally obliged to Gorbachev; it is ·also convinced 

that a semblance of cohesion and the maintenance of stability in the Soviet Union is in the 

West's interest.26 That approach may, at times, be in conflict with more c.autious- or radi-
, 

ea! - policies pursued elsewhere. 

ln general, all members of the Western alliance share tl1e conviction that "the Atlantic commu

nity must reach out to the countries of the East which were our adversaries in the Cold War, 

and extend to them the hand of friendship.'•27 Exactly how this is to be done remains open to 

some debate. NATO has offered a range of close diplomatic and military contacts, designed to 

enmesh the Soviet Union and Eastern European countries in an ever closer network of rela

tions, but it has shied away from keeping a door open for NA TO-membership of East 

European countries out of fear that such a step might be considered provocative by the Soviet 

26 As Chancellor Kohl put it in a speech in Washington in May 1991: "The Soviet leadership wiU surely re
alize that the right to self-determination will eventually prevail. But it cannot be our goal- and it would 
be foolish to orient our policies accordingly - to conlribute to the gissolution of the Soviet Union as a 
whole. Such a policy would desttoy all chances for genuine disarmament and lasting peace and would, 
therefore, never meet with my agreement" (Quoted according to "Ein Kan1Jer- fasziniert von der eigenen 
Erfolgs-Story," Saddeutsche Zeitung, May 22, 1991, p. 3.) 

27 From NATO's 1990 London Declaration, quoted according to "Baker, Genscher Issue Statement on NATO, 
CSCE," U.S. Policy Information and Texts (USIS Bonn), May 15, 1991, p. 30. See also the Declaration 
of the 1991 NATO Ministerial Meeting in Copenhagen, which emphasized that the security of NATO 
countries is inextricably linked with all other European counlries. (See "/'lA TO-Partner bieten Osteuropa 
enge Zusammcnarbeit an," Siiddeutsche Zeitung, June 7, 199l,ip. 1.) The following discussion draws on 
these statements. 
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Union. Great emphasis is also placed on expanding the scope and reach of the Conferen~e on 

Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), particularly through the establishment 'of a 

Conflict Prevention Center. However, all of these proposals leave open the !]Uestion of what a 

Western response should be, were conditions in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe to 

deteriorate to such an extent that national or transnational violence took place. 

An important role in the process of making Europe whole, free, and secure has already been 

played and will continue to be perfonned by the European Community. There is good reason 

to believe that the European unification· process launched in connection with the establishment 

of a truly common market by 1993 served as a major impetus for the efforts of Eastern 

European peoples to throw off the shackles of Soviet control and socialist inefficiencies. The 

European Community, not least under Gennan leadership, remains committed not only to the 

goals of 1993, but also to the longer-range efforts to create a Political Union. Untill993, and 

P.<!Ssibly until the Political Union has been set in motion, the European Community will not ac-
•· 

cept additional members; that is, it will frrst seek to "deepen" its structure, before it attempts to 

"widen" it. Thus the hopes of some Eastern European countries that they might join the Euro

pean Community and thereby participate not only in the EC's welfare, but also enjoy its protec

tion, will not find fulfillment over the short term. Over the longer term, however, and after a 

period of association that would also be a trial period of so~s. the Eastern European countries 

may very well become members of the European Community. 

The disappearance of the Soviet threat- at least in terms of a large-scale surprise attack by 

conventional forces- on the one side and the Western European unification processes on the 
,. 

other side have presented the Western alliance with the dilemma of having to design new force 

structures commensurate with these changes. An important element of this dilemma is the 

question of the continued military presence of the United States in Europe. Germany and the· 

United States itself are the strongest proponents of a continued U.S. role in any European se

curity structure. Such a role is best maintained in the context of NATO, which is therefore not 

to be dissolved (even though ·the Warsaw Pact has been fonnally disbanded). However, if 

European Political Union is to be achieved, the European Community will have to assert its 

own role in European security affairs, thus potentially diminishing the American role. 

The outlines of the emerging debate over a European "defense identity"- possibly focused on 

the Western European Union (WEU) as its core- versus transatlantic security structures are 

illready in place. On the one ~ide are those- principally France, traditionally suspicious of the 

United States and eager to protects its own security and status- who argue that a "European 

pillar" is necessary not only for reaching the goal of a truly united Europe, but also in order to 

let European gain greater control over their own affairs. On the other- mostly American -
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side are those who are afraid that the construction of a "European pillar" could lead to bloc

building within the alliance and thus endanger alliance cohesion; the United States role in 
' Europe would, in the end, be marginalized and then come to an end - with ill effects on 

Europe and the United States.28 

More immediately, the United States is afraid that- in an arrangement where it serves as se

curity guarantor of last resort- it might be drawn into conQicts by countries with which it has 
• 

no formal alliance agreements, and under circumstances over which it has no control. The 

Bush Administration has insisted, therefore, that "NATO needs to be the principal venue for 

consultation and the forum for agreement on all policies bearing on the security and defense 

commitments of its members under the North Atlantic Treaty, wherever such policies origi

nated;" and that "NATO should maintain an effective integrated military structure to provide for 

collective defense." At the same time, the Bush Administration has let it be known that it is 

"ready to support arrangements our European allies decide are needed for the expression of a 

European common foreign, security and defense policy."29 

In pursuit of that strategy, NATO has proposed a number of changes that amount to a "radical 

reorganization of its forces in Europe:·30 Overall force levels are to be drastically reduced (by 

as much as 50 percent in the American case). Seven new corps, made up of multinational units 

(at division level), will be organized. An augmentation force (of as yet undetermined size), 

most likely exclusively American, would be made available to "reconstitute" Western strength 

in the improbable event of a major land attack. To deal with more likely locally limited contin

gencies within the NATO treaty area, a Rapid Reaction Corps is to be established, under British 

command, with multinational divisions, and enjoying protective aircover provided by the 

United States; it could respond in five to seven days. A mobile unit of about 5000 troops could 

be deployed in emergencies within 72 hours.31 

The dilemma of being caught between a pro-European (that' is,' mostly French) and an Atlantic 

orientation in its security policy is not new for West Germany; but 'it is a particularly difficult 

28 For some details concerning this controversy that began with a Franco-German p~oposal of February 4, 
1991, and culminated in a demarche by the United States in April, sec "Am~rika bcfilrchtet seine 
Ausgrcnzung," Frankfurter Al/gemeine Zeilung, April 9, 1991, p. 5. 

29 Robcrt B. Zoctlick, Counsclor of the State Department, speaking to the German-American Conference of 
the Atlantik-Brtlcke in Berlin, April 18-21, 1991, as published in the Atlantik-Brtlcke's Rundschreiben Nr. 
3!1991, May 23, 1991, p. 8. 

30 "NATO Is Planning to Cut U.S. Forces in Europe by 50%," New York Times, May 29, 1991, pp. 1/14. 
3t The creation of the Rapid Reaction Corps was pushed primarily by the United States and Great Britain on 

the basis of their experiences in the Gulf War; Germany went along with that plan. France, not integrated 
in NATO's command structure, had hoped to push for a Europcan-bascd rapid reaction force. French 
President Mitterrand was reported to have reacted "furiously" to NATO's surprise decision. See "France is 
Miffed at NATO Plan for Rapid Force," International Herald Tribune, June 5: 1991, p. 2. 
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one for a united Gem1any after the end of the Cold War, looking toward further European inte

gration. It is compounded by the nuclear problem. Germany feels that it cannot forego the se

curity guarantees offered by the American military presence in Germany in general, and its 

readiness to use nuclear weapons for deterrence purposes as a "last resort" in particular. 32 The 

san1e kind of protection is not (yet?) available from either France or Great Britain, the two other 

nuclear powers in NATO. Nor is it likely that a united Europe will be able to take care of its 

own nuclear deterrence needs within the foreseeable future. TIJUs Germany is caught between 

its reliance on the United States on the one side, and its desire for further European integration 

on the other. Much of the answer as to how that conflict might be resolved will depend on a 

French willingness to cooperate more closely with NATO (for which there are occasional indi

cations). 

The German dilemma is increased by virtue of the fact that a united Germany- finally rein-

' stated as a member of good standing in the international coiTUnunity- realizes that it must play 

a more active international role in the future. Its hesitant reaction to the Gulf War, when it 

seemed as if Germany wanted to occupy the moral high ground and only grudgingly provided 

financial support to the coalition and affected countries, eventually made it clear to the Germans 

that they would be taken up on lheir claims to a "foreign policy of responsibility" in ways other 

than per check book. 

Germany has insisted that its constitution does not allow employment of the Bundeswehr ex

cept for defense purposes or "to the extent explicitly pennitted by this Basic Law" (Article 87a, 

Basic Law). Since Article 24 of the Basic Law states that, "for the maintenance of peace, the 

federation may enter a system of mutual collective security,"33 the prevailing interpretation of 

these two constitutional requirements has been that the.Bundes~ehr could be used only within 

the treaty area defined by NATO. Demands for out-of-area e!nployment, such as during the 

Gulf War, were denied with reference to these constitutional restrictions (that were, after all, in

corporated in the Basic Law as a precaution against a rebirth of German militarism). 

Germany is now faced with the problem of either having t~ change its constitution in order to 

allow Bundeswehr missions outside of NATO (that is, under U.N. auspices), or to change its 

interpretation of the constitution (according to some legal experts a simple solution to the prob-

.. 

32 At the same time, the Gennan government has made it quite' clear that short-range- and particularly bat
tlefield- nuclear weapons have no future in Gennany. NATO's nuclear component will, therefore, have 
10 be sea- and/or air-based in the future. . 

33 Article 24 continues: "in doing so it wiU consent to such limitations upon its rights of sovereignty as 
will bring about and Secure a peaceful an~ lasting order in Europe and among the nations of the world." 
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lem). The public debate over this issue is in full swing.34 The Kohl government, having 

committed itself to a constitutional amendment, is now caught in a legal and political bind. The 

opposition SPD, whose support is required in order to obtain the necessary two-thirds majority 

in the Bundestag, is willing to go along with such an amendment, but is tempted to restrict it to 

U.N. peacekeeping ("blue helmet") missions only, which would, in fact, narrow the Federal 

Republic's freedom of maneuver. Under these conditions, Kohl is unwilling to seek a consti

tutional amendment. 

As a way out of this dilemma, the Kohl government may seek to link the question of a German 

military contribution to out-of-area contingencies with the process of European unification. 

That is, if a united Europe were to establish a European military force, German troops could 

participate alongside other European soldiers (which would also minimize the specter of 

German soldiers once again appearing on the international scene).35 Which is one reason for 

Germany's strong interest in establishing a European Union. And that, in turn, is another ele

ment in united Germany's basic dilemma concerning its security orientation. 

Gennany realizes that with unification it has come close to achieving what it always wanted: to 

become a normal country and to be treated like a normal country. It is now faced with the 

problem of also having to behave like a normal country (where normality is defined both by 

Western values and the standards set by the world community). To deal with this problem re

sponsibly will require some changes in attitudes, some changes in procedures, and, above all, 

some time. Eventually, however, united Germany should become norn1al in precisely that 

sense; all indications point in that direction. This, then, is the major strategic aspect of German 

unity: stability in change. 

,; 

34 Public opinion polls show a fairly solid majority against such a change of the Basic Law: 55% in May 
1991, as opposed to 38% in favor. During the Gulf War (in February) opposition had been as high as 
68%. (Sec "Uneins Obcrdcn Paragraphen 218," Siiddeutsche uitung, May 25, 1991, p. 9.) 

35 For Kohl's speculations in this regard, sec ''Kohl warm vor cinem Vcrsinkcn Dcutschlands in provinziellcn 
Diskussionen," Frankfurter Allgemeine uitung, May 18, 1991, p. 2. . 
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IUROPKAN POLITICAL UNION, THK MIDDLE BAST, AND THE DUTCH POSITION 
' 

IN THE NEW WO~LD ORDER 

At present the twelve·member states of the European Community 
J 

IEC) are hard workin<j ··on what they prefer to call a "Political 

Union". What is the significance of such a "Union" for Europe's 

role in world···dlffaizs? .. Has .. it any · dlffetent impact on the 

conflicts in the Middle East? What is the position of a country 
f j_ . ' 

like the Netherlands in the Union? What her possibilities to 

steer Europe's foreign policy ? 

To answer these questions we need first to recapitulate the 

origins, functions, a'nd likely outcome of tlie 

Intergovernmental conference on European Political Union (IOC

EPUI'·· Next we shall try to assess its meaning for the Twelve's 

position on the Arab-Israeli conflict, while flnaily some remark.s 
> 

will be .ade on the evolution 
I 

European and. world setting. 

,. 

of Dutch foreign policy in a new 
i 

1. Origins and ·functiona of tho IOC on Political union 

1
c1ecision of 

are tvofoid: 

the Rome European council of 14th/15th December 1990 

' ' 

\ 

' 

\ 
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(1) Pirstly, the dynamics of "Europe 1992" created the right 

momentum for; the Twelve to advance into areas where progress has· 

been long overdue: Economic and Honetary Union, and Political 

Union. The highly successful Implementation of the 1992-

programme; its penetrat.~ng effects on national declslonmaklnq and 
l 

national legislation; Its magnetic influence on the EC's Morth}

Central-, and south-Kuropean neighbours (triggering, among many 

other reactions, .a new wave of association and membership 

requests)1 its world .. ,.w&da.,.re~i:cusslons on tiade·l)olltics, all 

have revitalized, In combination with a galaxy of new policy 

initiatives by the European Commission, the old Buropean drea111 of 

an economic, MOnetary' and political union, both for pressing 

internal as for external purposes. 

(2) This in itself already quite impressive drive got an 

additional urgency by the dramatic upheavals taking place in the 

EC's most sensitive adjacent regions: Eastern Europe and the 
I I 

Hiddle East .. 

The uncertainties created by the end of the Cold War, the very 

sudden German reunification process, the collapse of the Warsaw 

Pact, and the transformation of NATO's military and political 

functions, led to several attempts to create "ordu,"·.d.J.I ..... tho New 

World order .(by means of, for instance, the Charter of Paris or 

the Transatlantic Declaration - a similar Declaration between 

the BC and Japan will soon follow), but it also led to a ·natural 

reaction among the Twelve to herd closer together on their 

'! 
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"sheltered island of peace amidst violence and turmoil". ~he Gulf 
' 

War, putting Europe's capacity for security cooperation and 

crisiamanagement against a background of a massive redeployment 
i 

of American troops, ~seriously to the test, could only could 
' 

reinforce those feelings. 

~he IOC-EPU, therefore, serves a number of important functions! 

(1) Firstly, to further amend the COI!IIIIUAUlf~!fX-~:J.es-.:.~o the 

• • necessity of more effective decisionmaking in the EC, of a better 

balance between her institutions, and of more democratic control. 

To these ends many proposals have been tabled by all the 

national delegations, ·the most sophisticated so far beinq the 
• voluminous "non-paper" presented on April 12th by the Luxemburg 

Presi~ency. This "non-paper", amounting to a kind of 

"consolidating draft treaty", gives in a nutshell a comprehensive 

lmpression.of the wide range of issues being presently negotiated 
I 

by the Twelve under the heading of a "Political Union". 

(2) The second M:Jor function of the lOC-EPU la to enhance the 
·V 

security profile of the ~C.·Thl~,~~~tion has gradually come to 

doralnate the mere constitutional adaptations, and has by nov 

become the core-issue of the IGC, causinq considerable political 

discord among the participants, with France and the Netherlands 
4 

being the most outspoken antagonists to date. 

The controversy goes back to an Italian proposal, presented 

1 

\ i 
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during the Italian me-Presidency in the autumn of 1990, to give 
- . '· the Community·•more responsibilities in the fields of security and 

def&·~se, by tranaferr ing the tasks of the· Western Buropean Union 

(wsui to the prospective Buropean Political Union. The European 
.. · 

Collll'lliasion alr:M simllat· views, but 
• 

he ·ma:lority of the member 
I 

.....,~st.ates,. ~neetlng in· ASolo· · on 6th/7th October (foreign ministers) 

and ln Rome on 27th/28th October (European Council 

had a number of reservations on the Jtallan proposals. At'the 

European council of 14th/15th December ("Rome-II"I it was agreed, 

however, to expand the scope of the EPU's security profile beyond 

the present line drawn by Att.JO para. 6a of the Single European 

Act (i.e beyond coor~lnation on the political and economic 

~specta of security), to include ~lso military security and 

certain defenae issues, like arms control, disarmament, the 

coordination of arms exports policies, CSCE matters, UN-

peacekeeping, and non-proliferation. 
' At.-lMSt;,-,t;.~.o.·,,.lrnpoz;tant polhts remained unsettled, however: the 

exact scope of the Union's competence on security and defense, 

and the organization of these functions. 
-·· 

A Franco-German proposal on these points, presented on the ere 
., 

of "Rome-II" (a second draft followed in March 19911, has 

encountered consldexable reaistance from several member states, 

in particular from the Netherlands, United Kingdom, Portugal, 

Denmark, and for different reasons, Ireland. Hltterrand and Kohl 

suggested to provide the Union with a common defense pollcy, and 
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to create to this end a close link between the EPU and the WEy, 

under the common roof of the European Council. 

,
1
.,, .. <·:'f.he .co.rt~.roversy is not about .the deslxablllty to puserve NATois 

; .... cOJre-functions, nor about the necessity of ·creating a stronger 

European pillar inside the ·Atlantic Alliance, and not even about 

the idea that a European Union in the end ( "flnallte polltlgue") 

should h8ve a common defense identity. on these point all the 

member states more or less agree. sharply divergent viewpoints, 

however, exist as to the point hov independent Europe's security 

arrangements should be on the short- and medium term, and centers 

around the question (to simplify· a complicated, ·still ongoing 

debate) whether the WEU ought to find a place in the Political 

Union (underl the supervision of the European council) as France 

sti?ngly prefers, or should rather develop as 

in an. outspoken Atlantic framework, as a bridge 

the RPU. 

a Bui:ope~ll .plll&J:;·_: ;~~r 

between NATO and,.,,. ' ., 

t 

(3) The · IGC-EPU still has a third function, less visible 

perhaps, but not ,less important. Right after the "European 

Revolution", and in the wake of the Gulf war, it serves, in 

addition to mechanisms like the cscl!:-process and the debates ln 

NATO or the WEU, as a kind of "coricert of Europe", in order to 

redefine the positions of the member states vis-a-vis each other, 

and vls-a-vis the Community institutions, in a transformed 

international environment. 

I. 
I 
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France in partlcul~r could use some reassurance in . ' order to 
\ . . 

offset tw6· serlo.~~ .1nroads .. 90..,.ber;,~!nternat1onal posltlont 

(al nue to the disappearance of the immediate Soviet threat, the 

progress in gast-West arms control, and the transformation of th~ . 
inllitary and political role of NATO, the use of France •.'15 

; 

"exclusiveness" in NATO has become less evident, and so did the 

function of one of the ,great symbols ·of P'rench power 1 the force 

nucleaire. 

(b) German reunificatlon has pre-empted to a large degree the 

possibility 'to use Germany's post-war wlnferlorlty" in 

political-psychological'and military respects, as a leverage to 

gain easy German support for French guropean projects. The sudden 

aerger of the two Oermanles has changed the rules of this French 

gasne. Germany has .. 9a ined_ full,;, .. pol,ltlcal sovereignty (with self

imposed military restrictions), its economic and political weight 
I 

in Burope ha!J been further increased (despite the heavy flnanclal 

and poiitical burdens of unification), and lt surely is also in 

"mor.al" r:especit on the same par with the rest of the BC, after 

nearly haif a century of outstanding democratic performance. lt 

was not by chance that Frerich diplomacy went through a de'~p 
i 

crisis in the'months following the fall of the Berlin Wall. 

P'rance, therefore, got on the look-out for alternative sources 

of power, "Europe" being, not for the flrat time, one of the most 

suitable platforms. Paris could use the idea of coupllnq the VEU 

'.' 
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' more closely to the S:C/Sl>C -.f.P.r, .·.two. pur~.ses I . (a r··orant lnq the 

European Councll a clear authority · over (certain) security 

matters would further legitimize the role of this body as the 

"directory" of a booming and prosperous community, and through 

it, improye t·he position of the larger member states in general, 
('' 

and that of a presidential political systeM llke the French 

Republic in particular. (b) At the same time it provides Paris 

with an excuse not to beco~ involved in NATO's integrated 

structure. 'fhe WIEU ls very useful in this respect, because on the 

·one hand lt siqQals (via Art.V) a: true French commitment to 

lurope's security, while on the other hand cooperation w9uld 

largely take· ptac.~ __ :at· an .. J.nter:4Jt)vern~nental level, to a 

considerable degree independent from direct 

inter.fere·nce, and weakening the Bonn-Washington axis to booth. 

· Th.e Dutch objections against the proposed WIEU-EPU link ar:e not 
' only concerned with security considerations or with the 

' 
"lntergovern~~~ental" set-up of the structure (NATO, after all, 1,ls 

a very intergovernmental organization as well), but also with the 

hidden French motive of trying to gain the upper hand in the new 

European Union. As a 11 B111Bller medium-large" power the 

Netherlands always is very sensitive about its exact place around 

the table, and very much on the guard when the larqer member 

states try t:o lntroduce.,•leJMnt.s t.nt().c,.,the Coimlllnlty· which 111lqht 

easily impair the influence of the smaller ones. 
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To what extent these plans wlll succeed remains to be seen, but 

the above remarks may serve as a brief realnder that "Political 

union" ls not only about about twelve like-minded states 

sincerely aspiring for 111ore . unification, or for a more unlfled 
\ European role in the world, but also about the reshuffling of 

power among a group of states in a shaken 

order (with the case of France just one, be it 

European and world 
~ 

clear, example). I 

Nor is the Political Union exercise driven by blueprints on e.g. 

Europe's future role in Rastern Europe or the Hiddle East which 

CJO much beyond the .'present policies in thiS l':eCJard,~Abcl· though.;,"'.~ 

thh foteign policy and security provisions of the Union will 

undoubtedly surpass the restrictions of the SEA, they remain 

largely on an intergovernmental footing, within a flrm Atlantic 

framework. ,, 
Hence it would be quite exaggerated to suggest that with the 

signing of a new treaty on Political Unlon (which wlll probably 

take place during the Dutch se-Presidency in the second half of 

this year), a new powerful international actor is to appear on 

the world scene. 
'I 

And yet, for a number of reasons the outcome of the IGC-EPU will 
' . " ' 

make some difference as far as the international role of the I!:C 
' . is concerned. 

(1) Fir:stly because a well-publicized· 1iiunchln9~. of, a .. llnew.~~:;.~ 
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European Political Union could only reinforce· the positive 

effects created worldwide by the "Europe 1992" programme. It will 

probably also give an extra boost to the aspirations and claims 
' 

of the European Counlllssion .. to play a salient role in world 

affairs. The joint economic or military power of the Union may 

ln itself become not,that much larger, her prestige probably will 

rise, and the Union-project could further reinforce the 

propensity of the BC (nurtured particularly after the SBA) to use 

more eagerly community Instruments for clear polltlaal purposes, 

even in those cases where their ueefullness le not very ciear. 

So~~~etlmes one even··-cyete:._ ... the .. : impression ttiU the BC tends to 

employ her economic weapbnry not only for the purpose of bringing 

about certain policy results, but also to show the world that 

she, though · still lacking the instruments of a superpower, too 

has "muscles•. 

121 Furthermore, it should be realized that certain provisions 
I 

of the "conscHidated draft treaty" have a direct bearing on the 

international role of the Union. ' The ·"consistency" paragraphs 

(Art.b para.2; Art.c para 21, for Instance, or the provisions 

about the role of the European council (Art. c para. 1,2), or 

those Implying the merger of the European Political cooperation 

!L.o-· S~r,etedat with the General secretariat of the council (Art. D 

para.J), allow for a further pooling of the foreign policy 

resources of the Union, and miqht indeed produce, if adopted, a 

more effective posture of the· Twelve in world politics, 
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It Butope and the Hiddl!!1 East 

Thou~h- a European Political Union, then, wlll in many respects, 

at least for the tlme beinq, rather amount to a SEA-II than to a 

new fedetatlon, its psy,chologlcal weight will also increase, and . . 
lt will tend to use its - still restricted forelqn policy 

.instruments perhaps more eagerly than before. Moreover, whatever 

the solemn atlantic de~larations and loyalty pledqes.to NATO~ a 
;,·· 

·.,,_:-· ti.t.tof}gez:_ 'ln~·QJl,::.-could hardly escape the logics. of more structural 

transatlantic tensions •. ~he recent American objections aqainst 

the BPU-WEU link were only a reminder of more friction& to coae, 

quite irrespective of the best intentions on the two sides of the 

Atlantic ocean. 

I 

There are no indications, however, that Europe in the shape of a 

Political Union ls about to develop a new strategy in. the Hlddl~ 

East. A "Union" 11111kes not that much difference with a 

•co~unlty"' divergent national interests will ·inevitably 
.. . 

. . . I 
continue to restrict the perspective of a strong unified 

approach, Israel in particular will not allow a key role fdr 
' 

Europe; and the Buropeans themselves are widely aware of the 

;:.:·: .. .-··'P.~tt.ct!'ainant ~rican influence in the reqlon after the aulf War. 

Moreover, there la perhaps an additional reason why Rurope's 
.~·. 

Jl 

\ 

\ 
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role in 
; 
·, 

the Hiddle 8ast vlll not be completely different fro~ 

what'. we have seen in the past two decades or so: it 1s not very 

clear. whether a very different ·approach would. better 

Europe' IS interests. ·or. to put 1 t in other words: the 

serve 
' 

.. ' 
mixed 

1 

assortment of common declarations, fact-finding missions, 

economic cooperation and political' dialogues, financial 

assistance, diplomatic and econo•ic sanctions, peacekeeping 
{o 

operations etcetera, has, in colllbinatlon with the policies of the 

individual member· states (sometimes out of step with the coMmon 

BPC posltloriB previously ·agreed to) ....... nd wl.ttt...-~;:-·fteat division of· 

labour with the United 

certain European economit 

explain my point. 

states, after 
. ,. 

and po11tcal 

all not been that bad for 

intereots. Let me try to 

The BC's policies towards the Arab-Israeli conflict have often 
I 

been 
; . 

characterized. as only declaratoryw, as "lacking 
I· 

uni t'y and impact". Fred Halliday• s reJMrks at a recent roun~ 

table_debate on Europe and the Hiddle East are a case in point. 

Halliday writeo: er ••• ln 

amounted to nothing but that 

retrospect the Venice Declaratl~n 

a set of words ln the wind. l;t 

made no impact whatooever on the Arab-Israe11 dispute or on any 

of the ~~~a:Jor actors :·wlthln lt. Nor dld It-lead· to .si_gl\,l.!.loeot=~· 

changes in the policies towards Iorael on the PLO pursued by 

separate BC Members.• 

These observations seem to me not quite to the point for several 

• \ 

\ 
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r;easonll: 

_(1) The Venice Declaration was a deliberate attempt of the BC to 

play a larger role in the area, next to the efforts of the 

United States;' it opened. for the Palestinian people the 

per~pe6tive •to exe~cise fully lts right to self determlnatlon"; 
) 

and it held the opinon that the PLO would have to be associated 

with peace negotiations~ The Nine declared also to be "deeply 

convinced that the Israeli settlements constitute a ~erio~s 
• 

obstacle to the peace process ln t..~!! . .-Hlddle.:"-S.t,'!..-,This doCUJMJnt, 

which waa followed by a series of other measures (like the 

celebrated fact-finding missions), can, measured only by the 

strong disapproval ''it '!net in Washington and' Jerusalem, certainly 
• 

not be considered as & "mere set of words in the wlnd". lt is 

still one . of the basic documents for the . EC's position on the 

Arab-Israeli conflict. 

~ccording to the provisions of the SEA Art.30 para.2; which 

stipulate the · obligation to consult each other and to develop 

I 

•co111111on prlnciplee and ob:iectlves", the EPC record on the Hlddle ' I 

&ast ls not that negative. Whatever the obvious weaknesses of 

Europe • B c~mmon declarations, and whatever the .. 1n41ylduah~~ 

transgressions of the common line, it rellli!tlns true that lnltl•ll~.,,.,J 
nine, and later ten and twelve West European countries, .any·of 

them wlth very sp~cif~c national sympat:hl.es ln the reglon, have 
J 

succeeded in gradually developing a reasonably con!llstent policy 

on several key aspects of the Arab-Israeli conflict. 
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121 The Venice Declaration probably has made a substantial impact .. 
on the evolution of this conflict as well, in. so far lt 

expiicltly reinforced the status and position of the PLO (without 

demanding any significant conceusion in return), and by doing ~o 
' 

has contributed to the hardening of the positions on both sides 

.:::..:: . ..;,~~d~--!=9hUict. If the J!:C from the beginning had followed more 

or less the American line on the Palestinian question, there 

vould have been ~ verr powerful western bloc, which might have 

tipped the balance of world opinion more in favour of the 

legitimate rights of the Palestinian people rather than in favour 

of the legitimacy of the PLO. Th!s argument ls of course highly 

speculative, but it tust wants to show that the impact of 

"Venice", though perhaps not very positive, is not by definition 

absent~ 

Ill Moreover, EPC ·has been successful! in the sense that lt led 

to a certa·tn •Europeanization" of several national foreign 

policies. Through its elaborate consultations on ueveral levels, 

oer'.any ·and .. th.e;J!.e.tberland#.,,._,tor-instance, were gradually forced 

to leave their rather pxo-Israe11 bent, while· on the other hand 

countries llke . Spain and Greece came to improve their 

rtilatlonship. with Israel under Buropean supervision • 
. , 

T~e conftislon about the. slqnifl~ance. of Europe's xol~ 
:. . 

in the 

Middle East is undoubtedly related to the rather ambiguous status 

of the ~c as an lnternatlonai actor, but it ls also caused by the 
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fact that the·· criteria by which to judqe this role are often 

•l:l!:ed up. 

The best way, both to judge ·the degree of success of the 

European lnvolve~nt ·with the Hlddle East and to understand its 

(likely) evolution under ·the · p-rospecUx.1!-~..JiUU~IUL:::P.ol1tlcal 

Union, is to use the yardstick of Europe's broad pattern of 

sometimes contradictory, collective and indivlduai interests in 

the'reqion. Peace and stability are undoubtedly key interests but 

they are not the only ones. And lt sometimes uerves Europe better 

to remain aloof, or to show not too much unity, than to really 

develop a true common foreign policy. ,. 

' 

III, The Dutch ppsitlon 

~·. 
( to be completed ) 

\ 
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The Applicability of the CSCE 

Experience to the Middle East 

Conflict Area 

''Shamir envisages Helsinki Process": 

this headline in a March issue of the International Herald Tribune 

promised more than the article delivered. It was pointed out that 

the Prime Minister was interested in the possibility of a rapproche
t 

' ment between ·Israel and the Arab States based on practical measures 

that stopped short of full recognition. A Government Committee was 

to outline Israeli ideas for a process that - according to the IHT -

' some officials see as a Middle Eastern version of the Conference 

on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) . 

From the Arab side, the former Oil Minister of Saudi-Arabia, Sheik 

Ahmed S. Jamani, also expressed interest in the Helsinki concept 

(Interview of March 15, 1991, with the ''Zeit'') and declared: 

''Like in Europe we need a sort of CSCE process for the 
Arab world ... with three "negotiation baskets": security 
in the region; human rights, democracy and religious 
tolerance; redistribution of wealth between the states 
and within the states ... " 

Both Prime Minister Shamir and Sheik Jamani have been reacting to 

voices from Europe, among them the Italian Foreign Minister de 

Michelis, his German counterpart Genscher and the Austrian Chan-

cellar Vranitzky suggesting to examine the CSCE experience with 
f 

the view to a~certain its usefulness for the Middle East. In 

particular, Gianni de Michelis has repeatedly - and in quite ela-

borate terms (e.g. in the ''Guardian'', issue of March 13, 1991) -

called for a Conference on Security and Cooperation in the Medi-

terranean and the Middle East (CSCM) . 

• 
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Italy's Foreign Minister, borrowing in his proposals heavily from UN 

and CSCE principles and procedures, demanded, i.a., that 

''all the interested partie~ must be invited to join without 
allowing negotiations to be held back because of mutual vetoes (if 
some decline the invitation)". 

De Michelis : 

"Access to the CSCM would be open to all parties who are willing to 
comply with a set of principles that would be a kind of entry ticket 
to the new club." 

It might be worthwhile to turn now from these rather general pro-

nouncements to the CSCE itself, its evolution since the early 

70'ies, its substantial subject matters as well as its rules of 

work. 

However, the CSCE came only into existence after the German "Ost-

politik'' bore its fruits: the bilateral treaties of the Federal 

Republic of Germany with the Soviet Union, Poland, the CSSR, and, 

most significantly, the GDR. Part and parcel of this treaty net-

work was the Quadripartite Agreement on Berlin. In all of these 

ground-breaking East-West accords one basic idea was put into con-

crete terms: despite of continuing differences of principle, the 

treaty signatories were determined to arrive at a practical modus 

vivendi in order to ease the hardships of the division of Europe, 

most dramatically manifested by the Berlin Wall. 

This new - and successful - approach was best expressed in the 

"Treaty on the Basis of Relations between the Federal Republic of 

Germany and the German Democratic Republik" (signed Dec. 21, 1972). 

According to the Preamble of the Treaty, the FRG and the GDR have 
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agreed to develo~normal good-neighbourly relations in 

"Proceeding from the historical facts and without preju
dice to the differing views of the Federal Republic of 
Germany and the Germari Democratic Repbulic on questions 
of principle, including the national question, 

Desiring to create the conditions for co-operation 
for the benefit of the people in the two German States.'' 

Furthermore, in so-called ''Statements of Record'' attached to the 

Treaty, the "High Contracting Parties" underlined even more clearly 

their deep differences by saying: 

"The Federal Republic of Germany states on record: 
''Questions of nationality have not been regulated by tl1e 
Treaty." 

The German Democratic Republic states on record: 
''The German Democratic Republic proceeds from the assump
tion that the Treaty will facilitate a regulation of 
questions of nationality." 

Finally, in a unilateral letter not rejected by the GDR, the Federal 

Government confirmed its position on German unity by declaring: 

" .. : this Treaty does not conflict with the political 
aim of the Federal Republic of Germany to work for a 
state of peace in Europe in which the German nation will 
regain its unity through free sel~-determination.'' 

Thus, the process of normalizing relations between the FRG and its 

neighbours in Central and Eastern Europe could commence and did -

certainly only very gradually - benefit the people in Germany. 

The path to multilateral East-West understanding in Europe was 

cleared by the FRG; its avant-garde role for the CSCE constitutes 

a genuine historical accomplishment. What "Ostpolitik" did bilate-

rally, the CSCE has attempted to do in a large multilateral frame-

work. 

In 1975, the Heads of State and Government of 35 countries - all 
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European states (with the exception of Albania) and the two North 

American countries, USA and Canada - signed the Helsinki Final 

Act, a political declaratibn of high significance, however, not a 

treaty binding under international law. The Helsinki agreement 

covers an unusual mixture of.topics, split-up in so-called 

"baskets'': Principles, including the respect of human rights, to 

govern the relations between States and confidence building mea-

sures in the military field (basket I); cooperation in the econo-

mic field, in environment, science, technology and other matters 

(basket II); humanitarian cooperation in human contacts across the 

frontiers, intormation, colture, and education (basket III). 

The Helsinki results are far from what the Soviet Union originally 

wanted to achieve. Already during the SO'ies the Soviet Union had 

asked for an "All-European Security Conference'' in order to get 

once and for all formal recognition and confirmation of the post-

war order in Europe, especially the establishment of the GDR and· 

the set-up of the Wafsaw Pact under Soviet domination. In addition, 

the Soviets clearly aimed at removing the United States of America 

from European soil. 

Against these Soviet objectives, the Western Alliance succeeded in 

insisting on some essential points in the drafting of the Helsinki 

Final Act: 

First, full participation of the North American States in the 

Helsinki process; 

Secondly, possibilities for change in Europe, with particular 

regard to the frontiers: "Their frontiers can be changed ... by 

peaceful means and by agreement''. 
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Thirdly, raising human rights to an equally ranking principle of 

inter-state relations (relevant ON-resolutions did not endorse 

human rights on such a high level) and making humanitarian eo-

operation a central field of their relations; 

Finally, the inter-relationship of the ten Helsinki principles: 

"They will be equally and unreservedly applied, each of them being 

interpreted taking into account the others''. 

CSCE principles are not to be observed in a selective fashion: 

All of them are equally valid. In practice: The right of self-

determination'must be respected, but cannot be obtained by use 

of force. Human rights are rights of individual citizens, but 

can also be advocated directly from government to government: 

the principle of non-interference in internal affairs cannot hinder 

the persistent plea for human rights. 

In 1973, when the preparatory consultations for drafting the 

Helsinki Final Act w~re initiated, just a few flexible procedures 

were adopted. One of the rules stipulates that ''the Conference shall 

take place outside military alliances" and that all states will 

participate as "sovereign and independent states ... in conditions 

of full equality". Critics at the tim~ called these principles 

cynical fiction, completely contrary to the true state of affairs 

(subordination of Middle and East Europe under Soviet rule). Now -

almost 20 years later - the peaceful evolution in Central Europe 

• 
has finally proven the validity of the CSCE. The message of the 

process is: it takes long, but it can succeed. 
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The main procedur·al reason for the time-consuming character of CSCE 

meetings is obviously the principle of consensus. But it does ensure 

- that no state must fear to be "outnumbered"; 

- that smaller states will not be dominated by the "big ones"; 

that willingness to compromise is indispensable; 

- that agreed results - while often reflecting merely the lowest 

common denominator - take into account the interests of all. 

Within the CSCE concept, the notion of all-embracing cooperation 

has, from the beginning, been a central feature, however, more in 

theory than in practice. Only very recently, at the Bonn Conference 

on Economic Cooperation by the 35 CSCE participating states in the 

spring of 1990, this objective laid down in Basket II has found the 

sincere support of all. More generally, the participants have at 

last. acknowledged what is well known from everyday life: only if 

one sees his own interests duly respected, will he take into 

account the interests of the other one as well; only the fair 

accomodation of each others's interests wil assure durable accords. 

No doubt: as it has been conceded before, things in CSCE take long. 

But, the over'-all record since Helsinki is remarkable. 

Cooperation and contacts based on the CSCE accords of 1975 contri-

I 
buted towards freedom of movement in the divided Europe and to the 

gradual advancement of human rights despite many severe setbacks. 

CSCE also allowed first, albeit modest steps towards military con-

;fidence-building. The key issue has been the full implementation 

of CSCE commitments, especially those in the fields of human rights. 
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Because of Soviet,lack of "performance'', the CSCE-Follow-up Meetings 

in Belgrade (1977-78) and Madrid (1980-83), to some extent also in 

Vienna (1986-89), centered.largely on condemning flagrant disrespect 

of human rights. The main cause of concern was, of course, the 

persecution and imprisonment of dissidents in the Soviet Union and 

the plight of the Jewish people in that country (as well as their 

futile attempts to obtain exit visa). At the same time - fortunate

ly -it was possible to agree on further meaiures in the military 

field (Stockholm 1986), in commercial exchanges as well as in the 

creation of better conditions for human contacts, unimpeded 

information and cultural activities across the borders from West 

to East and, eventually, vice versa, too. 

The CSCE also convened a number of experts' meetings e.g. in the 

field of human rights and human contacts (Ottawa 1985, Berne 1986). 

Other subjects high on the international agenda were also discussed 

in CSCE gatherings, for example, environment problems (Sofia 1989) 

and jounalists' working conditions (London 1989). 

Summfng up the CSCE history, its topics, its work methods and 

its results, one might come to a somewhat paradox conclusion: 

CSCE has rendered the resolution of problems possible by problem 

accumulation. The CSCE approach has linked seemingly incompatible 

subjects together, with the aim of finding solutions for all of 

them, solutions, however, that are mutually dependent in their 

actual implementation. This then is the ''Genius of the Final Act", 

as Hans-Dietrich Genscher once phrased it, to collect just about 

all imaginable problems in three ''baskets'' and to offer s6lution 

models (some slightly concrete, most of them very vague). 
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Today - especially after the recent main event of the CSCE, the Paris 

summit in November 1990 where 34 Heads of State and Government adop-

ted the ''Charter of Paris for a New Europe" - the global approach 

developed since Helsinki that combines military. confidence-building, 

comprehensive cooperation with human rights' implementation is accep-
. ,. 

ted by everyone. It is derived from the recognition that military 

strength alone cannot ensure peace but that only an extended concept 

of security which includes all components of international relations 

will establish enduring stability and "make the world safe for 

diversity". At least in Europe, it appears, policy makers now 

agree without reservation that genuine peace along with social jus-

tice in the international realm can be reached only by common efforts 

across frontiers and beyond ideological confrontations, by deter-
' 

mined joint a'ction against lvorld-wide dangers (e.g. pollution, ter-

rorism, minority problems, the ever-deepening North-South-gap). 

Whether CSCE experiences, structures or norms might also, to some 

extent, be applicable to the Middle East, can be judged and 

decided by the responsible statesmen in the region alone. Of 

course, no one would be so foolish to transfer CSCE principles 

and practices prematurely or sweepingly to a completely different 

environment. However, if one perceives the CSCE as a learning 

process (with quite a significant amount of trial and error), then, 

with an appropriate degree of caution and modesty, some CSCE in-

sights and ideas might be of use elsewhere as well. 

Albania- as mentioned before -acted in the early 70'ies by the 

maxim of Groucho Marx: 
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"I do not want to be a member of a club which accepts 
me as a·member.'' 

Last year, Albania applied for membership in the CSCE, giving up 

its long, futile course of·isolation. In Paris, Albania was 

accorded observer status. 

Evidently, in the Middle East as of now, the potential partici-

pants in a CSCE-like conference do not yet share at all the same 

perception of the basic priniciples governing the relations between 

states. Both the German "Ostpolitik'' and the CSCE have proven, how-

ever, that, with solid safeguards on the procedural level, no 

state can be overruled. Moreover, every state is obliged to state its 

case persuasively. In the last analysis, among many negotiating 

partners, one'state ne~ds to convince just one more in order not 

to become isolated and to be accused of blocking consensus. 

If one state declares the supremacy of just one principle, that 

won't work. In the CSCE, all principles are equal and must be imple-

mented together and in parallel. 

CSCE teaches patience; the leitmotif of implementing the commitments 

of Helsinki certainly was slow motion. But - again - small steps in 

all fields and at all levels did contribute to confidence-building 

in a very large sense, well beyond the original meaning of this 

military terminus technicus. 

The major lesson of Europe's path to peace is: people must be able 

to communicate and to meet, to inform each other about their daily 

lives and about their countries. Simple experiences like student 

exchanges, sports events, town-twinning arrangements, telebridges 

can immensely help in overcoming barriers of misunderstanding and 

of prejudice. 
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The newly appointed personal Representative of the UN-Secretary 

for the Middle East, the Swiss Ambassador in Washington, Edouard 

Brunner, is a CSCE ''veteran" and enjoys a great reputation as 

one of the leading spokesmen of the Neutral and Nonaligned countries 

in the CSCE. Mr. Brunner, known as a creative and prudent diplomat, 

has a few weeks ago (interview with the ''Neue Zlircher Zeitung", issue 

of April 12, 1991) stated that he did not exclude drawing eventually 

from CSCE experiences in the negotiating process for the Middle 

East. Another observation of his was that initial movement towards 

rapprochement betweeri the Middle East antagonists might be confi-

dence-building measures which - according to Brunner - in a first 

stage would be rather humanitarian ones than military measures. -

In the Middle East, governments, propagandists, the so-called 

"common people" - all of them need, as it has been the case in Eu-

rope, to get rid of "Berlihrungsangst'' and of "Enemy perceptions". 

This can be accomplished by a concerted effort of dialogue and en-

bounter on all levels. With other wor~s: implement ''Basket III" 

of the Helsinki Final Act! The effort required will be neither 

easy nor quick, but it must be started. No state and no person 

has reason to abstain from this effort or to shrink back from such 

basic human i'nteractions: nor does any government need to fear a 

Conference based on clear, firm ground rules. On the other hand, of 

course, as a precondition of dialogue between equals, vigilance 

and a sufficient defense remain necessary. With regard to stock 

markets it was observed: 

"In any market, as in any poker game, there is a fool. 
An astute investor once said that any player unaware of 
the fool in the market probably is the fool in the mar
ket." ("Liar's Poker" by MichaelLewis, Penguin Books 
1990). 
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In 1963, President. John F. Kennedy addressed the American Univer

sity in Washington '(on June 10, 1963). His statement is rightly 

considered to be a breakthrough towards detente and an early fore-

cast of the CSCE vision. Kennedy's message, both sober and hopeful, 

is still applicable today and to conflicts everywhere. He said: 

''Let us focus on a more practical, more attainable 
peace based on a series of concrete actions and effective 
agreements which are in the interest of all concerned ... 
Let us not be blind to our differences - but let us also 
direct attention to our common interests and to the means 
by which those differences can be resolved ... '' 

When and if the Kennedy appeal is heard in an eventual Conference 

on Security and Cooperation in the Middle East, no participant runs 

the risk of becoming "the fool in the market''. Quite to the contra-

ry, everyone will benefit from it. 

Note The Annex provides excerpts of major documents from the 

CSCE history and other relevant materials: 

- The Helsinki Decalogue (Helsinki Final Act 1975) 

- Document on confidence-building measures and certain 

aspects of security and disarmament (HFA 1975) 

- Compliance and Verification (Excerpt from Stockholm 

Document 1986) 

- Implementation of the Stockholm Document (Excerpt 

from the "Report on Arms Control and Disarmament and 

on Change~ in the Balance of Military Power 1988'' 

by the Government of the FRG 1990) 
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- Art. XVI (Joint Consultative Group) of the Treaty on 

Conventional Forces in Europe (1990) 

- New structures ·and institutions of the CSCE Process 

(Excerpt from the ''Charter of Paris for a New Europe'' 

1990) 

- Ten-point program of Confidence-building measures for 

the Middle East (excerpt from Remarks by James Goodby 

at UN- Conference on CSBM's in Vienna, Feb. 25, 1991). 

i 
' 
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"ISRAEL, ARMS CONTROL IN THE MIDDLE EAST ANb.THE tUROPEAN 

EXAMPLE"· 

by Dr. Itshak Lederman 

Tel-Aviv University 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The war in the Gulf has clearly exposed the dangers of 

an unlimited arms race in a region as volatii~ as the Middle 

East. 

The piling-up of huge quantiti~~ of c6nventionai and 

unconventional weapon-systems has enabled Saddamis Iraq to 

occupy Kuwait overnight and to threaten iii its neighbors. 

The destruction of the Iraqi war machine ~as made possible 

only by the unflinching determination of US leadership, its 

patience in building an international coalition against 

Saddam and its success to defeat the Ira~i troops. 

The aggression of Iraq ~gainst Kuwa~t ahd its repulsion 

has inflicted numerous casLtalties on the whole region and 

caused heavy damages to the economies and environment of the 

parties involved in the war • 
. . 

The political and military natur~ of the Gulf war has 

put Israel in an awkward position, torcihg her to absorb 

Skudds missiles attacks on its civilian popul~tion without a 

response, while coalition forces have been crippling Iraq's 

military forces and strategic 

·:', 
' 

infrastructure. Saddam's 

,;,.· 
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threat to use unconventional weapons added a mehacing 

dimension to the'already violent conflict. 

Thus, regional arms control ·has been marked by the US 

as one of the main pillars of its policy in th~ Middle East 

after the Gulf war ended.(l) But arms conbroi has been an 

anathema to Middle Eastern actors, given the region's 

internal conflicts and the continuous involvement of great 

powers in its politics and economics. 

The purpose of this paper is to anaiyze the Israeli 

interests in and basic positions on arms control in the 

Middle East and to assess the chances of its success in the 

wake of the Gulf War. The European exp~rience in arms 

control negotiations and agreements and especially in 

developing Confidence BLiilding Measures CCBM) provides a 

usetul lens through which possible Israeli policies are 

assessed and recommended. 

The analysis focuses, first, on the challenge of 

developing arms control processes in .the.Middle East. ,: 

Second, possible avenues of conducting arms control 

processes in the region are briefly discus•ed. 

Third, Israel's interests and its positions on various 

ar'ms contr•::-1 initiatives are examined. 

Fourth, lessons of the European case iri deviloping arms 
' ' 

control and CBM processes are briefly ~evi~W~d and their 

r~levance to the Middle East is duly assessee. 

Finally, an ef fc•rt 

':J: . ·, 
·. ~. .. 

is made to define an overall 

:(:: 
7';:! ... 

' 
' 
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. ' 
approach to regional arms control, that ~iil preserve its 

national securit~ on the one hand and promot~ the chanc~s of 

peace ih the region, on the other; 

Before getting down to the main analysis it is 

appropriate .to define several key terms that a~e Used in the 

paper. (2) 

Arms control is defined here as the process of freezing 

current levels of weaponry of the participants in the 

process or of reducing these levels according to agreed-upon 

quotas, in an orderly and verifiable manner. 

CBM are defined as mutual activities and procedures 

aimed at reducing the level of tension amon~ rivals and 

enhancing the confidence and trust among them. CBM include 

' both political and military activities. 

Verification(3) is a process of ascertaining the truth 

of a situation. In the language of arms control, 

verification refers to both the process and the mean's by 

which the parties to an agreement are abl~ to ascertain with 

confidence that the other party or parties are abiding by 

the terms of· the agreement. 

II. TH~ CHALLENGE OF ARMS CONTROL IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

It should be stated from the outset that the main 

challenge facing arms control process in the region is how 

to begin it and ensure participation of th~ m~in regional 

players as well as the involvement of the main suppliers of 

·.·.:. ., . 

., 
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weapon systems to the region. 

Once an arm~ control process is opened_in the region, 

many other difficulties--of essente and of ~r6cedural nature 

~-will certainly arise. However, the mairi .ch~lienge is . - to 

begin the process in the first place. 

-Why is it so difficult to begin the ~~tic~ss ih ·the 

Middle East? the difficulties are both internal and 

external. 

External Difficulties 

The chances to reach a suppliers' agreement, curtailing arms 

sales to the region are not so bright. rirst, political 

factors, such as the establishment of a regional· security 

system in the Gulf with US involvement and the returning of 

a more-conservatively oriented Soviet Union to the Middle 

East arena--strongly favor new and huge arms saies by both 

the US and the Soviet Uni~n.(4) Following them are France 

and Great Britain. 

In addition, strong economic and internal ~ressur~s are 

applied by the main defense industries on their governments 

in 'the West as well as in the East, to grab the new 

op~ortUnity and supply the Middle East with arms in the 

aftermath of the Gulf War. 

Other maJor suppliers, like the ~eopie•s Republic of 

China <PRC), North Korea and suppliers fro~ Latin Am~rica, 

are not reluctant, even after the Gulf War, to sell any 

': 
.'·.· ' 

.. • 
! 

:' ' ' ., 
;"" .. ~ 
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arms-- even ballistic missiles--to the Middle East, in order 
. 

to get hard curr•ncy. 
. I• 

Thi.ts, ' it seems that the 6nly chanc6 of restraining 

somewhat the conventional arms race in th~.Middl~ East. is a 

US led initiative to arrive at a formal or tacit agreement 

by the main suppliers, including the Soviet Union and China. 

Even in this case the prospects of success are not 

convincing. It will be difficult to initiate such an 

agreement as we approach election time in the US, and it 

will be even more difficult to monitor a tacit agreement of 

restraint. 

Regional Difficulties 

Internal complexities of the region present what seems to be 

unsurmountable difficulties on the road towards an arms 

control process. The Arab-Is~aeli conflict, as well as many 

other violent and latent conflicts, urge every nation in the 

region to arm itself to the teeth. Ethnic, religious, 

cultural and societal rivalries and tensions, prevailing in 

the~region, promise to further inflame the perpetual arms 

race. 

The conventional wisdom of the region clearly teaches 

that only the strong ones survive and secondly~ th~t any 

scenario is possible. thus, once and again, every major war 

in the region gave incentives to a new arms r~ce, preparing 

the way for· the next round. 

i. .·i:. 
'· ... 
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Arms control negotiations between israei and the Arabs 

face many special"' difficulties, in addition to the general 

ones, m~ntioned above. 

First, both sides differ in their concept of arms 

control's •:•bje.:t i ves. Whi 1 e Israel c •:.ns i deY s the arms 
.:' 

control negotiations as an integral part o.f the general 

peace PY•:tcess and as a means to acHieve an end--a 

comprehensive peace, the Arab states vieW arms control as an 

end by itsel'f, aiming to constrain Israeii ~ower and to 

weaken its deterrent posture, especially the unconventional 

Arms cc•ntrol could be also used to preserve the 

asymmetry of conventional forces between Isra~i and the Arab 

states. 

Second, the fact that most of the Arab states still do 

not recognize Israel will probably prevent the opening of 

any arms control process before a poiitical recognition is 

achieved or before political negotiations begin: The 

preferred arms control process, ·from ~he Arabs point of 

view, is to force Israel, by international pressure, to sign 

the NPT or ·fhe Ltpcoming eWe. 

Third, Israel would not agree, of course, to the Arab 

co~cept and positions as stated above. From the Israeli 

point of view, any arms control process must inclUde all 

types of weapon-systems, conventional and unconventional 

alike. the main reason for that position'is ~he asymmetry in 

the conventional 

,. .,:,.; .. . 
_: .. .. 
" 

field, prevailing between Israel and the 

..... · .. ··~ . t:f*i-
. -~·- .. 

j •.. 
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Arabs. However, assuming negotiations on all types ot arms, 

Israel will probably agree to open a~ms control negotiations 

before the" beginning of political negofl~tlons, 
i; . ... 

because 

negotiating on arms control by itself • ilrlply a . . ' . 
certain 

. ,·, 

recognition of the Arab states in Israei. 

Prospects of negotiations 

What are the prospects,if any, of opening an arms 

control pr-ocess in the Middle East, taking 

consideration the many difficulties mentioned above? 

First and foremost, the Gulf War and th~ devastation it 

Jnflicted on the region has enhanced tHe overall chances of 

opening an arms control process in the Middle East~ 

There is a general agreement, at least a rhet9,rical 

one, among all the important actors, on the urgent need to 

1 imit the arms 'race in the Middle East. The US, the Soviet 

Union, and the Europeans on the suppliers side and Israel, 

Egypt and the Gulf states on the buye~s side, have been 

signaling their will to consider such an endeavot since the 

war ended. Israel, for example, has recently suggested to 

convene an international conference on arms control in the 
. 

Middle East.(5) However, the Israeli position accentuates 

the heed to negotiate limitations on all types of weapons, 

beginning with conventional arms while the Aribs focus on 

unconventional arms control. The US and the Western powers 

want to focus on unconventional weapons and to establish a 

1. 
·. -~·-

'· •' 
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control mechanism on nuclear pl~nts. Israel has a 

traditional position in this respect, sUpporting the 

initiative to establish the Middie East as a nuclear-free 

zone, pending parallel negotiations on limiting conventional 

arms. But in spite the significant differences amond the 

actors, there is a mutual desire to do som~thing in this 
; 

field--and that is a new phenomenon in the Mlddie East. 

Second, the possibility of o~ening ~~~ace process 

between Israelis and Arabs has enhanced the chances of 

including arms control negotiations withih ifs framework. 

Third, if an agreement is reached ori a CBM process 

between Israel and the Arabs, it is plaUsibie to assume that 

arms control negotiations will follow. 

The balance between the difficulties and the prospects 

to open an arms 
. . ' ' ~ . ., ~ ' 

control process in the Middl~ East is more 

favorable now than it was before the Gulf war. The questions 

that have to be answered before such a process is o~ened 

are: how to begin the process? what are its ~ossible 

frameworks? what are the areas of negoti~tlohs and who will 

participate in them, and finally; what vel'" i ficat ion 

mechanisms sho'uld be used to control the ~rompt execution 

and maintenance of the agreements. 

. :. ~~· 
"-~ 

·.·-·· . ' 
· .. . ;:· 
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III. AVENUES OF ARMS CONTROL IN THE MIDDLE EAST . 

There are seiveral options to ci'evelop ari arms control 

process in the Middle East; however, some of them have 

better chances to ~ucceed than others. The main avenues of 

arms control in the Middl~ East are the f61ibwin~: 

' ' (1) A suppliers agreement on limiting arms 

transfers to the Middl~ E~~tt 

(2) Applying international pressur~ on states in 

the Middle East to Join ihternatio~al 

agreements that prohibit Uhcohventional 

weapons--for example, the NPT and the CWC. 

<3) Regional negotiations on conventional arms 

cc•ntn:•l, uncc•nvent ionai arms control or both. 

(4) A regional CBM process. 

(5) Arms control negotiatiohs within the 

framework of a peace process betw~en Israel 

and the Arabs <including the ~alestinians). ,,, 
(6) Demilitarization arrangellfe~.t~·. that include 

restrictions on forces and Weapons within 

speci fie zones. 

(7) Verification regimes to monitor ail types of 

agreements and arrangements. 

A suppliers agreement 

This avenue could succeed only if th~ main suppliers 

agYee, formally or tacitly, on ways to restrain arms sales 

' ' 

.: . . 
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to the Middle East: by a total or partial embargo or by 

quotas. While the US, Western Eurc•pe and the Soviet Union 

tend t6 agree on some ''rules or the game''(5), states like 

China and North Korea put obstacles and threaten to impede 

the process. Applying international pressure on those and 

other uncooperative states as weli as offering them 

incentives to participate in the effort (aid packages for 

example), might convince them to join the process. However, 

it should not be forgotten that the main suppliers 

themselves face strong internal and external pressures to 

continue and sell arms to the Middle East. 

It is clear that without a suppliers' agreement there 

is a small chance to negotiate successfully ar~s control 

agreements in the Middle East. American initiatives and 

leadership like the Bush Arms Control Initiative of May 29, 

1991, are crucial to the success of this endeavor • 

Preventing proliferation 
. . 

International cooperation to prevent proliferation of 

unconventional weapons in the Middl~ Ea•t ~s well as to 

block sales of technologies supporting independent 

de.velc•pment •:•f su•:h weapons in the Middle East--might 

develop in several ways. 

One alternative is to reach an agreement_ among" the main 

suppliers to prevent any sale of equipment ~Hd technologies, 

critical to the development of unconventional weapons. This 

·.· 
. •;' ...... 

-: 
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and p~og~ess be made • 

The fi~st cbndition is the pa~~icipa~ion of the main 

a~ms s~pplie~s in the p~ocess, ·formally or tacitly behind 

the scene. 

The second condition is having some progress in the 

peace p~ocess between Is~ael and the A~abs. Oniy a po~itive 

atmosphe~e would enable the adve~saries of ~he Middle East 

to negotiate on arms f~eeze o~ ~eduction. 

The thi~d condition is having parallel negotiations on 

conventional and unconventional a~ms. 

The fou~th condition is phasing the riegotiations and 

ag~eements, thus enabling the participants to monitor 

compliance with thei~ implementation. 

A regional CBM process 

Since the Helsinki Final Act of 1975, Europ~ has 

acquired positive experience in developing and successfully 

applying CBM in the Continent. Establishing the Conference 

on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) provided the 

framework within which the Stockholm agreemen~ was signed on 

September 1986. 

The Eurc•pean CBM included exchange of data and 

schedules of maJor exercises in Europe; inviting military 

observers to thes~: ~~~~cises and obligatory On-Site-

Inspections (QSil, based on annujl quota~, to monitor 

exe~cises and la~ge military activities • 

' 

' .I 
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It can be plausibly argued that the cHances of a, CBM 

proc.ess to succeied in the Middle E'ast have significantly 

improve~ since the Gul~ War, 'because ot the following 

developments: 

(ll The regional recognition that war could be 

devastaiing and that its ~lsks should be 

minimized. 

(2l The opportunity to include a cBH process as 

part of or even a prolodU~ of a ~eace 

process. 

(j) Strong American support of the process which 

reduces risks of war and enhances a positive 

atmosphere among adversaries that do not have 

to give up their positions ih other fields of 

negotiations. 

Armd Control as Part of the Peace Process 

It seems that this scenario has t·he best chances of 

success, since the Arab-Israeli conflict. is mainly a 

political one. Once b•:•th sides agree to· renew the 
r 'peace 

process, the general atmosphere will change and ehable also 

CBM and maybe ar~s contr61 negotiations. It couid be argued 

that progress or setbacks in the political process would 

have significant indLte;;ce c•n the progress ot CBM and arms 

control. Thus, a main strategy to close the gap between the 

participants' positions will be to link phases in both 

f. . . 
. ·!' .. 

.. ~ . 
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. ; 
processes <the peace process and the arms control process) 

. 
and to design ~ixed packages, consi~tin~ ol political and 

arms cbntrol components. 

Demilitarization and Limited-Forces Zones 

Former and current Arab-Israeli a~r~~m~nts include 

military annexes, establishing demilitarized.buffer zones or 

1 imited-fc•rces zones, in the Sinai and the Goiari Heights. 

Although these arrangements can not be termed arms 

control in the classical sense, they do impose limitations 

on forces and arms in pre-designed zones, thus su~porting 

the agreements themselves. The acquired experi~nce in this 

area can definitely teach us important lessons that are 

relevant to a more comprehensive process of arms control in 

the Middle East. 

Verification Regimes , 
Verification regimes of political agreements, CBM and 

arms control agreements are a must in the Middle East 

context, as they were in the European and Superpower 

c c•nt ext s. 

The viol~nt and unstable environment of the Middl~ ~ast 

requires the establishme~t of strict verification regimes to 
;.<:-; :-;~·:' 

any agreement betwee~ I~rael and Arab states. 

Veri f icat i•:•n regimes fulfill three majcor tasks: 

detection of violations, deterring violations and promoting 

:. ,., 
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the confidence in the agYeements <impoYtant foy inteYnal 

politics) and b~tween the signatoYi~s. In the Arab-IsYaeli 

context, veYification Yegimes that include CB~ such as joint 

committees, diYect lines of communication and maybe Joint 

inspection teams, could enhance the oveYall confidenc~ and 

trust in the Yegion. 

It should be mentioned that IsYael, Syy ia and Egypt 

have positive expeYience in operatind d0rih~ 17 years now; 

verification regimes of the Israeli-Syria~ Separation of 

Forces Agree.ment ( 1974), the Israeli-Egyptian Separation of 

Forces Agreement (1974), the Israeli-Egyptian Interim 

Agreement in the Sinai <1975) and the Israeli-Egyptian Peace 

Trea~y <i979). This valuable experience co0ld be u~ed in the 

design of verification regimes to peace i9~eements, arms 

control agreements and CBM agreements ih the Middle East. 

Summing up, it is clear that the prospect of beginning 

an arms control process in th~ Middie East between IsYael 

and the AYab States depends on the •folloWing necessary 

conditions: 

(1) A suppliers agYeement, formai or tacit, to 

limit arms sales to the Yegion. 

(2) The opening of a peace pYocess in the YE!~ion • 
.'1,.· ' 

Arm~_):',f·h~f..pl and CBM within the 1Yamewod: of 
,"-;,!?. · .... ~; :: ~ 

such a"prbcess has bett~r chances to begin 

and eventually succeed. 
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(3) Agreed Ltpon pr inc ipl es on arms control and 
. 

CBM, between Israel and the Arabs~ 

Having briefly analyzed the challenge of arms control 

in the Middle East and reviewed its main avenues, it is 

appropriate to fc•cus on the Israeli point of view, interests 

and strategies on arms control. As in the peace process, 

arms control could not be advanced in the Middle East 

without Israel. It is therefore very important to understand 

the Israeli concerns and assess the best ways to sooth them, 

in order to guarantee an active Israeli partici~ation in the 

IV. ISRAEL AND ARMS CONTROL IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

Israel has not been an active piMyer in the arms 

control field for obvious reasons. However, in the aftermath 

of the t3ctl f War, Israel has strategic and tactical 

objectives in joining arms control and CBM processes in the 

Middle East. Understanding the Israeli interests and 

concerns will enable us to assess the b~oad lines of a 

possible Israeli arms control strategy. 

It shc•uld be empha!:fized once again that for Israel arms 

cc•ntrc•l and CBM only a means and not 

an end. Their facilitate the road 

tow~rds peace and stability in the Middle Eas~. 

Another important aspect of the Israeii general concept 
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of arms. contrcol is its inccorpc•rat ion in the overall national 

security strategy and policies. In this respect· it follows 

the classical approach to arm• control, as developed by 

Schelling and Halperin during the sixties. (7) 

Strategic and Tactical ObJectives 

The strategic objectives of Israel in a Hiddle East 

arms control process are: 

(1) The integration of arms control and CBM 

processes within the framework 6f an Arab-

Israeli peace process. Arms Control and CBM 

are grasped as elements that can promote the 

pea•:e process. 

<2l T~e reduction of security expenses and the 

possibility to direct scarce resources to 

domestic needs such as ''Ally•'' (immigration) 

absorption and the development of the 

economy. 

(3) Stabilization of the Middle tast and reducing 

the risk of deterioration intb new wars. 
' I 

(4) Blocking one-sided initiatives of arms 

control which endanger Israel's secu~ity and 

its deterrent posture in the Middle East. 

The tactical objectives of Israel in following arms 

control initiatives in the region are as foiibws: 

<il Opening another line of communication with 

' . . '~ .. _,.,. 
. '' . .: . 

' . ~ .. 
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the Arab states that 

CBM and arms control p'rcu:esses: 

(2) Cooperating with the US; the vitai ally, that 

initiates, favors and promotes these 

processes. 

(3) Scoring points in the perp~tUal ba~tle over 

the sympathy and support of the international 

public opinion. 

(4) Blocking, by its positive approach, new 

American arms sales to Saudi-Arabia, Egypt 

and other Gulf States, and maybe preventing 

the implementation of huge arms sales planned 

by China and North Korea to Syria, Iran, 

Libya and Algeria. 

An Arms Control Strategy for Israel 

Based on those objectives Israel has to prepare a 

strategy to deal with two dangerous devel~pments in the arms 

control process. The first danger lies in the traditional 

approach of the big powers and the Arab states favoring 

international me•:hanism of controlling unconventional 

ca~abilities(8)--without a simultaneous initiative to cut 

significantly Arab quantitative superiority in conventional 

arms and without linking the arms control proc~is and its 

progress to the peace process and its progress• Historical 

evidence on the evolution of the -·Arab-Israeli conflict 

·.' 

.·.··. 
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supportj Israeli caution in this respect. 

The second risk is presented by th~ ~bssibility of a 

• 't 1 

new, s~iraling arms race in the ·regio~, Whl~h will prevent 

±~rael from investing its scarce ~~soU~~~~ primarily in 

"Aliya'' absorption and economic development. 

In order to achieve its objectives and 

successfully with dangerous developments 1 Israel should 

design a coherent and positive strategy of arms control. 

The Israeli position, already declared by its policy-

makers(9), before and after president Bush announced his 

arms cc•ntrol initiative for the Middle East 1 is on the right 

truck, namely, a plea for a regional conference on arms 

control, dealing with all types of weapons and including the 

main suppliers. 

The general outline of an Israeli arms control strategy 

would probably include the following elements: 

' .. 

(1) Promoting the idea of a regional conference 

dealing with arms control issues, beginning 

with eMB and conventional arms and continuing 

with unconventional arms. 

(2) Encouraging the inclusion of ~rms control and 

eBM processes within the framewo~k of the 
'. 

peace prc•cess. 

(3) Developing new initiatives of unconventional 

arms control, such as a regional agreement on 

ew within the framework of the eWe. 

.r"· 

.. 
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clearly what is 

., 
" . •. 

not acceptable 

• 
focusing • prl~arily namely, 

to 

on 

unconventional arms control without parailel 

negotiation on coriventloiia1 arms, and. 

separating arms control develobment and 

phases from progress in the ~eace ~recess. 

A common line to all these elem~htl · skould be the 

design of detailed plans and their coordind,l6n ~ith the US. 

Getting down to details raises the ~U~stion whether 

Israel could learn from others' experience iH the fields of 

arms control and CBM. The European exam~le comes immediately 

into one's mind. 

V. THE EUROPEAN EXAMPLE 

The overall arms control effort in Euro~e included two 

J 
mai~ elements: a confidence building process and arms 

reduction negotiations. 

The CBM Path<10) 

The CBM process began with the Helsinki Final Act of 

1975. This agreement included three areas or ''baskets'' of 

cooper-at ion: ecc•nomic and technical cooper-at ion "basket", 

security "basket" and human rights "basket". 

In the security field, the CSCE served as the framework 

to promote security and stability in EUrope. Eleven years of 

I. 
' ·!· ·.·· 
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conferences and negotiations were ne~ded un~ii the Stockholm 

• 
Agreement was si~ned in September 1985.(11) 

The Stockholm Agreement, sighed by 35 European nations, 

focused on CBM such as a joint committ~e, exchange of 

military data, regular exchange of ~chedules of exercises 

and out-of-garrison activities, and obligatory OSI of 

ex~rcises and military activities ail over Europe,,according 

to agreed-upon quotas, by ground and •~rial inspect ion 

teams. The objective was to reduce the ~robability of a 

surprise attack in Europe and to establish trusf amen~ the 

military echelons. A secc•nd, more cc•c•perative package of CBM 

is scheduled to be signed in Moscow in May 1992. 

The Arms Reduction Path 

Parallel to the CBM path, NATO and the Warsaw Pact 

conducted during 15 years <1973-1989) the Mutual and 

Balanced Forces Reduction <MBFR) talks on their conventional 

forces--to no avail. The 'main ob'st<kles to reach an 

agreement in this framework of arms control were: 

disagreement on the data concerning the Euro~ean balance of 

forces; disagreement on how to cut the forc~sj and reJection 

of bSI by the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. 

The breakthrough in the conventional arms negotiations 

in Europe was achieved when Gorbachev changed dramatically 

Soviet traditfonal stands and the Warsaw Pact agreed to fhe 

principle of asymmetrical cuts of forces in Europe and to 

. .:. 
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intrusive OS I. The mandate of the talks was changed 
'' 

accordingly as 'well as the name of 
I, ' . . 

the · framework. The 

C·::>nventic•nal For•:es of ELtrope <CFE ) talks were cc•nducted 

from March 1989 until their successful conciusion a~d the 

signing of the first CFE agreement in Paris; on November 19, 

1990. 

The Eurc•pean Suc•:ess 

Why have these long and arduous nego~iations finally 

yielded agreements in the two paths of CBM and arms control? 

Many agree that the ''Gorbachev fac~or'' ~layed the 

decisive part since 198~ in the successtui .conci~si~n of 

these agreements and indeed, without the strategic'change in 

policy, made by Gorbachev in arms control as well as in 

other foreign policy fields, it is difficult to imagine how 

I ' those negotiations would have come to conclus1on. 

However, it could be plausibly argUed that the long 

negotiation processes contributed eventu~lly, by their mere 

existence, to the successful conclusion of ~he agree~ents. 

The laborious efforts done in Joint negotiatl?n teams during 

many years, have clarified positiorisjcleare~ data and got 

bolh sides to know each other well. Once the strategic 

change was made,it took in both cases <Stockholm and CF~ !) 

about two years of rapid negotiation to finish the Job. 

Another factor was the persistence of th~ Europeans, in 

spite of all the ups and downs in Su~erp?wer relations 

···· . 
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during the seventies and eighties, to press on and continue 
., 

the negotiations~ 

Main Lessons for Israel and the Middle East 

The si~uation in the Middle East is qUite different 

from the conditions in Europe. In Europe all the states have 

recognized one another and did not questioM th~ legitimacy 

or sovereignty of any state. In the Middle East many Arab 

states still do not recoqnize Israel and are reluctant to - ' 

deal with it in any framework. 

Second, while the Arab-Israeli conflict alone has 

produced five major wars in the last 43 yea~s--and is still 

volatile and hazardous - the European scene, apart from Cold 
I 

War tensions and crises, has not witnessed an actual war 

between the two rival blocs during that time. 

The physical parameters of both areas <Europe from the 

Atlantic to the Urals and the Middle ~gst) are also 

dissimilar in many aspects: the area 1 of 1 
•• operation, the , . 

. ' 
differences in forces, numbers, geography~:~~6~ography and 

population toncentratioh. 

Moreover, 
' .. 

in the Arab-Israeli conflict Israel faces 

alone the whole Arab and Muslim worlds ~hile in Europe there 

were two opposing alliances. 

In spite c•f the signi fkant difference~; I would argue .... 
that several lessons could be adapted from t~e European case 

to the Middle East. These lessons are the following: 

·. 'j .·, .. 
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<1l Two separate but not mutually exclusive 

negotiation tracks can be conducted 

simultaneously: on~ on CBM arid one on arms 

freeze and reduction. 

(2) The special characteristics ·of the Middle 

East as a regional sub-system promise better 

chances of success to the C~M path rather 

than the arms reduction path. Moreover, it 

can be plausibly argued that successfLtl 

implementation of CBM would promote the peace 

process and bring, maybe, 1 at er 

successful negotiation on arms reduction. 

<3l In the context of the Arab-Israeli conflict, 

it is more probable that a political process 

will be opened before an arms control one. 

However, negotiating CBM or even implementing 

CBM without formal agreement might happen 

before peace negotiations ~re ~~eh~d. 

(4) A breakthrough in the Middi~ ~a~t context, 

both in the peace process an8. in the arms 

control process, might happen with Arab open 

recognition of Israel. If this breakthrough 

is implemented, it would b., e. parallel in 

significance tc• the strat~~ic changes in 

foreign policy, made by Gorblicfiev. 

Nevertheless, even . ':i. f ~uch a formal 

:). 
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recognition in Israel comes later, the 

process .is by itself a 

recognition of the· Arabs in Israel. 

(5) From the Israeli perspective, negotiating 

conventional arms reductions must be based on 

two unshakable principles that proved to be 

vital in the European case as well: first, 

applying asymmetrical cuts of the Arab forces 

that enjoy a large quantitative superiority 

over Israel and second, the establishment of 

strict verification regimes to monitor the 

execution and maintenance of the agreements. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

After the Gulf War ended the ch~nces to begin an arms 

control process in t~e Middle East have clearly improved. 

The devastation that was inflicted • on the region and 

the danger of using chemical weapons by Iraq; have raised 

the interest of many states of the Middle ~ast in the arms 

control prc•cess. 

Despite many difficulties awaiting down the road to 

arms control in the Middle East--both external and internal-

-the US is leading, with the Bush iHitiative, the 

international thrust to begin an arms cohtrol and CBM 

processes in the region. 
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Howe;.,er, one cannot copy exactly .the! E:.uFopean path to 

arms control and CBM in the Middl~·East. The differences 

between the two regions are too vast; HoWever, clever 

adaptation is possible and several le~sons c6uid be learned 

in the Middle East from the European ~xperiente. Two lessons 

are very clear: first, it is difficult to begin the process 

and second, the process is long, arduous and tompiex. 

Therefore, the main questions awaiting ~nswers are how 

to begin the process, and how to prepare for it. the answers 

are not entirely clear but several tentative conclusions can 

be drawn. 

First, all the involved parties have to do something in 

order to eriable the opening of the process. 

The U.S. has already come forward with a general 

initiative under the president's name. Now, it is expected 

to consult all the potential participants and find the 

"golden equatic•n" that will serve as. an agreed-upon opening 

gambit of the process. 

The main arms suppliers have to agree at least on some 

restricting ''rules of the game'' on arms salei to the Middle 

East. Every member in this group ~ill have ~o b~iance 
' 

pressures from within (political and economic pressures to 

export arms) and from its allies in the region and to agree 

on some shared guidelines with other members 6f the gr~up. 

Moreover, the U.S., USSR and the Europeans will have to 

find the way of persuading China, North Korea and other arms 

,. 
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,· 
exporters to cooperate with this ende~vor• 

.. 
Finally, th~ members of this gro0p hdve to understand 

that the solution is not in com~elling fj~~el io sign the 

NPT and the upcoming ewe, althc•ug'h it seems to be the easy 

way for them. It is true that proliferation of 

unconventional weapons in the Middle East is a very 

dangerous phen•:•men•:•n, first and foremost threatening the 

region itself. However, as was the case in Europe, issUes of 

limiting conventional and unconventional arms and questions 

of security and peace are all intermingled! therefore they 

should be learned carefully and addressed b~ the initiators 

of sc•lutions. 

The Arab states can contribute to the ptocess by 

Israel or by agreeing to o~en first a eBM 

process. Another alternative for them is to agree to open a 

comprehensive process dealing simultaneously with 

conventional and unconventional arms control as well as with 

CBM. 

i' But the Arab side should not expect to rely only on the 

unconventional part of the process, using indirect avenues 

such as the NPT or ewe. 

Israel needs arms control and CBM now,as components in 

a general peace process with the Arabs and as a solution 

enabling, if proved successful, to d i reel: its scarce 

resources to ''aliya'' absorption and economy development. 
. ' 

The Israeli contribution to the opening gambit of the 
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process might. be by agreeing to negotiate sHnLiltaneously all 
' . 

types of arms •:ontr··:ol. Furthermore,' my cohciusion is that 

only mixed packages of phases an~ componeh~~ of the peace ... 

process and the arms control/CBM ~roceM~~s might prove 

practical and 
' 

successful. Therefore, a detailed Israeli 

proposal along these lines might serve as ah incentive to 

open the arms control process. 

It seems to me that the general outline of the emerging 

Israeli arms control strategy are sound enoUgh: using CBM 

and arms control as a means to an end Cpeace; stab ii i ty); 

negotiating simultaneously both conventional and 

uncc•nvent ional promoting the idea of a 

regional conference on arms control with the participation 

of the main suppliers. 

The second question that has to be answered is how to 

prepare effectively to the process. Here, my concluding 

remark is that we can advance the arms control process by 

studying the sides positions and then p~oposing compromises 

that take into consideration the concerns of all. Secondly, 

preparing detailed plans and proposals, would enable us to 

move from abstract principles to practical arrangements. 
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INTRODUCTION: Overall Argument -

Once a threat to Europe and the West by virtue of an expansionist 
foreign policy animated by a chiliastic ideology and solidly 
based upon a powerful and expanding military arsenal, the Soviet 
Union in the present phase of precipitous decline continues to 
pose a menace to Europe, no longer on account of its strength but 
due rather to its weakness. The threat to international 
stability posed by Soviet weakness has been registered: 

1. In Europe where the retreat of Soviet power (a) is 
incomplete (still in progress, even after the formal demise 
of the WTO), and {b) le~ves behind a zone of insecurity in 
the former Eastern Europe, once a.k.a. ''the socialist 
com.mur.i ty in Europe," wh!ch has now become Central Europe 
plus South East Europe (the rebalkanized Balkans). The 
former, only recently seemingly so optimistic about its 
rebirth as a region (Kakania Plus, or the Hapsburg realm 
redux) on the road "to rejoin Europe" has more recently, for 
reasons to be discussed, turned into a "zone of chaos and 
[creeping] hopelessness". (Ha vel) . In Southeast Europe, the 
situation is even worse and threats to security and 
stability are evem more pressing - and potentially much more 
explosive. 

2. Inside the Soviet Union (Disunion) itself where the apparent 
free fall into the economic abyss is accompanied by 
enthnonationalist violence. Both factors may portend 
domestic ''Lebanonization" (the spectre of the USSR as a 
thermonuclear Lebanon has been invoked by no less a 
commentator than M. Gorbachev, h9ving been originally 
concocted by Z. K. Brzezinski.) Even short of the ultimate 
doomsday Soviet scenario, the USSR's domestic disintegration 
poses other kinds of security threats, including that of a 
massive outpouring of population to the West. 

3. By e:,trapolat ion, despite the apparent hopes of the Bush 
Administration, the USSR cannot be counted upon as a 

I 
reliable (or even very effective) broker of peace in the 
Middle East. On the other hand, its capacity for mischieve 
on this region (perhaps more than in any other) still 
exists. 

I. THE DOMESTIC SOURCES OF THE DECLINE OF SOVIET HEGEMONY IN 
EASTERN EUROPE 

A. Was Soviet "New Political Thinking," together with its 
antecedent corollary, "obshchii evroneiskii dom," and 
the (inevitable?) consequences - the end of the Soviet 
Empire - an ins~ance of the Primat der Innenpolitik? 

, ' 
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1. The Evidence: The GDR, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria. 

2. A "Counter-factual" Consideration: The critical 
role of Poland throughout the 1980's. 

3. The "German Question" as the Key - what Gorbachev 
gambled and what he gained. 

II. POST-1989 EASTERN EUROPE 

A. Gene~ally Avowed Goals: 

1. Marketization 
2.. Democracy 
3. 11 Return to Europe. n 

B. Problems - General 

1. Trials and Torments of Economic 
"Decommandification'': Pace, Sequence, Timing. 

2. Pluralism is not Democracy; anti-Communist consensus 
rather short-lived and probably insufficient to 
sustain requisite socio-economic sacrifice and 
insufficiently broad and deep to support necessary 
institution-building or to foster democratic rules 
of the game. 

3. The Europe to which ex-Eastern.Europe seeks to 
"return" is one to which most E.E. countries never 
belonged (except culturally); Europe (EC) has set 
preconditions: the free market and political 
democracy, posing a major dilemma for both EC and EE 
(may be viewed in terms of the classic "chicken-egg" 
conundrum. ) 

C. Issues - Particular 

S00"39tld 

1. The resurgence.of nationalism (and, more generally, 
'irrationalism in politics). 

2. The spread of ethnonationalism (infecting previously 
politically dormant peoples, e.g. the Gagauz). 

3. The reemergence of territorial irredentism and the 
rebirth of historical revisionism with respect to 
the latter, in some instances calling into question 
the territorial settlements of 1919-21 as well as of 
1945. 

~!J ~dOJ "JJS lti!JOS WO~~ 
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a. Examples of one or more of the above may be 
found in the following cases: 

i. Czechoslovakia (the Czech Lands.
Slovakia, and most recently, Moravia) 

ii. Hungary (Transylvania, Slovakia, and, 
perhaps soon, the Banat (Vojvodina) 

iii. Romania (Transylvania, Moldavia- Moldova) 

iv. Bulgaria (Turkey, Thrace, Macedonia) 

v. Yugo-Slavia (Kosova, Serbia-Croatia, 
Croatia-Krajina, Bosnia-Hercegovina, 
Macedonia-Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, 
Serbia, etc.) 

vi. Albania (Kosovo, Macedonia) 

vii. Possibly, in the near future, Poland 
(Ukraine, Belorussia, Vilnius-Wilnc) 

III. REGIONAL' SECURITY AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC DILEMMAS IN 
THE WAKE OF THE RETREAT OF SOVIET POWER AND THE COLLAPSE OF 
COMMUNIST RULE 

A. The Role of United Germany ·in the New Eastern Europe 
(more likely in Central Europe than Southeast Europe): 

1. Constraints on German Involvement 

a. The high, protracted cost of absorbing the 
e:-:-GDR ("Five new Laender") 

b. The rising costs of the bilateral German-Soviet 
relationship 

IV. SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE 

A. Optimistic - EE joins Europe economically, politically, 
and militarily in a phased sequence involving first, 
associate, then, full membership in EC, full membership 
in (an ever more powerful?) CE, and full participation 
in CSCE and/or an enlarged, revamped, renamed NATO. 

900'39\:Jd ~1) AdO) "IJS ltJIJOS WO~~ tv:B 16, 62 AtJIJ 
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B. Pessimistic - None of the above; rather, precious little 
real regional cooperation especially in ex-Eastern 
Europe; ethnic conflict, territorial disputes, local 
armed clashes, anarchy appr6ximating Hobbes' "state of 
war. 11 

C. Realistic - An unstable mixture of A. + B. While it 
seems unlikely that the immediate future belongs to some 
organic European concert a la R. H. Ullman's European 
Security Organization (to complement a territorially 
expanded version of the EC's Project 1992 - see Ullman, 
Securing Europe, (Princeton, 1991), one should not seek 
solace in John Mearsheimer's prescription for a new 
balance of power through nuclear proliferation to 
European state actors, East and West (see Mearsheimer, 
"Back to the Future," International Organization, 
Summer, 1990) . 

CONCLUSION: The basic question for this Conference to discuss 
remains what role, if any, a newly organized, partially 
organized, and/or largely disorganized Europe can be expected (or 
else: might be encouraged) to play in the Middle East. For a 
variety of reasons, not least of all historical, the prospects 
for a constructive role for Europe in the Middle East may be 
considerably better than those for the Soviet Union. They may be 
better but, alas, need not necessarily be such (also, at least in 
part, for historical reasons.) And even if the former rather 
than the latter, that may not really be to promise all that much 
by way of a practical contribution to the solution"of the 
region's many problems. 

L00"39tjd ~1J AdOJ "IJS ltjJJOS NO~~ tv:s ts. sz ,J,tjt~ 
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Tlto- fliJd.l.e East aftel' Lite_ Uulf l·:ar 

G . ~I .i. r !;; I:; j 

l t is, of cou1·se, too early to :.1ssess full i.111p.l. i.cnl;ions of' 

Llae G11J.r h:n1:. E\"•.:?11 :~IIIJI't-tel'ln results, e~::pecial.~; in Jr·.':'\(J, nre not 

tjuile cl~·n1·. Jk,\.:f2\'t!J' 1 som~~ pr·elim.i.JH\J'Y oiJseJ:vnL.ir.JIIS ccJII b!';! mude. 

t. h·.i,J-:~I.y :JJ,Li<·i.p:_,led (JllLtnaa:~.:;t c,f' pro-Snd.J:.\m ;\J::lb nnLiuaH,J.i.st. 

l."et·Ji,,g l.lli'OUglu_,uL Lhc J:cg.i.on .l.entl.it1g up lo J.•opu.l.n.r t.11•1.·is.i11gs and 

0\'et·LIIJ:Uh' or E'~~i: . .:;L.illg l:(·gimcs 11<.\S llOL mntcl·L.d . .i.~.~e.J. Slll'C, Lhcl·e 

h';Js h·.i.desvr·~·.:nl p1·oL<?sL nJ5tlillst Lhe ,\mcricnn mi.l.itot·y presence, 

,·iule11L (~~:\pJ:css.ion nf pl:o-JrnrJj sympnth.iC:'s, Jots '~'r :JngJ·~

demonslt·nlioiJ~:: ~IJP.I S!J IJil but nul ~l single :lcL.i•)n vi' l'e,·oJ.t 

occ11r'.:'J noJ· ~.·ere Ll1er~:: :.111.' :.1I.LempL:; Lo :tcLtut.l ... l.,\- c:lt:,J..lr::ngc the 

go,·r:-J.'Ili11E'JJL. Nu D,_i.i.huc_l-Lype c1·usade h"US !IIOUIJl:cd, 110 '-·oJ.unteer 

Pal~~:5l.i.ll.i.<JIIS - s~.1dd~t1n: s must. <JrJe11L supporters - :5L12cred cleal~ of 

LitE' ball...le. Coltlr:.ll'Y l".r.J some pre~J.i cL .i.o11S, l\.i.11g Jlus~;c-.i.1t nnln:Jgcd Lo 

survi,··.=- uuce agai.11. No re~J. tllr:e·nt h·ns posed to Saudi 1\.l·nbia. TIH! 

13aathlst J·eg.illle .in Syri.n has been able l.o geL "''"·'· \<iLh nctu:dlr 

decln1·ing its 1·el'usnJ. to b8.ch: lrHq e,·en i11 the- c0st• of lsJ:Del' s 

.i JtvoJ.,·t:'lllelll. i11 Lhe \vnr 

Thus, S•.1dd::un llus:;ein's g1·8.(1d .slr•Jlt~g_,. misf'il·t:·d. Tl1(· 1:-Hghdad 

dicL:.tl.(_,.J·'s l.l.llim.-:ll:c 1_5o~1J 
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nga.i11BL Ziullism, ··,\me1·lcn [llld Vl·o-h',.:s.Lel''' .luc;\1. rc~imcs - hns 

pro\·ed to bl? tola.I.J.,\· UllrC?t:Jl.i.sLic. lloh·c::·•c,·, lll.i.s .i.::; 11ol for the 

fit·st ti,nc Lhnt .:\rnb t:n.J.i.c:n.l nution;J.Ji~;t 011d r•::\O.I.IJLiotJ:.\1';1 

f:.':p~.:·t_:l;JI..ir:•IIS IJ:_l\('.l."..'('ll d::ISIJcd. surrjcc· .it. Lo I'('C.n.l..l. 1.11(' ret:IJ.l.C! 

J:(:'::q•ollse- l.u puL it. mi . .l.dJy- or thr.:- ,\rnl· h'(JJ:Jd \.u LIIC' 

r'~l.lr:·s l. i IJ.i.'.IIJS' pt·ed j c;_,m•:::"Jll. b;Jc:·l;;: i 11 J ~82 h'IICil Llie PI.O h'HS 

h'hnl i~ Lli(' ~.it{ll.i.r:i.c:.lllt:E' or t.lijs SPI2111i.g.l.y in:nlr:'•Jtl:llC~ l't::'nliOIJ 

__...., 
.i.IIIJ'('l'iUli!:-1. j•.l.~,l_. ;;111•.\ :1 \.r.:J·r:ii.ILE' tiJIT:.tl. Ltl LIJ(' t\1·:.\IJ ll:ll_i,•rJ'.' h'!Jy ~~ 

iln:; Lil-:- l?;t'llll.iiHc nll<.i illl.ense lnnss l"c~~·~li.ll>?; rn~i . .l.ed Lu be tr·nllS·:;.nlc~ 
into J•c•l . .i.t.j(.::Jl <Jt_"L.i.or• ~~~~ Lhr:- Sl.<.ll.r; Je,·el-~ 

1 11 •ny o p .i n i u 11 1 f..' 11 ('' v os s .i. b J. r::: e >~ 1:' .1. un n t i o i 1 m i. g I 1 L b '-~ f 1) ur H. I .i 11 

lit'? h'ot·.l.d :Jt. l.rlJ:ge- al. lh.i.s point Ill Limr::-, ;:t\.:. l.ht? Clld or the XX 

CC'III. Ill':·. 

H~1:;:;:::c~s n I"E' d iscur1 l;.t·n t Lo ,-~,r·i.uus dcg;n.?cs- pr·;Jcl..ic~,J..l..\-

l'OIIgh.l.y spcnJ>.j_ng I Lo lh'O ::-onr:ces: r i l"St I lint i.Oilrl.l hum.i J j :.lL.i.on 

fcJ.t to \)e lhr~~ J'(:'SUJt of sitl.i.SLt.::r f'ot·c.ign infJ.IICIJC:I.:"'- 1 of' 

e:-;plo.i.LnLion by ouls.id€' f'c,L·,.:-r:-s, nnd, secor•.J, f'r·t~st.t·nL.i.vn n11d 

des}.'flir· t~·:_t 1.1S(;'d l_,y .i.tl!:.H.IC't.l\18.1:(~ .i.f nuL ouL.r:ighl. di:-;:1sLn.JUS 

i s d .i r: t: r_; 1: c d ;_, l L ), e •J u L s i de 1 j 11 L h c sec u 11 g ~~- n !~ c j I i s n d r· c ss e d l. rJ 

l.ll€' ll:.tl.i.OI\
1 s 1:1.1l.r:."l'S. 



h'hal h'e ure h·itue~·sing JIOh' is inL<:I'iOJ i;;;ution of lhe populn1· 

d .i s con L (;" ll t.. P eo L> .I e a 1: e more lll\ e 1 ~· to b l i.11111 .. : L l1 e i 1· v h'l• g 1) v e 1· 11111 ell L s 

f 0 I' L h c lr p J. e J i cHill c ll 1: L hull 0 tl t s id e ill r lu en c I:! s . .1.11 l·' r ;,1 c l i c e L h i s 

lend:; lllt..'t·e ufle.ll Lilnn nul. Lo e::.ac:erlJali~)ll of J.vcul LE'IJsions uf 

ethnic, r··;:·ligions Hnd clnn l•nluce since uny gi\'E.'II go\ernmelll cnn 

ill\,:ay~ l;e op1?1l Lo blnme fo1: its pl·cl'et·c~nlial. Lt·cnl.mCill of SOIIIC' 

gt'OliJ.lS to I.JI(~ dl"lt·.ill1elll 01' others. ,\nll-gt.>\'el'IIIIICIIl feeling •.:1.\Jl 

ec1s.i..ly !.H.:" lt'HIIsfor·m~..:~d inlo .inlc1·-communHl hnl:.r·ed. t\:; lo foecig•• 

011Pl'l'$SI)J'S 1 tiJ•.:·lr soJdiet·s Olld nt.IInilli.SJ'UlOt'S J.E·fl. J.ong ogo, Jl(;_•\.; 

geiH~t·oL.lons hn\·e IIC\'C't' seen them, IIaLiOJI•_tl JiiJt:.~l.'t~L.i.(JJI mu\·emcnl 

l_,e.lollgs Loa pust Cl'<l, nnticolutJ.inl sl.oga11s fniJ. tu aronse young 

people. He\·t>.IL ng<~illsl nuLilor·ily js l.he Jll:l.IIIC of lhe game. 

Hejeclioll or oJd cslnbl.islied l'CllleJ'JlS of social llJ'td polilic<.\l 

be:~h<l\'j(llJL', or gr:.:tnd ideologies felL Lo IJC: IIIOJ'(' nnd lllfJl'C 

i.r·t·clevnnl, is bccomj ng "·idespt'end. 

0 r c 0 ll J.' se ' j 11 L he ..-\ l' n IJ \V 0 I' J. d I. h .i ll g :3 I. 0 V I\ a l.· .i L d i. r r t! r· e 11 l due 

lo Lhc ever-pL·eseJit und exlet·t?mel.y pni111'11l Pul esli 11i ttJJ issue. 

IJuL, :ls I.IIC s.i.cge or De.i.J'\11. ilt\d Lhr- l.iiLc~.;l. (iu.\.1' h':!l' !lll\'e sh0h'll, 

even l.1~ lhe .t\r:.1b society the 11ttLionalisL OIILi-h:csLcrn f.'eel j 11g 

l\1.)\11' .i shed by L he J"n J. c s l .i 11 j :.111 h1111l i J. .i.n L j 011 i ~=- 11t.>l. ::; I I.'Olllj' CllOllgl1 Lu 

cnusr:-. 111ass (:llgngemenl ln a cJ·usnt.le. E\·en Llic nppeHJ'HIICC uf 

J\met·icnn, Bri Llsh and Ft'ench nrmeU {orcc·s on L11c.~ At·aiJ sol 1, c.l.ose 

to the Holy Pl.nces, ft.d . .led to pr:oJuce Ll1e nnL.i.-\\csLerll and 

i\IIL.i-I.?SLHI.Il.i:::lltlll"lll: llt•SIII'g{•' Lhnl S;tt.lr.lnm lu.ld r.)l_,,·.ioltSl) ltoi•Cd t'ot·. 
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So, tiH~ J.enUcrs of t~he nnt.i-Snddnul c.oo.J.j t.i.on h'er·e pc,·rcrct.l.y 

J·ight 1vl,en they disr·egurded dire pt·edictions Dbout horJ:ibJ.e nnd 

inc~tl,.;ulnblE: consequence~ of titcjr mi.l.il:Jr:y Hctju11 :.tg::t.lnsL lt':.l':l· 

The ~lidc.lle Et1st ~~~\S 110l. gon•:- up .i.r1 l'lt.1111es. 

t\r:_tll '"OL'ld. UndE'.l'lH:~:J Lh t.l1e troubJ.c,J su.vfnc(.: th·~~1.·e .Lies :.1 so .Lid 

r~ound;Jl:ion. No HIIIO\lllL or hiiJJ:"S, conf"J..i.cts [llld coups d'EL~tL h8\'C 

-----
snme ft'Oilt.ir;rs r::Olll. .i.111.1r::: l:o cx.i sL I or· dccndcs - s•Jmel . .i.mes even 

h'i.LI• the- s;:une r:ull:'t:s. \'i.nh.i.J.iLy 1)r lhe 1\r·0.b sLate~, ar·Lificitll. n~:; 

ocigj 11 of.' soHJt~ o them IIJ<J,\ be sLr·r:nglh of' J.ocn.l. sLnte 

IHtL.ion~t.lisms _is D. Lt·u.l.y .impress.i\·e plit?l\,)llll:~IH>Il. 

s \.1 J \' i \ c L h ':- L c 1.' 1' i b .1. 1.? ! I r.;.~ re ~l 1. '? .) I 1 I .I g j 11 g 1.· :- \. ,, (' .I :,\ LV~ 1. ' k· ... c .1. I) I 'Ill c 11 I. s 

iL ,.,,,, 

Ll.i\'~t·~c np:injorl:; llli\.' be: \'Oicr_~d ().~~ Lo tiH? · . .;i:~dom or PrcsidcltL 

gqsl1'3 dc-cisi011 l.o lioJL tilE' f'j_g)ILjllg nt the 11\0IIIf·Jit h'ltE'I'I jusl Olle 

mut·c ci.'J.'ot·t h'a::; t1ccdc•l to dcslt.·r,y S:.\dd:•n• llussc.i11 1 :-:- h·;_,,,. maclt.i.ne. 

Ob• iousJ.;' the f't·<?sidet1L '''·'s t1ot pt'e(wJ·c•:l Lo .l<?L :JtloLher Slriite 

I.s.l.nmic Hcp1.1b.l. ic emerge ftl.ongs.i.rlc J.1·nn. Pr·obnb.l.y, Lou, he H8S 

; 
un"·jJ..ling to c:ommi t. h.is IJD.tion· L1.• f.ighL in .:.:•n lltlt;'J'tll..\1 st1·uggJ.e 

T liE.' r n (' l I'<? 11!:1 .i 11 s t ii;J t Sndd :,\Ill \\" s ;_l .1. .1. ()h'Cd t 0 m:xs :3-<.IC n ... ~ t.lte Sh i i Le s 

;.\111_1 1\tlt'ds. nut..h J'r.'\Oll.:.; ''r:"l'r~· CJ'II:::!Jr.~tl. !Ju f.l.':tlti:tll ~;r1· Tui·I~i.: ... IJ 

it1Lct_.,:ct1Lion l'ol.l.r:.ll\ed. 



\Vhale\'er Saddnm's pez~soJHt.l fate mny be, lea·~ does not appeut· 

to be l1ending fot· d.i.slnLcgruLion. 011Ce IIIOl"·e 1\urdish hopes for all 

iiHJepent~enL enti t.y have been dushe·,J. In· Lh.is res peeL 1 too, 

nothing has n:uJ..l.r <:llilllged <HI Lht? mnp of lite J\r·nb East.. IIO\·•e\·cr, -it h'Otdd IJe hat~d Lo deny that lra•:~ has faced n Uisastet· 

llllparu.lleletJ ill .l.LS J.Oilg <.llld tOI"LIIOUS history 

As late ns JasL JuJy ~lnr·tin I.ndyk h't'ole l11.:ll~ Saddnm llussein 

h'HS poslueiHg ·~as .J.euder of Lhe Arab h'orld in u 1.;ay that 

t·esonules ~<ilh ileal, .. stn"eL''. lie pt·ovides an alltiJole lo their 

humilial.ion. lie J.::> the OIIC h'liO .is stalllling ur• Lo Llle tn.iled 

States and l,;rne.l ~<lo.ile Lhe otltet· regi111es l•.)uk "eak and i111polet1l 

by compat·isoll. This ser\·es Yery h·e.J.J. t.o Jeg.i.Llmize him in Lhe 

i\rab h'Ol.'ld as n l.ccader·, at1d l1e m~lY 1 .in fncl, see Jt.ims(:]f a~-; 

NitSscJ.· 1 s Sltcct:ssot· Today .iL ls lraq Lhnt .l.ot.:.d\S h'cak nnJ 

impotent comr•ared tu the othet· regimes. IJe\ nslul:ed aJtd L.l.eedi11g 1 

lhc' counlt·y lie>; pt·usLratetl oL the feeL uf Lhe v.i.clurions allies, 

Both ns u military l-•O\Vet· and as a r-cgiOJial great. pOh'CI' Irnq IH.\S 

ceased tu e·x.i.sL, nL least for the Lime being. 

Th:.tnl;,s to ct·lm.i nnl amb.i. Lions rt11d incompnrnble !:;Lupldi ty of 

the Baghdad dictalot· ~<hu is sut·e Lo e11Ler ltisLot·y as the mosl 

hapless nd\·enlurcr of the XX celltut·y, • Lite u11ce tH·ospet·ous., 

dynamic nttd po~<erful Iraq l1as l.osl ovet·night its cloim to 

supt·~.;~mncy ill the GuJ.f. To fill the eesuJ.t.iug vacuum, Iran seems 

l.o be ,·.iguL"(Jli~J.y t·cn::;set·L ing iLsc~.l. r as Lilt: domill<tiJI. I·egiullr.ll 

po,.,:er." Irn11 1 a.l.o11g h'iL!J Israel, i.lJ.'peaJ·s Lo l1a\·c;· gaiiP~d musL l't·um 

, .. JJJ.£ __ J:!_gJ.~LIIouL fii·l11g a Bhot. llo\v_e~·ey, __ i_L __ i_s_·_hul'd tu 

jmngine lrHJI achieving acLuaJ hegf::mony .i11 the :tt·ca. Since Llle 

l 
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lmpe"I·j~,J. era the IH\lion's prestige and .i.nrlue11t.:e hn,·e suf[ered -

fir-sL, as a result ·or the bloodLh.lt·sty Islamic revolution, and 

seconU, lJeC;J.USe of Iran's in<JbiliLy Lo ";~-P the h':tl~ h'ilh lrnq. 

-----
clwl.lenge go tiiH\IlS«<>,J.:.e-d. In n.\.J. probability, no sing.l.e dominunL 

l.vct1l ne tor: h'i.l..l. cmcr·ge i11 t.hc e,,J.r aa·ca nrt er· Lhc dust hns 

settled. 

t\llY'"HY, Lh.i.s time the r·eg.i.onn.l. gnme lS not go.ing to lJe 

n1' 1.:'11:.\ '-'''d .i.s 11ol· J.i.li.eJ.y to J.en,·c i.L. Thcr·c 1.s 110 1.::Jy Lhe GuJ.r 

t\rnlJ sLotr~s C:\11 do \·,iLilOUL some dcga:cc or t\merjc:Jil miJ:iLat·y 

presence even if S:.1ddam llussein is out. !Jeep mi,oLt·w;L of .T.t-:111, .if 

;:,nyLhing, v.r.·o,.i.des ;_lmplc justific:;1Lior1 fc•.l: scLLi11~; up n regiona.l. 

~c·ctll'.i.L~ s~:::;Lcm h'.it.h h:E'SI.cr·n 1111 iLar:: llt.i.~ltl. :.11 tin' ~:t·r1l.r:c or il.. 

llr I. h i s c 0 11 l. e.'~ L I i t '" 0 1.1 l d IJ e d j r r: j I_" 1.1 .1. t I. I) r:: 11 \ j ~-- H ~ c:: i. 11 L he 

fOJ:C.'::.E'<.t\:IJp rut.ur·e <:lilY OJ:•E:'II l"Oilri:Oill.:.tl:jl)ll l.Jel..t.:(;CI1 1 :;:.1)" 1 ft·:.trr nlld 

S:11ld i Ar·:~l.ti.n. Tire Amcrj carr m.i J.i Lnt·~· pr:escrrcr.: .i 11 1_1,<-~ r·cg:i un .i.s 

ev.it.lcnt.ly bclie\'eU Lo be ~\IJ.l.c t.u t:>SO::!l."C...:isc !::ol,c1·.i 1115 nrnl 

s L" 1.> .ll i. 7. j n g .i. n f J. u en c c . 

J;uL here- 1ve come Lo the:- r·E.-n.l.ly b.ig r~ue~;;l...iun: c<.tll Lhe 

,\nu? J." .l c ::111 J. ea d c t· slr .i p be e :: J.H:~ c t e d L o g n :i 1.1 re g .i. o 11 tt 1 <.I c ~_· f! pI. :1 11 (.: e ':' l !:; 

8LtE'mpt to impose Pn.'~ i\merjcarH\ h'i.\..1. 11oL be r·cser1teU by luco.l. 

('nbJ. i c op.i nlon':' 

IL .i.s t1·ue Lhnt the GuJ.f IJ.l..i.lzl;;rieg hns ent""~t·mousJy enhnllccd 

t\meJ·icnrr Jll'(='st .igt•, !_~ut ru<:l.illly 011 t_he ofl"ic.i.:.:\1 level.. 1\s regards 

Tla.i.rd h=or:.l.d publ.i.c op.inion, deep-t·ooLrJd, .lnLenL, .lrJrrg-sL:.urding· 
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Antiamericnnism ( oe, to be mot·e precise 1 resentnicnt of U. S. poh'E:.'l' 
·---------

and suspicion or Amerlcun intentions) has~ .i r anrtlting I increas·ed 

as a rcsul t of Lhis h•ar. 

LusL October, td1.ile:.· on n visiL Lo Nt.!h' Dchll Hltd .l.ecLut·.i_ltg at 

t.he l11st.i.Lute of llel'E·nse Sl.udies, I •;as Sll!'prised to hear loc::1l 

~choJ.nt·::; \'Oi.c.e LltL~ i ,_ . .i.tJd.ignnLion nbouL Ll•e nt·t·oganL h':.\y l:he 

Amet·icalls "'ere hn11dling Ll•e Gulf cr·isis. "IV!Jy should the 

i\meric:uts he~ve lll~ t·ight l.r) dc:-cide h'IIO i.s tu r11le i11 1\tth'<.t.iL?'' Uy 

The incredibly s•;ift t·ouL of the lraqi <lrme.J for·ces has 

shocJ;,!d a11d agg•·i<·,·ed a lot ol' people i11 Ll1e Th.lrd ll'orld but has 

nuL bns.ically cJ,,u,ged their opinion about the "'hole thing. Hh1.1L 

is mor·e I the very Sh'i rtness and briJ.Jiance or Lhe Amet·.ican-led 

coaliLi_r)I1
1

S \'.ict:ot·y h:_\\'e pt·ovoi\C.•d d.ismny a1u..l :.111.'\il..':l.y J"ul.• I .i c 

opilJ.i.OII .i!3 a.I.:Jl.'lllCd I.Jy l.JhaL is seen l,y lllf.\ll~~ us Lhc· iJH?\'.ilc:\ble 

aJ:t·oganc.:c nnd nsset·L.i\·enes~.;· of Lh0 LI.S. i11 liH~ h'nl;:e or tl1is 

\' .i c Lo 1.·y. 

The lll·~\.,1 !\UICI'.iCC.\Il pos.it:ion or sl~·ellglh Oil Lhc· global. sca.l<.: 

C0111d.cd 1v.i l:h l.he 1.;eul;:eni11g of lhe So\· let :i.nf'J.ueJJC:t~ !11.\S caused 

deep COilc.;CI'II l.llllOilg: 1vide seclions of pu!JJ.jc Opi.Jl.itJ/l 1 pat·Liculnr.ly 

in i\sia t.IIH.l Lhe l·lidd.l.e East. i\1. tl•e st.uue L.illle it shou.l.d be borne 

in mind thaL. fundnmentalist for·ces are iJI Lhc nscendnnc.y 

lhr:oughoul: the ur.·ea. Of COliJ.'S<?, they Ci.lllltOl buL l'eeJ f't'IISl:r'ated 

no1v, nflet· thc.i.t· poor· shoh·.i.ng dur·ing the Gu.l.f' ct·lsis. Jloh•ever, 

such SC.:'IIL.imcrJI.s as l'rustJ"ation, llumilintion, complex of 

inadequucy ''~:1Ja.lly IJreed anger· and J.usl for I'e\·el!ge t·atller Lhan 

resjgnntion. Ant.i-Amei·ican pJ~otestations from llrosc fJII<lr:tet·s j·n 



the e,·ent of on obvious U.S. hegemony h'iLhin the frame"ork of a 

IH?\V st:~curity sy·Stcm are J.ih:ely Lo be so loud and !3ound so 

cc>nv.inc:i.ng to broad mt•sses ("the sl.reeL") that one can har·d.l.y see 

J.o<.:~ll go''C'l'llHH?Ili..S ,_\ i_:~1·egnrd.i ng the IICh' po(Hllnr:- moo1J. th) t·l i.dd.l.c 

Eust. Jcadec can n[for·d to jgnot:e mnss discontent c•rjgina.ting from 

the Gu.l. f \Y:Jz: ( SC'(~ n n :..:. :\ llCh' /\ rn b hum.i l.i L::l t j on) al\d l.l•c :~~r:..·m.i. n_g .1. Y 

unLrnctnble Pnlesljn.inn detulloc.l\; [o1· both issues-jt .i.~; 1\nH?I'ica 

•vltich js to blnme, J.ll Lhe Qyes or ''Lhe :_;:;Lr·ect'' und I'HdicnJ. 

fU111.1nmc.:-ntnJ ist.s. 

t\S :l COIISC'j\.l(:'llCC 0:\ll)" kind of (;11J.r SCCUJ'j Ly :;ti.'I.'HII.I:?;Ill(:lll 

pt·ovi'ding for n pnri:lmounL ,.\mr-;~1.·.ica11 role ;Jnd bused on the p1:emises 

of the U.S. military might nnd rc~lf.liness to .i.11Lr:~r·,·c11E' is bound to 

be se,·e•·el.y nLI.ocl<ed .if not rejected outright by Ll•e tna,jor.i.Ly 

opi11ion both in Lhe ,\,·ub sLntcs n111.i .IL·nn. 

1 t is or1J.y rtnlurn.L since, Lhe J.outlcr the Ln.l 1~ nbouL 1\mer.ic8. 

arc:hi.Lccls 1111d gLwnlialls of peace in the proposed Gulf secur·i.Ly 

system "-'.i.Lhoul caus.i.11g Se\·ere emb:J.r~ssmc11t La the very 

guvet·tnnenLs Lhey ar:c t·eacly to protect. 

Nor is LJ,., situation likely to i.mpt·o, . ., [ot· Lhc ,\mcd.cnns if 

LIH:'.Y ~:uccr~·cd .in ellS\I.I.'.illg coop12r·~,Liull ('r the Sovi<:·t Union os u -
paL·Lnet· J.ll the neh· secu1·lty sysLcm. (jj_,·cn Lr:r.ld.i.t.iull of distl'l.ISL 

Loh'<lt'IJ.s both superpo'"-·et·s nnd old snspicions a.s regnt·ds uJ..l.eged 

'-· 
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atlempls at dictate and condominium, \.Jhat the responce of the 

H.i.ddJ.e East bnd l.hc Thir·d h•ol'ld i11 gener-al •dll. be le, joi11L 

t\11\et·ic:au und Soviel effoJ:l:s to mcJiale ·in rt!gionnJ cou[Jjcts? 

IViJ..I. l.he Tldnl liot·.ld t·ecognize Ll.oc U.S., aflcr Lloc 1;11lf 

crj s.is, as the soJe superpo\...:er OL' eve11. a h'orJ.d policeman'! Nuybe 

l.he t.'L'i\ or ~upel'(.'l)IVCI.'S us SltCh is del'jnjl.~ly (J\'(~·J·, LlliS \E:l'Y 

J•otiu11 having Uecome ol>solete!' 

lt ,.;otd.d be snfe Lo nssumc Lh<.IL no s.ing.te t:cgional uctor ns 

"·e.ll os no s.iHg.l.E:-•.HJLsjde J)Oh'et· Dl.'e lil\ely Lo play a duminnnt 

role i11 llae Uulf secut·lLy sLt·ucl.uJ'\.?' or l.n2i.\l' the mn.i.n 

t·espoltSi bi 1 .i Ly for 1-'reser\· ing peace in -l11e area. Logic seems Lo 

indic·ale Lloe l;ni Led Nations ns the only for·ce cn[.•ttble of 

d.in.>cLi.11g erro..t.s desi.g·11e:d Lo ellsllJ·e GuJ f secud Ly. 

Till~ UN IHtS muny ~hot·Lcomings, ~tJ:cl Lhet·c J::; JI(.J dCII.'"illg Ll1cd. 

its l'l:!l:orJ of falJut·cs uppeat·s impressive. Yet, manl\lnd has noL 

ci·euled Hltylhing bct.Let· Ultd Jttore r;·fficicnl.. 

Th12 UN rece11L] y ,.,.as ab] e Lo o,·et·cou'e di ff•::t·c::nccs or op:i IJ.i.Oit, 

mo\_.~jJ.iz\!- dOZ(.~IJS o[ IH\Ll.o_IIS t:\111..1 1110llltl H laJ.'gt.?-:;cale c.nmp:.tiglt i11 

ul'J~:.t· l.o J l.bet·ale one of j Ls meml>et· c.:.:ounLr·ies , ... }!jell huJ fallen 

vic.Lim Lo ngt·t::ssion. VasL poLe11Linl. of tills j,lLC·t·t;ntioJJa.l b0Jr 

has loee11 de111ollslrated lo the ~>ho.le "'oJ·lJ. No~> it i.s Li111e to 

LJ'HilSlnLe tll.i.s potential Lo peacc:--l,eeping opeealiuns. 

f(IL' Llle lj\lf:~sLion is s.iml..Je: j r IIOL tltc UN - h'hOt else? CHit 

h'e, .il>t>l>.i.JJ~~ ul. l.he sllunt.io11 jn Ll1c Gtdr nL·t:·:t i11 a sul.H:J' n11d 

n.:'alis.Li.c h·ny, imagine n Lop dl.)g e111et·g.i.1•g oul of Ll•e croh·d of 
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local t~cLurs~· Is .i.t so difficult Lo see LhaL no possible 

colllbinaLion of regiont~l po~<ers cnn ensure stobiJ.i.ty and enjoy 

trust Lln·oughouL Lhe :.l!·ca·' 

Snudi Aro.bin hcgemoJIY is cJenrlJ' UIH\I..:cepLnb.l.c l.o .l. r::u1 and 

vice vers.::.t. Iraq, e\·en Hithoul Saddnm,· v:i.ll remnin unrn·edictuble, 

5 \1 s 1.1 i c i 0 1.1:.:: j_ 1t L h c e y p s 0 r "' 11 i t ~ 11 (' .i g 11 h r) IJ 1" s . h' C' s t c I'll 

predoud_IH:lllCe is out of LJ,e question ns \.Jell as hypoLheticnl joint-. 

i\met:iCflll-Sovj~t penc..:e-l;;:ee-ping 111is::;ion. So h"e come back n~:.tin to 

the UN. 

N (I h' I :,\ \. i L :.\ .1. r,p I e s L .i. 0 ll ;:,\ 1 . .i :.; c s : h' ha L i. s L 11 c <: 0 11 I. c 11 I. I I. he 

funcLioll, Lhe r~tison d'ett:e or D. SCCill.'iLy System i.JI Llle·Gulf 

Evidclltl.y, the fit·sL JH'iori.Ly sholll.d be Lo CI\SI.IJ'e fl·ce r.l.o•~ 

or ol.l. Lo the \.JQt'.l.d mnrl,et.. This IIIC:.tl\S boLh illt.J:H-sLnl.c :Jild 

illl.ct·-sl:al:c stnb.ility; the !'i.t·st .is pi·:,cLi•:n.l.J.y illl(h>ss.il>.l.c Lo 

gu::s.L'(\IIl.Cc l..riLh ;Jny mc:JStlre of inlcJ·r•::tL.iona.L conLrcJ.I. h'h.i.Je 

PJ.'f:.'S81"'\':.1Lion or Ll•c ~econtl .l.S Lhe E':-~)J.i..iL·.i.L tasli: (lr nil,\ J:cgior•<:l.l 

SO\'€'l'r.:•.ignl.y ol" l.lir.:? existing Sl<..\tE'S :.t11d CIIStii'E' Ull\'.i.o.J.nb.i.J .i. Ly of" 

states. Prevent.ive, l:;r_ofi.l.nct.i.c acl.i\·i.Llc~s are of p::tr~11nounL 

impoetunce. 

lt.h::~nl.J.y, lt h'OIIJ.J be lllOSl h'C.l.Ct)lllC to .inil.ial.c :1 1-'I:OCt;S~.:; of' 

nnns r.-cdqcL.ion LhrougltouL Lhc 1·egio11. Unfor·LI.IJHlLc.l.y, ilL Lh.is 

poinl. in Lime it looks totnlJy ""'·e:d.isLic. ,\.1.1 u,.,, i.nd.i.cnllons 

are LhnL, fat· frotu e: .... :.pt·essing 1·eaJiness lo Jisarm, regio11al 

pOh'f.::"rs nre benl.:. on inc.:rens.i.r1g, not d.im.in.ish.ing, their· u•i.J.i.t::tr·y 
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potenlials·. I L h'as i\ing Fnhd ·lvho said recently tl1at Saudi Arabia 

i ntenled to pf·ocuJ·e mocc sophi slic<Jlcd arms. No doubl, othe1·s 

h'ill foJ.loh' sui L. J L .is to IJc fcat·ed t.hnL, itJS.LenU c1f at·ttt:3 

t-edHclion aflc..:e Llu'! I·cc;enL \·Hlr, h'h~1L h'C a1·c go.iug l.u "'·it.ness is :J 

IH!h' auJ LH'ObHbly llllpl·ec.cdented sp.i.J·nJ. or l'egit)IIHJ. HI'IIIS t•ace. OIIC 

inev.italJJ.e by-producl of Lhis aJ:ms rn<.:c: js groh·l.l• of' t-cgiotiHl 

tensio11, mutual suspic.ions, tnore b[\t.l blood beth'r.:!E:II ncighbout.·s. 

l11 Lh.i.s .s.i.L11nL.io11, otd.y the UN mny J.ool\ relaLi,·ely jmt•at·tial 

and U11binsed. h'linl.e\·et· the accusations {many of them just l 

Uit·ecLed nt. Lhe itlLerJ1al.iot1UJ body, .il \-.'ou.Ld be difficull Lv 

lnbel it a tool of H pnrLicuJ.ar· group of staLes. \\hat the UN is 

in priiiC.i.p.le able to do is maiJILHin n balnnce or interests. AL 

cr·ucial ['L'inls the UN can Pl"O\"e Lll l;e (jUite usuf"ll.l. "'".! erricicnl. 

or CUIII'Se I OIIC Cf\11 rccul.l its tfj Smnl rn.i lure .i.n Llie lJCI'.iUd 

pr·eceding l.hc Six Day \var but, on the ol.her· lwnd, the UN record 

l11 Lel.Hllll)n has llOL 1Jeet1 so bnJ ut n.l.J.. Anyh•ay, pasL t·c:corU.ls ool 

nl.h•nys a sure indicalor of \Vhat <.:an Ue expectetJ i11 l.l1e fulut·e. 

The g.Lc•bal siLunL.ion has changed dJ·amnticaJ..ly, il .is 110 more 

deLerm.i11t..:~d by the Ensl-h'est conf.l icL, · Lhe Co.ld \Var j s 0\'<.:1' and 

Lhe llE.:h' spir.i L of coopet·al.ion bel.h'een Ll1e SovieL Un.iotl a11d Lhc 

lvesl augut·s "'ell. for estab.lishing a compr·e.hensi,·e sccur·il.y 

str·llcl.ure in Lhe Gulf area. 

The 111i.\ill ;HJVaJJl.age or such <l ~L!'LICLUJ'C fllllCL.i~)llillg tllldCt' Llac 

Ol.ISf.'ic.:cs or tl•e Un.i.Led NaLions is Lhnl, ot.l.er·h•ise, ll h'.iJ..L Sl.IL'eJy 

be seen ns either h~esL-domliH\LeU o1· ,..\l·ab-orieJJte:d or· 

SauJi.-contt·olJ.ed or l.ran-inf"luenccd, and Lids ~<i.l.l be enough to 

depri.\·e the 11e\V OJ:gnnization Of Ulli\·ersaJ ct·ediiJi.J i\.y in Ll1e 
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region. The UN certainly cnn not bC:! snid to cn,joy complete l_rust 

and conf".i.dence ·or uny or Lhe local uctors, yet it H.i.l.l. be seeu as 

secut·.i ty-buj ld.i11g, h'i t.h one or Lhe other· of Llle J oc1:1.l. sl;::~l:cs 

c.lnimillg for supL·em8CY. 

In r·en.l.ly hot :;pots, jn Cl'\.tci:.\.1 p.\.:Jces or tll(;~ r·egi.on, UN 

fu1·ccs n1·e much nlot.·e J.:ih:e.ly to be accepLed l:hnn those of either 

reg.i.OIIHl or· outside })Oh'ers 0 or col.l'rsc I for eea I. (>l.'tJL(·~ction or u.i J. 

r iel ds and the Ill i.J.i.l:.;)r.ily '"'en k s ·t a t r· s o '' h' hose: Le 1.· 1· .i L () r· y o i .1. .i. s 

[.' n.H.ltlc.c:d, 110 Le J.,n,,o·n·- type or: S j no j- L:-,· pc "b.L ue he J 11101.:::., cu 11 L .i.r1g;t:~11 t 

is suilnb.l.e:. For this t·eason, some Amcr·.ican forces - 11ot Jllllllez:ous 

buL C'.JUipped l..:.it:h most ad\·nnccd an,J soph.ist:.jr:r.ltf?d h'Crlpon:; - nre 

lil<el.y Lo sl'.ly :i11 the area !'ot' an indcf:in.ite peri<:>d if inv.ited to 

do so by the JocnJ. governmenLs, 1-•ossib.ly nlo11g "·lL11 clement~:; of 

at·lnE:J forces of some ol.her \-lesLe1·n J.•oh·ers. Il .i.s unJe,·stood Lhnt 

no g1·ound faeces oL·e Lo be slalioned 111 Ll1e :.tJ·e:J bul u11.i.~ nj J.' ::111d 

' s'-.;n u,,jl.s. J.r the Un.ited Nations can be l.~.z·tjt,ghl j,,co t.hc picture, 

iL could be u gz:ent COIIL.t·ibul..ion Lo Lhc t:·l·uccss of' m;_li.lltn.i.n.i 11g 

pence ::uJd !;;t::.biJ.ity 111 Lhe rr:::gio11. 

no means the most clungerous and tr·oub.l.esomc. A comprr:~hcns.i\·e 

Niddle E1.1st security system aindng at •·educ.i.ng tcn<;i.on, seLtlint' 

confJ.icl.s and r·cmov.i.11g \.;enpons or mas:; desLr·ucLjon j:,:; 

j I I c 0 In_: e .i \' n b .le \Y .i t h 0 tl L r i IH."I i 11 g ;:1. h' t.l y 0 u L 0 r Ll• C: i\ t. :.I L- '( s ,. n (' .l i 

deadlock. h'e lln.ve notv to ndress Lhi.s issue: h'ilnt changes if uny 

has L.he J.aLesL Gulf "·a•· b•·ouglit to it'' 
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:J. lsr<1el is belie,·etl to be the biggest IJeJHoficiat·r of Lhe! ""r, 

estab.l.i~hment reels thnt lhe nation is more secure thnn ever in 

.i LS hisLoi'Y IIOl\ LJanL .i Ls most dnllgc:t·ous ,\rob at.l\'ersary has been 

l\no<:l\ed ot.IL. The AraiJ miJitury optiu1t l1as a.l.l_but clisai'IH~aJ:ed, ol 

lea.s t fot· Lhe Lime Ue i rig. 

There is·, ho"''e\·er·, another s.i.Ue to the picture. For Lhe 

firsl. t.i.me ever· the Je1•ish state h'nS JaiL by long I'Dilge missiles, 

and the fact t.hal:. th·~ I scneJ i nrmy c:ontn>ll (:d the 1-iesL Bunk 

gunt·n11lE·e L11at jn 10 or 20 yell.rs sume Arab slnte hill not possess 

missi l•?s i'a1.· mo1·e deadly and accurate Lhnn the Scuds':' 1 f the 

Ist·<.tclj m.i.l iLat·) doctrl1te, lld.s .:tt·g11mcnl. J~UitS, is b::tse:d on Lhe 

po'!:iesslon of the h'es·L 13c.ull\ as a buffer 2011e seput·uL.ing the 

hent·t1Hitd l'L·om tile e11emy, .iLs va1id.i.L.Y has been serjously 

challt!llged by t.hc \vnr: .lessons. lsn'L it L.ime t.o r·c<:~lizc~ that 

OCCIIpaliun of H p.ie1. . .'C of land is 110 S~tfegu.:tl'd aga.i11Sl. a.ir allacli:':' 

The COJl<.:lusion .is Lhnt Lhe lst·ael.is should IH)L m.is.s Lhe 

c..q.•portUJiity Lo exchH11ge lnnd fo1.· p<::';:lC:e-, CS!Jecia.l..ly 110\V, fot· the 

i\1·nl.1 h'ot·ld is .i11 djSUl'l'H,Y, l:he f•J...Q t'l'jJ.'I·•J.Cd, i"IIH.i lSl''i.IC! C<lll 

afford to LaJ.k peace to the r\rnbs from lJOSiLiOII (.)r sLt·etJg:Lh - a 

s.iluuL]on \vhich .is not. certain to last forever. 

There is liJHJoubtec..J.ly logic; i"11 Lh.i.s ar·guuu.::nl. b11t 

counler·-~,[·gumeltls mny be ad\·anccd nt oJJce. Vj La.L as Lhc posessiota 

of the hesl Dnnli:: llli.lY Ue to tl•c lsr·;_,,~~J.j dl:~fE:nse, i L couJ.d ne\·er· 

have bee11 Lhe cornerstone of lsr·acl's m.iljtnry Joclrine, and 

lruyi m.i.ss:ile nll.ncl;:s I1H\'C pL·ovcd nol.la.ing nt~<.l l•nve clau11ged 
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nol.hi.11g. Tlle:~J:(· J.s 110 denying that some Lime i11 Lhc fulut·c .lsrneJ. 

C<.lll oncE- ngn.in· be subject.."ed to missile ntL;1cli:s o.nd c,·pn ;_tir 

boud;aJ·duiE.'nts, [JOSS.i.IJJ)' l<il\i <11·111s of lllllSS ·desti·Ilct.i.on, \;11!_ 

t.:orJclu:.:..i.on:.; l.o l_,c ._~,.,_,".'' f:r-om Llij~:~ ,_,r·c, fir·sl:., th:_,L c,-,_~ryLh.irn-~ 

rrn.rst IJe done to si.J·er•gthcll the nntjon's.defcll::~e, nn•.l, second, 

Lltnl ir1 or·dcr· to .inl.et.·cept the cnt:.•m:· m.i.ss.i.les, time nnd spnr·e ;lJ'(-? 

mi.l.i lnr·y 

curri.T·c .. J. of ll1c h'est. l.~:trJI\. 

,.\s to Ll1c ·· .l.ond fot· JH:·nce 

110 Olll' cnrl g•Jn't'·:llll:cc Lhr- l.tcg.illllillg c)r :t/I.CJ':I c;f , .. _-:1(_" 1_' l.)llf_'f:' ;_\ 

l':_tlE·:~lin.i<ltl st:\1.<;' .is :.t.llot-·ed to IJe :~r:l 11p. ~--~eotllf.; h-~_,n.\d :~~:- 1.11:1.L 

such n c:.J.'l.H;inJ. corH:~·s:s.i.on r.:vuJd IJc c:olt::;idcrcd b~· l.hr.:- /u·::d)s n 

[:_\t:t.l. pr·oor vr 1.'(::\l\llc~;;::; Oil Lite pnt·l: or tile .J~~·vi.:.;h ::-;t:llc Hlnl cotlid 

.lc.:1d lo rnv1.·e Ar·nb dem~111ds. ~IOJ."Cll\'C? r·, mniJ.\ j 11 .I·:~J-:Jt: I :JJ·•: 1101~ l•:tl'l'~ 

h'iL!t the i.dcn of :.1 P:.t.l.csLirtirlll sl::.tL(~ (t:\'Cit .I i.nl-:erl l.u a 

LII.J-s<.tJJcl.ion~t.l n11d l:N-guul"Uillccd i'C•.tct:: I:ITnly ''.i.Lh n.l..l. Lhr. /\.r:.1b 

nc.igld)Olll."S) bc::-r::<.li.ISt· lhey do llOt. bc·J.ic\·C' in ~:;I.:JI,iJ i ty of' til:1t 

~Lult: <.tt1d Sl,ISI*<.:.~ct I.IJ;JL .i.n n V8J"Y !:"ilo1·t Lime .il. 1.::i.l.J. I':J.l.l 1·1·e.\· Lo 

i11tc1·Iwl feuds of the Lebon<:>se l'.ind ~<.i l:h llllfoi"e"ccnbJ.<:> 

COJIS(:'tjllf?.IICCS for· l.hr~~ J.srncJ.j SC'CI.Il':i.L.\·· 

Of.' COI.II.'SC' 1 liJe::;t:;:: nr·gl.llllC'Ili..S C<lll !)e CO\Jill.f'lt:d by :liJOt!Jet' .J i.ll'::'. 

of.' J.'c:JSOJJ.i.llg ClllJ.dPJs.i.zing .i.mposs.i bi.J..i. ty of.' a J.'CI'Irl:ti\E'IJL OCcl.lpoLif)/1 

or tJ,,; li?J.'ril.ory .inhnb.i.lcd by r.-ebclJ.io•l:;; popll.l.ntion h"hi.ch h'i.l.l. 

1\ L' \' e I' g .i. \' (' l.IJ.' (' .i g h L i )I g r 0 ,. i t s 1.' .i g " L .s ' r 0 ,. n 11 .i. 11 ..1 cl'(' ll d c 11 L (' 11 1.:. j 1. ~· 

Debtlte lll::tY go Oil rtcl infin.Llum \\il.h J.IJ':.lcL.icn.l..l.y 110 (_;h;,~IJCC or 

elt..ll(')' sjUe SIIC~('d.illg il"l cll811g.illg Lile Q)))>l."'ll'211L's \'.i.Chl. r.L'-ltls.i.b.le 

C1l.'.~l.llll•::~nt..s mny bE' f'Ollll•.l to ,jU~5Lj_fy ))QtJi "!J;:nd\..i.~_:;h·• ;IIJI.J ''do\·i::;h"' 
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.l.ines. ~<hat '""I.Lcr·s is not so 11111ch sober political. cnlc11lntioll 

flosL J so·ael i 

J<::-h'S seem Lo fenr n11d d.i.strusl the Arabs·. They feel lhot 0.11 

l111..1ependenl. Pn.l.~.:.-slilliun st.nte on Lhe h;(?.SL Bnnl~, g.i.\·en Arab 

noe11Lolily 1111d pol.i li•.:11.l c11l.Lut·e, is Yet·y J.il;el.r to degenet·nte 

jnlo :.tJI UIJruly <.11111 t;hnolj;c; community in a slnle of perm~1nent 

inter11Hl Hnrf~tt·e 1..:.i 1.11 extrer11lsts nlmost certain Lo come out. ot 

l!H' 1.-op ur l:ht..:· henp i 11 the end. ~JHIIY HJ'e unllappy al_,ouL Lhe 

prosr•t>cl.s of guer·.illas a1:med h'iLil po1·l.able miss.iJ.cs settlr1g UJJ 

t l~t~.i ,. bnscs ,j11sl SC\'(•J·:.ll mi I c·s t.n·:ny 1"1·oJu TcJ -A,·.i \'. Cc111l.lnued 

occ11p"t.lon of the \lest Bank •dlh n.l.l its 1111deninb.lc: evils is 

sLil.l. re:gat·dc·d by muny, if JIOL mosl. Jews as 1\ 1-esset· e\·.i.l 

c..:omt,nr<:.:d h'.itl, Uttpred.icLnb.i.l i.Ly aJtd llllt:et·Lailtli.cs of niJaJH.Ion.ing 

thE: l.eJ·ritori~~s. 

Tl1e lost .. Gulf h'HI" ltns, if nnyLI1i.llg, illc:t·c:lst::d lst·ul:.~J.i 

HllXiety Hlld lessened the chunces or u pence Bc·Ct J.r~·IJ14.:~11L on ,\rab 

do,·es, Ll1eir- COil\·.icL.i.OilS nJH.l nrgttmeJ•Ls hn,·e l.lf_'CII l.~cuJ.I.y sl•.aLlet·l.·d 

or E'\"E'Il lllldet·tui.JJed by Lhe i IICI'G•I i 1;.1 r shoi·L-s . .ighL(.!·d j r IIOL 

u 11 L , . .i g h L s u i c .i d u .1. p os i t: i on t H J( en by r\ r n r" t d u t· .i. 11 g t. 11 c c 1 · i. s .i s . 

Tl1el·e is no I>'(I..Y any JsrneJ.j gove,·nmetll. Cilll e,·cr· n~·,·ee to hn,·t: 

e,·en itH.llr·ect contacts h'ilh Lh_e pt·escnl PLO LendeL·::d,ir·, and nny 

oulsidr;- pressut·e fli111ed at shifling ls1·ne.l. a1.:ay feom this posili.on 

"'.i.lJ Jnc:lt i1111er con,·ict.ion and bent· ·Ill.) fruit. Hot·eovcr, Arafal 

nnd l1is people have been seeiously nnd, poss.ibJy, .i.J'J."t;·p<.li'Hbly 

discl"'(:}dited i11 h=r~sl~·J'Il E.:yes us \Ve.l.l. This is not: Lo say t11ol tl1e 

J • 
PLO t\S such hns nJ.ready bee11 d.is(~a1.·dc·d fu1· c·'--8l' ns tt lte:gotjal..iJtg 
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pn.l~tnct·. You s i_mp.l.y C(lllllOt hope to rind HIIY 1\:.i.nd or rnenning ru.l 

so.l.ul:.jun to the ,\,·ub-.T.st·ae.l.i .d.i.SJ•lll.c \.:h.i.lc> .igHoei11g l.llf:' PLO. But 

the to:uth i.s Lhat t·.i.ghL 110\J clw11ces o[ LhaL IJOdy b•.::i.ng ol'fic.i.:ti.Jy 

.in\·oJ\·cd .i11 lhe pt·oc:ess or ncgotif.l.l..ion:3 nre sJ :i.m indeed. 

This <dso onea11s tlont the Jong-st<111ding .i.de<1 ol' a 

UN-s:pOIISOred inLernnt.i.onnl confer<:'IICE' is D.t prcscnl n 

non-stnrter. J\nyh':.:tr, there could ne\·er hn\'1? I.Jec:·ll 111\H..:I• !.ope of 

such a coll[etTnce re<1.l..l.y being <1bJe Lo fiwl '·' l'.lowJ. and 

S<'ltisfnctory soluL.lon to the colll'].icl .. Hoo·c .l.ii<c.l.v Lha11 not., it 

'-'(>ll.l.oJ h;\\'<·: 1),,,.,.1! I'CI'II.>allcllL.ly '·"'"' hopclrcssl.y drc:od.lu•:I«O<.l, L<.'L'.•.IIy 

uldy t·oss.ible h'UY Lhe Un.iLC'd r~~ll.loll~:; COIIJ.d mulo::t: .i.L:.; contr:ib•.llioll 

to Lhe t·eso.luLioll ol' l:.hc ,\o·<'li.o-lso-,.H, l.i co11f.l. i-:.1.. f·Jo,, LhaL the 

J:•l'OSJ•ec::Ls for r.f)n\·cniJJ,g: an jJJtel.·ll8L:ioJHl.l COIJferellCf:' seem bleak, 

l.l1.1Sillf.?~~s:':' Nt)l. tlcccss.::.Jt".i]y. [\·en nJJ.oh·.ing fo1.· \.he h'(-~JJ hllOh'll 

Jsr:.tcJ.j dis.l.il\(' or llle h'OrJd LJ6dy, :~ulllt;~ U~:'Cftl.l !'tiiiCI.i.nll 1'01' 1.11(' 

UN c:ttJ Sl.ll'(:'.l.r be fot111d. F0t~ jns1'.;1nce, UN obseJ·,·eJ:!:; m.i.gl1l:- moJJiLc:JJ.' 

the.· (.•1·oposcd cJ.ecljollS i.n lhe occlll•jt:·d l.cr:·t:il..ot·.ic::.: i.f o11.ly Lo 

I'E'n.s:::lll'r? Lll(~ PnJ.cst.iJJj:).IIS t.IJoL those elections h'OU.l.cl ltE' rair. 

Ncol•od:- <:nil do !'.his l<i.11d of job beLL•~!.' th:Jil 11euto:nl ohscn·ecs se11t 

by th•: I_IP. ,\J so i.n l'.loe [lltiii'C some sor·t of' o·ol.c for the UN m.igloL 

L•c "·,~·Jcume h'!Jr?Jl .it Cl)lllC.S to :;t.lpct·\· i.:;;.i.11'5 COJH.I.i {'.ion~:; f'(•J· Ll1t~ 

dev(:·J.opmcnl. o[ n process of J.oc.;~J. poJ.iL.ic~l.l. p.:1l'l.i.c.ipuLio11 dur·ing 

L Ill? i. 11 1: r: l' j Ill p e .1.' i {) d ('I r t: 1.· D 11 s .1 I. .i 0 ll r I' 0 Ill 0 cc 1J p :1 I j 0 ll I.() i\ p :.\ J c :; I ill .i. {t ll 

home J'I.J.le. 

,. 
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llo"eve1·, in tlds particular conflict UN possibilities of 

meuiation aee. bound tu be less important thnn lhc,:;e of olhel' 

oulslde fot·ces, e';pecla.lly the United Stales. 

NoiJody l<llOI<S yet "hat; •vlll come out or thnl grand ,;cheme rot· 

the creation of a Ne1< l>orld Order put for"a1:d by President flush. 

Dut the first t·ea.l p1·oof of vlabili ly and effc·ct ivel!•!.ss of Lids 

scheme could be a breui<LIII·ough in the scttlem.enl of the 

,\rnb-lst·ne1l d.isp,Ilc. This cou.l.d .:1.l.so be a pt·c\:le:h· of tlt.i11gs Lo 

COm•_, ill other areas of Lhc globe. l f llw l!ll.i Led SLnles 1.-j l.h j l.s 

ll(·h.ly h'tJJI po1~·eL· n11d p1·esLig<::~ "rtcr LIIC IJ1·i .I i<~ttl. (H • .-J:r._,,.,,,at•c·c· i11 

the GuJ f misses this historic oppot·Lull.ily, ll•e 1<hoJe idea uf the 

Neh7 h'or.Lcl o~.·Jer 1!:> J.:il;;cJ.y lobe d.i::;Cl'C'cli.lct.l <llld ('\'f.:•JJIII~IJ.Iy Lo 

colJnps(• liJ Hll nLhmosphere of itHiil"fcrence ;)Jid cyll.icnl "d,~J.:' vu'' 

attiliiLiro-. 

pus si l)j J i L.i.(~s ~.111d JH~<Ice-m:.tl<i ng poteiitiul l'!o Pn.': ;\me,. l c.:.<.\ I la i ~:i i 11 

sighL. !Jc) s.i.t1glc JIHI.ion, hoh'(•,·e,~ sLJ·ong, J:.icl• n11cl it•flue11linl, 

CUll l'('SOJ\'(·.~ Ull i.Jil.C'I."IIUI.ioiiUJ COIIfJ.jct.. Pu~s.i.ldc CUIILJ·JI.Htlillll !Jy 

,_~!-:'se 11 L .t u J . nu L ,.., 1 El t. ,.~, •o u t c 1. c so,. i e L u, 1 i o 1. ·:· 

''· Because of Ll1e mounting .internal d.iff.i.cul.tie.s in Lhe SovieL 

I 
Un:ion it has become commonplace among h:est·.c:::rn experts Lo h•riLe L 

off as a h'orld poh·et·. _"DissoJuti0r• at t.lie So\·if:l. EnqJj ,.,~." is n 

cliche. Some inLernuLiunnl ar1alysl.s have been h'J."i Li11g uUoul Hor·l.d 

arrnirs und thcj 1.: so.l.ut:ioJJS a::> if.' Llle Soviet Un'iOJI 11<.1~:3 nlrec.\d.} 

ceased to e.'~ist. 
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Hnybc Lhis countr~: hns re-.[l.l . .l.y JosL its cJ;:tilll lo :.1 SI.I)Jerpo,~·.•::-.r 

stal:.ns but this doe~:: noL fll(:'£\11 .t:h:.1L .i L is 110 J.on~<:r :.t gl.'cnl: I_J0 1.,..t.:'l'. 

poh'eJ's exisLetl nL H11 pc1·.i.ods in hisLot·y, J.ollg -,,e; .. ro1·c Ll~t: tenn-

Sl.lfH?l'PO'"el' t .. ·as fi.1·st used, 8nd Hussi::t fo1· cellluries h'HS onE: of 
! 

Lhem. Unless Lhe Union cli.sinLegJ·<ltes (God fo1·bid 1 )·, iL w.ill. 

Ulllh:.H.II.•Ledly continue to b~? n gre-D L poh·ct·. As such, i I. ,,,j_.J.l hove 

:ils .leg;.itim~tl:.t:::- J.'ol.c l:.o pl.n.y in Lhf.;· f·l.i.ddJe:.~ En~:;!_.. 

TIJ(· l·l.i.dd.l~:· E~tsl.. I.J(IS impol·ln11l Lo UP? ·so' icL Uniun nP.ti11l~ f'o1· 

g .. ~ 1.) I' I., J i \.. i c; I 1 ; 1 Ill I i. I I'' I) 1 () g i. I: il I .I 'C n :..: • . .>11 :.:: • '\ /11:\ j '-·' ,. ), n I. L I '·. r i I. I d C) ,. I" . 

Lhe oJ:e;_t ,.-ns u.lso cons.idered v.i.tn.l. jn l.c1·m::; o[ an 

E'\'e"llluu.l ''hot "-':.11' IID.\'lllg !::;0111(' m.i.J.itni'Y rnc.i.l.il:.i,.:·:; LIICI"C ·_ ,ju:;-;1_ 

("(HIC:<:.' llll"H L .i (JJI 0 r I."C ~~ i.mc s (I r· SO(" in .1 .i. :--:. L () ,. i. (:'11 Ln t .i '.Jil. 

Since (;(JI'I..oa::IH:~\· r:·nme Lo pOh"r?l" illlll PC.I"CStl"oikn sl.ar·Lcd, bolh 

Lhi11ks nlJo'.IL n possible So\·ic-t-;\lllr:J·icnll 1-;:.n· ~'•Y JIII;J"(~, Hlld tht' 

"lJuLI . .lt:ri.t:·.I.J \"n.lue" (Jf.' l:l1e :_,,:(:.·:;\ 1.:.1s c_~,,j,,tJI.ct.l. 111 1..1•~.:· .id•:u.l:ugjc:.,J 

COIIl.(:':'~L,• too, pr·.iot·il..i.e!; li<.J\"C CJI:illgr::~d: )ll."r.•IJIOI..illg Sc.Jc.i:JJ.ism in l_.lte 

Thlt·d h\Jrld nnd thus tve:d\.ening Lire· hO.l:.ld c;;~p.i.L:.d . .isL syslem cn11 

H 1.. l-1 l'':'S€'11l.. 



l!J 
' . 

h!JH1t remu.ins is l.he J•n.tural <.lesiJ·c of t~ gt·t'nl. poh·er - 110t u 

SUpC'l'POlVet·, llOl H (·hnmpion of a g1·eal lllE'SSinnic CHU!:;C, IJttt ju·~t 

Both for Jome:;;t.ic nnd external eensons, the Soviet Uniolt 

"'ill t·r"sent IJe.ing l"•shed out of the picture in the Hi.ddle Eust. 

Tl.is country has to be a party both to a securi ly system in tl11~ 

Gulf f.ll.'l~f.l t111d Lhr:;: Al·;.,b-Isl·o.eli seLtJ.emt!nL. Jlecog11i.t.i.on of these 

llrtlllt'<.\l and Jcg.iLim;_\le Soviet dem.:llld!3 is a S.i.IIC <Jll[\ 11011 ennUi Liunl 
i 

TIH! So,·iet·.r·ecut:d 011 the issue of G~J.'man reuniricaLiotl ns 

'"" .l.l "s .i n tl "' UN S ·~ c u t' i t y C o un c i .I d u r- i n g t I! e .l u l e s L G u .L f c 1· U;i s 

sho11ld hn,·r.:.: 1·enssuL"cU lhe \·lest as Lo ~loscot.;'s s.ir.~.;erity in Lt·yillg 

l.o opc.:n a neh' p:..•gc i.11 the h.isLt.?r:-· or o~1r relat·.ions. Thet·c is no 

gn)UI\Il h'hat:~OC\"(::~1" I"Ul" ::;uspecli.ng lhe KrE:ml.ill or lt<_\\"illl£ S011lE: killd 

of h.i•.lt:k·n ugc·IHln in lhr:: ~l.iddJ,? Enst. Ouz' l.".i.r·sl. p1:.iuz·it.y is to 

el.im.i1H1te poss.ible causes nnd sourcc::~s of r.-<.-~g.ioll<d c:onf.l.icls 

I.IIJ"t·al(·'nillg Ll!(' ll'~'h']) l'OUIH.I coot-·r.~r·nl..i(JII h·i.t.l1 Lll(·: h'e~L 
1 

Ll!'.:: Hidd.le 

l.:tnJI"Iit:L :\l"t•n:...: i11 ll•c· \•:ot·.l.d . 

. ·' 
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1. Divergent economic trends in the Northern and Southern rims of 

the Mediterranean. ' I 

There has been an on-going debate for almost two years_ 

in the European Comm~~ity on whether the rejection of communism 

in Eastern Europe and the reunification of Germany should lead to 

some rethinking of what Europe is all about i.e. to widening or 

rather to an accelerated ·deepening in the process of European 

integration. 

Those opting for acceleration argue that it will result 

in more economic growth (e.g. as a result of the completion of 

the Internal Market) , which will trickle down to the periphery 

too. In a recent paper', Jakob Kol of Erasmus University in 

Rotterdam, estimates that developing countries'exports to the EC 

could rise on a permanent basis by 0,5%. 2 It will also result in 

1 Kol.J., The EC-1992 Program and the Developing Countries, 
in Fatemi, K., ed. (1991), International Trade and Finance in the 
1990s, Proceedings of the First International Trade and Finance 
Association Meeting, Volume II, Marseille, May 31- June 2. 

'Kol's estimations are based on a very controversial study 
~reviously published by R.Baldwin, estimating that the EC-12 GNP 
growth rate will increase by 0,5% permanently as a result of the 
completion of the EC's Internal Market.See Baldwin, R. (1989), The 
Growth Effects of 1992, Economic Policy, October, pp.247-70. 

) 

l 
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an all-European political leadership, more· acceptable to the 

periphery than US or German domination. On the other hand, those 

arguing for widening postulate a thorough reconsideration of 

priorities, and argue that a further enlargement of the EC to the 

East should co~e first. 

In my view, the latter school has been unjustly 

maligned and accused of wanting to torpedo the European idea. 
(; 

' 
Viewed from the periphery it seems obvious that this criticism 

does not hold water. The EC· cannot hope to succeed ultimately as 

an island of political stability and economic welfare in an ocean 

of misery and instability. There is little doubt now that the 

European Community appears to the outside world, particularly to 

its external periphery, as increasingly attractive, not only as a 

market but as a model for economic, social, technological and 

last .but not least, political development'. Meanwhile, the 

demographic explosion in the Maghreb, the Mashrek and Turkey, 

which are the focus of this paper, critically undoes all the good 

which could normally be expected from the adjustment and economic 

3 A small proof of that is that 8 million non-EC citizens 
are currently legal residents of the Community, a figure whicp. 
has not changed much in the last 15 years. But about 3 million 
more have been entering there illegally since 1974/75 when new 
legal immigration was virtually stopped almost simul ctaneously 
everywhere in the EC. More than half of non-EC immigrants come 
from the EC's Mediterranean periphery. 



reform policies recently introduced. These have included trade 

liberalization which was at last adopted in recent years by some 

key countries like Morocco, Turkey, Egypt or Algeria, mostly in 

cooperation with the World Bank and the IMF. The diverging 

population growth trends in the Northern and Southern rim of the 

Mediterranean are set to continue. In 25 years from now the 

population of the Maghreb will reach the 100 million people mark, 

the Arab world 400 million, while the EC-12 native population 

will be stagnant. By 2025, Egypt's population will be as large a~ 
• !' 

the one of Spain and the one of Italy together. The economic gap 

between the Northern and Southern rims of the Mediterranean is 

already very large and increasing, and so is the corresponding 

frustration and resentment in much of the Arab world. Suffice it 

to say that according to World Bank figures Spain's GNP per 

capita was in 1989 more than 10 times the one of her neighbour, 

Morocco'. The real growth rate of the GNP per capita in the 1980s 

reached 2.4% in Spain, 1.3% in Morocco, 0.6% in Tunisia and 0.0% 

in Algeria. Not ·surprisingly, many try to escape their individual 

fate by emigrating (legally or ilegally) to the territory of a 
' 

not-geographically-distant Community of more than 320 million 

rich. consumers (and now 340 if we include the ex-GDR) and where 

' Spain: 9150 $ per capita; Morocco 
World Bank Atlas 1990. 

900 $ per capita.The 
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the scarce production factor is precisely the unqualified labor 

force which they happen to possess'. South-North mass labour 

movements. are not, however, an acceptable proposition to most 

Europeans•. The leaders of the Maghreb and Mashrek know this. 

They also know since 'long that it is not the existence of Israel 

in their midst or the Palestinian conflict which is the cause of 

the frustration of their citizens. 

, . .• 

' The problem of illegal immigration is attracting public 
attention by the importance of the sheer numbers. For example in 
early May, 5000 illegal Moroccan workers were being expelled from 
Spain in one single week!. See El Independiente, May 5 1991. 

• Only a minority thinks that given the rapid ageing of the 
population of Western Europe it would be advisable to let in 
young immigrants from South and East on a quota basis as the US 
does. See The Economist, March 16 1991. 



2. The economic contribution of the EC to peace and stability in 
' 

the Mediterranean and the Middle East. 

If it will not act in the domain of immigration', how 

can the European Community contribute to economic growth and 

political stability in its Mediterranean periphery ? In the wake 

of the Gulf war, there seems to prevail a consensus among EC 

leaders that the Community is not in the business of giving 

"security guarantees" '. The EC's intervention capability remains 

strongest where to date it has always enjoyed some comparative 

advantage in distributing "goods" or "bads", that is in the realm 

of trade and development assistance. It is not true as is 

sometimes suggested, particularly in Community circles, that th~ 

EC has exaust~d all the possibilities of promoting Mediterranean 

non-members' exports by signing cooperation agreements'. At the 

' On May 13 1991 for the first time a meeting of the 
Council of Ministers was convened to discuss a Commission 
proposal suggesting a close coordination of the development 
policies of the Twelve and of the EC itself so as to influence 
migration flows. The main idea of the Commission is to include a 
migration chapter in future cooperation agreements with 
individual developing countries and to intensify the fight 
against illegal immigration. 

'See The Economist, February 23 1991. 

'All the EC agreements concluded with Israel(l975) and with 
Maghreb and Mashrek countries(l976) provide for duty-free access 
into the Community of industrial.. products, but not for 
agricultural products. Moreover, fo:i: some sensitive products, 
such as clothing, some Mediterranean countries have been asked by 



time of the Camp · · David agreements and in order to promote 

economic interdependence among former belligerents, a team of 

Israeli political economists10 were proposing among others that 

the EC, in its bilateral agreements with Egypt and Israel, should 

redefine goods liable for free access to the EC market as those 

originating in an area comprised by Egypt, Israel and the EC. The 

same could apply to EC financial protocols; the rules on tied aid 

! 

to Iilrael could be liberalized so that funds could be used to 

purchase goods in Egypt and viceversa. But instead of footing the 

"peace" bill with trade and aid concessions, the EC preferred to 

release declarations, which may have contributed to give some 

content to what is called in EC-parlance . "European Political 

Cooperation" but clearly added nothing to the Camp David package, 

which in spite of all its deficiencies, is the only game in town. 

The Camp David package seems also to work for more than a decade 

now containing frustration and turbulence in an important part of 

the Mashrek, namely Egypt. In fact, designs for cooperation plans 

among Israel and its neighbours (including the Palestinians) have 

been drawn up and are ready11 and the EC could have an important 

the ~C to restrict "voluntarily" their exports. 

l1o See Arad R., Hirsch S. and Tovias A., The ·Economics of 
Peace-Making: Focus on the Egyptian Israeli Situation , London, 

I! Macmillan (for the Trade Policy Research Centre), 1983. 

11 See, 
Cooperation 

e.g., Ben 
and Middle 

Shahar, H. 
East Peace, 

et al. (ed.) , Economic 
London, Weidenfeld and 
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role in their implementation. Third parties can be shown to make 

a positive contribution to the·economics of peace-making because 

their participation in cooperative ventures increases the range 

of cooperative transactions between 'former belligerents which are 

likely to be economically feasible and because of the conflict-

reducing element in a third-party presence12
• · In respect to the 

latter argument, former belligerents tend to have an even greater 

aversion for foreign domination of domestic firms than normal if 

the ,foreigners are precisely former enemies. The presence of 

third parties from the Community would in all likelihood reduce 

conflict between former belligerents 
) 

(such as Israelis and 

Palestinians, Greeks and Turks, Greek Cypriots and Turkish 

Cypriots) because the latter would probably prefer to let the EC, 

perceived as a neutral party, dominate the cooperative venture 

(e.g. in the domain of water exploitation), thus reducing the 

range of conflict without limiting the range of economic 

cooperation. Moreover, the EC's involvement would be perceived by 

past enemies as providing partial insurance against the other 

side deciding to dissociate. All these factors taken together 

would raise the expected gains from any coope_rative venture 

involving the EC and would therefore increase the level of 

Nicolson, 1989. 

'
2 See Arad,R., Hirsch,S.and Tovias A., op.cit., pp.76-81. 



economic inte:r:course between regional partners, others things 

being equal. The Community could of course make its participation 

in aid and trade packa.ges conditional upon the maintenance of 

full cooperation between the former belligerents, in the same 

vein as the US did with the OEEC in 1947-48. 

3. The political contribution: promoting Western-type democracy. 

All what is proposed above and much more· can be done in 

the economic domain. If, however, the European Community thinks 

this is not enough to leave its own "signature" and wants to 

contribute in the political realm as well as the economic·, then I 

have something very simple to suggest: Announce publicly that 

those countries in the EC' s external periphery with a Western-

type democratic regime and sharing the same concept of human 

rights as all EC members do wili eventually be considered as 

potential members of the Community. Such a bold declaration would 

send a very important signal to democrats and non-democrats alike 

in the potential candidate of the EC' s external periphery. The 

least one can say is that this method worked pretty well in the 

case of Greece, Portugal and Spain13
• It is not pure rethoric to 

13 See forthcoming book by Pridham, G. (ed.) ,Encouraging 
Democracy :The International Context of Democratic Transition in 
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10 See forthcoming book by Pridham, G. (ed.), Encouraging 
Democracy :The International Context of Democratic Transition in 
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say today, with. hindsight, that the actual transition and 

consolidation of democracy has been a more successful process 

than any of the possible political scenarios for these three 

countries one might have thought of back in the early 1970s . One 

explanation is simply that Greeks, Spaniards and Portuguese 

understood perfectly well what was at stake: Either behave in a 

civi],ized manner and be accepted in a club of free, democratic 

and prosperous countries or be left back. 

But beyond the mess.age sent to the people of the three 

Southern European countries, there was also another less 

acknowledged one: A message to any of their non-democratic 

neighbours that an attack or agression by the latter against the 

new member would alter profoundly the relationship between the EC 

and the aggressor. I think, for instance, that the entry of 

Greece in the Community may have had a stabilizing influence over 

Greek-Turkish relations. It is also unthinkable that, should 

Israel become a member of the EC, the Arab boycott could prevail. 

In this respect, it is interesting to note that the EC has been 

moving recently in the direction of collective solidarity· and 

secutity, precisely in the context of the Gulf crisis. On August 

Southern Europe, Leicester, Leicester University Press, to be 
published in the autumn 1991. 



21 1990 it adopted the following declaration: "Any attempt to 

injure or threaten the security of any citizen of the European 

Community will be considered as an offensive act against the 

Community and all its member States and will provoke a unanimous 

response from.the whole Community"" 
' 

4. Redefining Europe for,purposes of membership. 

My proposal will surprise those who consider Europe to 

be a geographic concept; a continent with borders defined once 

upon a time well before the emergence of the nation-state and of 

the idea of sovereignity of the people as well as the definition 

of ·human rights. I think this is a very poor concept. If the 

continent were not inhabited by its present residents with their 

values and institutions, it would not be Europe. In other words, 

rather than a spot in the world map, Europe is a civilization, 

based on common cultural and educational heritages which 

incidentally :have its roots in ancient Greece and Rome. The 

''Declaration des Douze sur la situation des 
ressortissants et rangers en Irak et au Kowei t. (Reunion 
ministerielle extraordinaire de la Cooperation Politique 
Europeenne), Paris, August 21,1990" in Assemblee de !'Union de 
!'Europe Occidentale, Report by Mr.Pieralli, Paris, 36th session, 
2nd part, doe. 1242, September 20 1990, p.28. Quoted by Schwok, 
R., "Kuwait crisis", unpublished paper. 

-· 
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latter two had a ·long-lasting influence on all the Mediterranean 

area, rather more in fact than on Scandinavia. If those thinking 

ahead accept the idea that Albania, Bulgaria or Rumania have the 

right to apply for EC membership (once they become real 

democracies), then by,· the same token they should accept the same 

for Turkey, Cyprus, Israel, Lebanon and all the Arab countries 

around the Mediterranean. Those who do not question the 

"European" nature of Iceland" for purposes of membership, should 

not do either when considering other geographically closer 

countries in the EC's external periphery!" In fact, those 

accepting Iceland, Cyprus and Turkey as potential EC members have 

a rather elastic concept of geography, as it should be. They are 

stating implicitly that in examining potential EC membership, 

political rather than physical geography or what is called by 

D. Moisi "the geography of values" should take precedence". For 

r instance, in terms of physical geography Cyprus lies to the South 

of the Anatolia peninsula, which as we all were taught in school 

is in Asia. It must therefore be the case that those who would 

15 Just for the record, Iceland is a member of the European 
Free Trade Area. 

" Iceland is more than 1700 kms away from Scotland and more 
than 2000 km away from Norway, the nearest country in the 
continent. 

17 See Moisi, D. (1989), An Ambivalent Europe is 
Reconsidering its Map, International Herald tribune, March 23. 
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c<;msider favorably an application of ,membership into the EC by 

Cyprus or Iceland must be thinking in terms of cultural values 

and political institutions shared by countries in close 

neighbourhood. It must be stressed here that the religious and 

ethnic backgrounds of the potential EC members' residents has 

never been and is not a criteria for judging how "European" a 

country is. Not a single word can be found mentioning such a 

requirement in any EC document (e. g the Treaty of Rome or the 

Single European Act). Whoever dares these days .to suggest in the 

EC that a Turkish application should be rejected on the grounds. 

that Turkey is a Mosl:'em country, is turned down with horror and 

disgust by a distinct majority, and quite rightly so . 

5. Why should the EC intervene at all?: 

Southern European countries, like Spain, France and 

Italy, should give the above proposal deep thought. They are 

continuosly drawing the attention of other EC countries to the 

need to anchor the Maghreb to the European Community. My argument 

here is that doing this in terms of economics is not enough and 

! 

that the EC could, if it really wished to, do much more to catch 

the imagination of the Mediterranean people. In my view the EC 

... 
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should do what is suggested here for its own interest. It may be 

taken as a philantropic gesture, but it is really about economic 

and political self-preservation. Europe· imports between 60% to 

70% of its energy from the Southern rim of the Mediterranean and 

the Middle East. Its economic welfare is also dependent on the 

availability of cheap labor to fill in some unqualified and 

menial jobs either in the EC itself or in its close periphery 

(e.g. labour-intensive services, construction work, seasonal 

agriculture) . In the political realm, the Community has an 

interest in promoting democracy around the EC, because for some 

still not well explained reasons, social scientists have 

discovered that democracies do not fight each other. The ultimate 

aims would be 1) to prevent that a non-democratic country in the 

Community's external periphery turns against her, and 2) to 

prevent that out of the violent disputes among non-democratic 

countries in the external periphery of the EC, the latter suffers 

from a backlash (e.g. a wave of refugees). This leads to a last 

point. The political contribution of the EC to peace and economic 

success I am suggesting here should be limited to its external 

periphery. There are several reasons for this: First, the EC has 

not yet a super-power status in world politics. But it can 

clearly assume regional responsibilities. Second, the countries 

in the external periphery of the Community share with her 
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basically the same. environment and strategic concerns as well as 

similar constimption patterns and standards. Closeness is 

definitively a factor when having to delineate where the 

Community should leave its imprint. 
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PATRON - CLIENT RELATIONS IN THE EMERGING SECURITY ENVIRONMENT 

Panayiotis IFESTOS, Panteios Unive~sity, Institute of 
International Relations, Athens, 
Gt·eece. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sea~ching fo~ unde~lying patterns in inte~state ~elations at 
times of continuous and t·apid change is not the simples't of' 
all e>:et·cises in political analysis, especially when, as in 
the field of Pat~on Client relations, theoretical 
speculation is not as yet fot·malized, encompasses few 
systematic empirical evidence, and lags behind the evolving 
realities of contemporary international affairs. Even more so, 
theoretical analysis in general, did not as yet adequately 
explore the nexus between environmental change and foreign 
policy behavior.' 

Referring to an eme~ging secu~ity environment, one should 
firstly outline the o)d security system,then tentatively 
mention some elementa~y elements of the eme~ging new 
structures, and lastly, compare the two or focus on their main 
differences.This is again not an easy task. As you all Know, 
political analysts almost never agreed as to what are the 
principal characteristics of the contemporary international 
system. 

Throughout the post world two era, the prevailing view 
regarding international relations has been that of a bipolar 
world. Later on, in the 1970s and 1980s, ~nalysts increasingly 
referred to the existence of a loosed bipolar system 
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as 

well as to new phenomena, such as interdependence and 
t·egional integt·ation. The prevailing image, howevet·, has been 
that of wot·ld governed by secctt·ity considet·ations, in the 
context of which states and n~tions we~e competing, 
conflicting, and fighting over questions of national military 
security." At the centre of this image lay the East - West 
conft·ontation, its derivative conflicts, and the nucleat· . . . 
factor. Let us however not focus on the much analyzed post 
war international system and concentrate instead on patterns 
as they emerge at the dawn of the magic date 2006 a.c. 

THE EMERGING SECURITY ENVIRONMENT 

The emet·g i ng sec Lit" it y system has mot·e t h·an one ovet·l a pp i ng 
characteristics in a pattern of' a uniquely fluctuating 
complexity: First, militarily, it is still bipolar but 
potentially unipolar, especially in the conventional realm, if' 
USSR's inte~nal p~oblema are taken into account.As rega~ds 
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USA, economically and militarily the strongest pole of power, 
is in search of a role in the mid of a transitional period. 
Its policies during the recent Gulf crisis could be 
intet·pt·etecj ilS an atto;mpt tcl define this t·ale. • ... __ ..§.§'.!;;.Q.Q.Q.,_ in 
parallel or in combination, appears a complex multipolarity of 
middle ( at·· poterrl:ii.,lly st.tper ··· ) powr,.H·s, both in militat·y and 
economic terms, especially with regar~ to the latter aspect. 
:I.hi .. L\J... in addition to ph<momena such as intet··dependence and 
tt'ansnat.ionalism, thet·e is a tormenting uncet·tainty as t·e.gards 
the exact potential role of new collective or singular a~tors 
such as the EEC, Get··many, and J"ap<H1. b.ii.~i.:L .... t1.~l:t ........ .D.9.t ..... _J .. fil.S.St.1• 
smallet· but Wt-?11 ot .. ~.~i:.1nize?d actrJt·s:; suc::h as I~H-ael, It·cu! ( and 
l.tntil t·ec:ently It·aq ) , which ;H·e in additia:n nucleat· at· 
potentially nuclear, claim a decisive role· in regional 
affairs,in areas crucially vital for the welfare and strength 
of the bigger powers. 

It follows that an extremely complex and fluctuating security 
environment encompasses the following, often overlapping 
principal characteristics: nuclear bipolarity, potential 
military unipolarity, an emerging economic and probably 
military multipolarity, sub-systemic• bipolarities, sub
systemic multipolarities, and continuous growth of the non-, 
governmental aspects of the system. Regarding the latter 
factot·, ow· view.. is that the ccmtempot·.;;H·y wcot·ld is both 
state-centric and multi-centric:, but predominantly the former. 

A tentative graphic outline of the just described complex 
system is attempted to be drawn in the attached table. 

If the just outlined interstate complexity is taken for 
granted, a comprehensive interpretation of patron-clien~ 
relations would not be feasible. We should therefore pursue a 
less ambitious task, by assuming a much simpler world. The 
following working assumption could therefore be proposed: The 
system is still bipolar. However, there are clear signs that 
it entered a transition, moving towards a complex military and 
economic multipolarity. USSR, still an otherwise formidable 
military power, is for the time being "neutralized" due to 
its internal problems. Sub-system actors, in varying degrees, 
can influence considerably global processes, but could not 
possibly challenge the predominance of central powers, 
especially USA, when her vital interest are at stake ( as in 
the case of Kuwait l. An introductory and elementary test of 
some of these assumptions will be attempted later on. 

It should be noted that as regards East-West relations in 
particular, it is still not prudent to infer that bipolarity 
is over because the Warsaw Pact is dissolved or because USSR 
fc.~ces intet·nal pt·oblt~ms. ,This is srJ because mi 1 itary 
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capability and external behavior are not alwayi in line with 
internal economic and sociopolitical coherence." Nonetheless, 
it is correct to note, that, despite the fact USSR - and 
probably tomorrow Russia retains a formidable military 
capability, its i.nternal transformations inevitably produce 
important variatiohs within the international system as we 
have Known it since WW2 .. 

PATRON - CLIENT. THEORETICAL RELEVANCE 

In a world of complex and multidimensional as well as varying 
relationships among the composing elements of the 
intet·national system, patr·on - client· is _in itself an emerging 
theoretical field. Its limited analytical tools have in effect 
been heuristically borrowed from the field of ''comparative 
government". • Mor·eover·, in the absence of adequate 
theoretical tools, one could experiment, also heuristically, 
with adjacent approaches in fields dealing with variations in 
behavior in situations involving different power structures 
and power relationships. 

It follows that patron client relations in contemporary 
world affairs, encompass a multitude of phenomena. Moreover, 
as with other political phenomena, patron - client rel~tion~ 
are bound to fluctuate as a concept, in line with the ebb and 
flow of international politics. Furthermore, domestic 
structures or non-state factors are important.inputs at the 
behavior·' s fot·mative stages. •• 

Patron- client relationships between a big state and a small 
state, a strong power and a weak state, or to this effect 
between any dyad of states or groups of states or political 

" organisms, could take a multitude of forms and shapes. A 
patt·on i~ SLich a r·elationship

12 
aims at fulfi 11 ing cet·tain 

policy objectives, by offering reciprocal compensation to a 
client state willing or in need to comply. The reciprocity is 
based on material benefits and protection for the client. The 
patrons means are a function of the degree it can assist the 
client state,the size of the material benefits it could 
provide, and the political support it could offer. 
Correspondingly, the client state .may expect various rewards 
·Fat· its behavior and actions, sL1ch as pt·otection, favow·able 
tt·ade terms, asser-tiveness, self-r·espect status, loyalty, and 
the patron' s favoLwable stand in one· or mot·e of its 
intet·national conflictual intet·actions. The····client' s means is 
usually political alignment, rending services, following the 
patron' s lead, permitting air and sea passage to ships and 
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airplanes, granting military bases, and assisting the patron 
in military ~onfli~ts. Certainly, a weak state's attempt to 
extra~t from a larger ally a ~ertain desirable behavior, 
could use a number of other means as well. For example, 
a~~ording to the ''tyranny of the weak" formula, a small state 
~ould manipulate a gr~at power found in an '' investment' 
trap•." The weak state ~ould str·ess its possible unreliability 
as an ally, threaten it will withdraw from an alliance, or 
show sheer stubbornness and persisten~e in demanding 
fulfilment of its obje~tives, irrespective of the great 

' . h .. power· s w1s .es. 

Patron - client relations could be described as interactions 
between states in response to international situations or 
~hanges. These responses usually aim at satisfying an entity's 
goals on at minimizing existing dangers. More than the strong 
state's system, a weak state's system is penetr·ated," to the 
extend its vital interests depend on external elements of 
authority and power·. In a similat' sense, the weak state 
voluntarily ~omplies with the strong power's wishes, in some 
sort of politi~al adaptation, in order to realize some of its 
state objectives. Borrowing the analytical tools developed in 
another ~ontext by James Rosenau and others, ~lient behavior 
~ould be viewed as "adaptive" ... Pol iti~al adaptation in. this 
sense, is the state's voluntary adjustment of its foreign 
poli~y to exter·nal demands and trends, "in or·der· to keep the 
resulting flu~tuations in the so~iety~s e~onomi~, 
social,politi~al and physi~al stru~tures within a~ceptable 

' 11 . 
limits''. As Hansen notes, unlike Rosenau's original 
formulation. of politi~al adaptation , whi~h is principally 
preo~~upied with the actor's survival, this conceptual 
framework ~ould lent itself to a larger set of goals and 
str·ategies.'" A client's behaviour in this sense, therefore, 
could be seen as an adaptation in a~cordan~e with the wishes 
and interests of another state <the patron l, in order to be 
rewarded in other fields. 

We shall now briefly examine the salient environment in the 
context of which patron-client relationships fun~tion. We 
already adopted the working assumption that the emerging 
security environment 'in the ~ontext of the transitional 1990s, 
is peculiar, un~ommon, and rapidly fluctuating. Depending to 
what sector of international activity we refer or at which 
level our analysis evolves, th~ system ~ould be ~alled 
Ltnipolar·, multipolar·, or· an inter·mediary mix. FLtrther·mor·e, 
there is an uneven distribution of economi~ and military power 
among the salient poles of the system. •• SecLtrity in SLI~h a 
context en~ompasses military as well as non military factor~. 
In military as well as in non military interactions, the 
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a state's power is nowadays a much less 
matter than in earlier times."" Some hints on 
be given later on when we shall re-Fer to the 

recent Gul-F crisis 

Multipolarization adds to the complexity o-F the relation 
between the strong and the weak act6rs o-F the international .. 
system. Naturally, this· is also true -For patron-client 
t·elationships. Goldmann supported"" that an international 
system may include not only more than two leading powers but 
many bipolar sub-systems. ''In such a situation, coalitions are 
e>:pected, and the only qLtest ion is who wi 11 join -Forces 
against whom. Far reaching and lasting coalitions between the 
two leading components may be rare in bipolar systems. The 
application o-F the coalition hypothesis may there-Fore be 
greater .in a non bipolar system than in a bipolar 
one". "similarly, Deutsch and Singet· indicated that an 
increase in the number o-F independent actors increases the 
pairs o-F dyads in the total system, a situation which adds to 
the interaction numbers and which could have destabilizing 
e-F-Fects."' ' 

In other words, multipolarization may expand the opportunities 
o-F weaker powers in interstate bargaining. As Waltz notes in 
this context, weak states o-Ften -Find opportunities -For 
maneuverini in the interstices o-F a balance o-F power 
situation." Especially when a weak state's position and 
policies are important -For the maintenance o-F the overall 
balance o-F power, a system o-F many poles may function in a way 
which strengthens the bargaining power o-F the weak. •• In 
addition, improved social awareness, the revolution in 
communications, the danger o-F con-Flicts escalating to a 
nuclear con-Frontation, and the -Functioning o-F international 
cooperative -Forums, such as the U.N. and the EEC, are all 
-Factors which make the use o-F -Force less attractive than in 
the past. Such a development, of . course, could not but 
strengthen the position o-F weak states. Certainly, it should 
be stressed that norms o-F this kind may have less application 
in con-Flictual bipolar sub-systems even i-F they operate. in a 
broader stable multipolar environment. 

THE GULF CRISIS AND PATRON - CLIENT ·RELATIONSHIPS 

Running out of space and time, we should .~ow proceed to an 
elementary test o-F some o-F our propositions formulated 
earlier. The Gul-F crisis of August 1990 to February 1991, may· 
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provide us some evidence concerning the evolving underlying 
trends in the security environment of the 1990s. Of course, a 
detail examination of all the aspects of the conflict relevant 
to patron-client relations - let alone a detail examination of 
all the aspects of the conflict -would not be necessary at 
present. 

Patron's as 
demonstrated 
conft·ontat ion 
at·e highet·, 
appat·ent. 

well as client' s attitudes are usually. best 
during times of acute crisis. When ~illtary 
is in sight, or when actual war occurs, stakes 
and the actor's basic behavior patterns, more 

Examination of the October 1973 Middle East war, have shown, 
inter alia, an emerging independence of strong regional powers 
vis a vis their superpower patrons." Compared to 1973, the 
functioning of patron client relationships during the 1991 
Kuwait crisis, revealed both similarities and 
dissimilarities.In the first place, it should be noted th~t 
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait have shown that revolutionary strong 
regional actors can still act with greater freedom during 
periods of detente. America's dynamic and effective military 
and political counter - offensive, could be explained in terms 
of the situation prevailing in the Soviet Union. USA's and 
USSR's corresponding role during the conflict, confirms that, 
as argued earlier, the international system is militarily 
bipolar, but for all practical purposes unipolar in 
pal itical terms. Whet het· this is a pet·manent feature of the 
international system, i.e.,the coexistence of military 
bipolarity and politic~l unip~larity,• remains to be seen. It 
also remains to be seen whether the effective American 
counter-offensive would prove determinant and catalytic in 
bringing about a new systemic regional and world order. 
Whatever the outcome, we could predict that there is still a 
long way before each actor's role takes a relatively final 
shape. 

At this point,it should be noted that the traditional 
"countet·-patron" o·F the international system, that is, the 
USSR,has taken a markedly lower profile early in the Gulf 
crisis, an attitude which endured until America' s successful 
ground assault. In many instances, USSR joiMed diplomatic 

29 
forces with the United States, and Moscow's peace 
initiatives which followed throughout the crisis were 
ineffective face-saving differentiations. Moreover, detente 
and.good relations with USA have been of much greater value 

• 30 
for Moscow than what it had been in 1973., As regards the 
historical juncture of the early 1990s, uss~ behaves almost as 
a "ci-vilian powet·"," tlian as a major political and military 
force with readily available world- projectible powmr. If 
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this is valid in~erence as regards the role of the Soviet 
Union, we could easily explain the absence of client's 
"classic tactics" in It·aq's behaviot·,that is, its inability to 
play the one big powet· against the othet·." It is also 
indicative of the opportunities other regional powers have to 
follow successfLilly · this "tactic". Iraq's failure to 
understand this reality could not possibly be explained in 
rational political terms."" The same could be said as regards 
Baghdad's rejection of the French and Soviet initiatives, a 
political behavior which lead to its almost total isolation. 

Although as mentioned above the traditional counter 
balancing patron was not available to the region' s actors, ,, . 
the "tyt·anny o·f the weak" phenomenon was not altogether 
absent in USA's relationships with many of region's states. 
Client states such as Israel and Turkey were making their 
alliance with the USA conditional to many and various rewards. 
Other regional powers such as Iran were behaving in an 
independent and sovereign manner, skilfully exploring the 
crisis to their country's interest. 

Tut·key, fot· e>:ample, as eat·ly as August 1990, lin~(ed its 
behavior to rewards involving billions of dollars, America's 
help to Turkey's relations with the EEC, and a more favourable 
stand of the United States~ in its dispute with Greece.'• 
Turkey's ability as a client to explore its patron's position 
of need was demonstrated when Angara originally re~used to 
allow the use by the USA o~ its four largest mjlitary bases." 
Most possibly,such an attitude would have been much more 
dif~icult to occur during the cold war period.• 

Israel is another case of a regional power behaving in a 
sovet·eign and independent manner. In fact, Ist·ael was highly 
rewarded to do what it was fully in its own interest," that 
is, to abstain from using military force against Iraq. Such an 
action would have probably cause the collapse of the alliance 
against Iraq. Moreover, it was in Israel's interest to let 
others to de~troy the army of its strongest enemy in the 
region, without its own arm forces firing a shot. Still, the 
United States could not "impose" on Israel not to act. It was 
obliged to reward Tel Aviv's self-restrain and publicly praise 
the prudence o~ the Israeli government. This fact is another 
indication of patron's limits in imposing their views on 

' h •• smaller allies, even if the stakes are considerably h1g . 

USA's military and political per~ormance• during the Gulf 
crisis impressed upon the world the view that America is the 
dominant power in a unipolar world. Moreover, President Bus~•s 
coi\ll fot· "new wot·ld ot·det·"" and Washington's determined 
opposition to Iraq, le~t little doubt that the UMited States 

----------------------------------- -'------
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was in pur·sLiit of such a role. Still, it seems as if 
contemporary international relations are not an easy arena, 
even if a patron acts in the absence o·F "c:ounter·-patrons". 
Political hypocrisy'" and dubious expediences were nowhere 
absent during the Gulf crisis. Nonetheless,two salient 
features in America's policies are easily discernible. First, 
Washington was anxious to stress that its policy had the 
formal approval of the U.N. Second, the American government 
was anxious to further legitimize its policies by securing a 
multinational participation in the army gathKred against Iraq, 
even if thi~ participation was only symbolic:. 

The above facts indicate that big powers in the contemporary 
international system, be patrons or other~ise, are bound to be 
constrained by psychological and moral factors, to a greater 
degr·ee than in ear·l ier times." To the extend this r·e·f-lects 
reality, it reinforces the client's position in their pursuit 
of rewards and gains in their dealings with the big powers. 
Otherwise stated, the current international system, be it 
unipolar, bipolar, economically multipolar, •• or a mi;: of the 
above, seems to strengthen the clients' position in patron -
client r·elationships, •• to· the e>:tend the "social restr·aint" 
inherent in international norms••'' of behavior increases over 
time. t 

Mor·eover, the Amet··ican "leadership" role was a, function of a 
number of other factors such as the readiness of_USA's rich 
allies to contribute financially, and the impact in American 
domestic ·politics if allies wer·e shirking. •• As the GLtlf 
crisis have shown, America's position in an international 
system perceived as dominated by one power, was not altogether 
straightforward. Persuasion rather than c:ompellence was in 
every day's diplomatic agenda in inter-ally politics: 11 as 
already mentioned, the UN had to issue successive resolutions 
in order to legitimize the use of force by their arm forces 21 
Allies had to be persuaded to dispatch - mostly symbolic: -
military units. 31 Smaller Middle East countries had to be 
rewarded in order to be persuaded to favour a future regional 
pact designed in Washington. 41 rich Gulf states had to be 
convinced both to contribute financially and to provide for a 
post war reconstruction bank. 51 as we also already 
mentioned, Israel had to be rewarded in order to be persuaded 
not to act in a way which could turn against its own interest, 

' . 71 Turkey was the recipient of material and moral support 1n 
order to be persuaded not to occupy Iraqi territory if its 
army was involved in ground fighting, e.t.c. The above and 
other interstate interactions involved a complex pattern of 
political, military, and other trade offs, in the context 6f 
which the bargaining power was not always in the patron'o 
side. 
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Last but not least, the Gul~ crisis have shown that patron -
client relationships in the post cold war period, are 
~unctioning in a much more complex and cpmplicated environment 
than in earlier· post W~J2 per·iods. Both patr·ons' as well as 
clients' objectives had to be fulfilled in an environment of 
sub-systemic dyads. Indicatively, we r·efer· to the br·oader 
Israeli - Ar·ab dyad, the controver·sial Iran - Ir·aq dyad, the 
Greco - Turkish dyad, the Iran - rest of the Arabs dyad, 
e.t.c. While such sub-systemic inter~ctions were not absent in 
past conflicts, the Gulf crisis have shown that they are much 
more intensive than in earlier times. However strong the 
patron,in this case the United States, she had to cope 
cooperatively ·with clients' demands. In parallel, it shoLlld be 
stressed that the interactions during the crisis indicated the 
emergence of a dominant power, towards which weaker powers 
developed intensive client attitudes. 

Overall, one could also observe that USA's role in the Gulf 
crisis evolved in unique circumstances.Namely, military 
intervention took alace in relatively non controversial 
legal circumstances, • it was carefully prepared, and executed 
without public opinion constraints. In a less comfortable 
situation, one should expect a more difficult task and higher 
clients' claims. Already, some clients' attitudes referred to, 
earlier, indicate that the American intervention in the Gulf 
could not be easily repeated. Sub-systemic independently 
minded behavior grows, as are the big power's economic and 
other constraints.The international system, at this 
transitional juncture, be it bipolar, multipolar,or any 
inter·mediar·y mi>: o·F these sitLlations, is bound to be much mor·e 
complex and difficult to deal than in earlier times. The same 
applies to the "new wor·Id or·der", if one sees any signs of it 
in the horizon of 2000. 

In sum, in the intet·national environment of the 1990s, it 
seems as if the margins of clients' manoeuvrability are 
enlarged. This is is mainly due to the fact that the number of 
poles in military, economic, and political terms increases, a 
development which contributes considerably to the enhancement 
of the comparative resour·ces of the cl lent in the complex 
patron cl lent pr·ocesses. During peaceful times, the 
social/political constrains inherent in contemporary 
international norms of conduct, condition the patron's 
behavior. During crises, the clients' bargaining capacities 
ar·e upgraded, inter al la, causing. for· the "tyr·anny of the 
weak'' phenomenon to occur. Regarding political a~aptation as a 
"voluntary" adjLtstment of a state's foreign pol ii::y to e>:ter·nal 
si tu at ions and demands, it is constantly occLlt" ,. i ng in 
interstate interaction. As the Gulf cri~is have shown, 
however, at least in certain cases and within certain limits, 
adaptation is not anyhow an one way street in the relations 
between strong and weak states. 
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NOTES 

1. On this question see Ch. Kegley & P. McGowan, challenges to 
America, Sage Yearbook, Beverly Hills, 1979. Also, McGowan & 
Shapiro, the comparative study of foreign policy, a survey of 
scientific findings, Sage, 1973, eh. x~ii 

2. It would be futile to attempt to refer to all studies which 
analyze the post war bipolar or loose bipolar international 
structures. Virtually every introductory book does so. For 
insightful works see K. Waltz, theory of international 
politics, ~dison-Wesley,Massach. 1979. Also, St. Hoffmann, 
Gulliver's troubles, Mcraw Hill, N.Y., 1968. Also, the state 
of war,Praeger, N.Y. ,1965. Also, R. Rosecrance, bipolarity, 
multipolarity, and the future, Journal of Conflict Resolution, 
vol. 10, Sept. 1966. Also, M. Kaplan, system and process in 
international politics, Wiley. N.Y. ,1964. Also, K. Goldmann & 
G. Sjostedt (eds), power, capabilities, interdependence, 
Sage,1979. 

3. D.Puchala & St. Fagan, international politics in the 1970s 
the search for a perspective, International Organization, 

vol. 28, spring, 1974, p.248. 

4. For analysis on the fundamental character 
see P. Ifestos, nuclear strategy and 
dilemmas, towards an autonomous European 
Gower, England, 1988, eh. 10. 

of this 
European 
defence 

conflict, 
security 

system ? , 

5. Throughout the post war era USSR has been both a military 
and an "ideological superpower". She has also been 
economically largely self - sufficient. However, things are 
evolving. As regards its future position in world politics, it 
will by and large be determined by the outcome of its internal 
fluctuations. 

6. For analysis on the term sub-systemic in the sense used 
here. see K. Goldmann, in Goldmann & SjostedL op, cit. 

7. For a recent analysis on the complexities of the modern 
system and the growth of sub-groupism in a dyadic state
centric/multi-centric world, see James Rosenau. turbulence in 
world politics: A theory of change and continuity, Princeton 
un. Press.1990. 

8. USSR, during the post war era, is a characteristic example. 
See Waltz, op. cit. 

9. See Michael Handel, weak states in the international 
system, Frank Cass. England, 1981, p. 132, and note 44. 
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10: Needless to stress that the present paper cannot afford 
the luxury to focus attention on national diversities and the 
state's domestic structures. In fact, given the' 1 imited scope 
of our contribution, we could only examine certain type of 
responses to the state's evolving external conditions in what 
now commonly called post scold war era. 

11. M. Handel (op. cit.). regards patron client 
relationships as predominantly occurring between unequal 
partners. In o.ur analysis, we expand the concept to include 
certain relationships between equal or roughly equal partners. 
In certain instances. one could also envisage situations 
whereby a big ·power in need may act as a client towards a 
smaller power in order to serve a specific foreign policy 
objective. Notwithstanding, the rule is that the patron is the 
big/strong power and the client the small/weak side. 

12. We follow Handel 's definition (ibid p. 132-3), who adopts 
the patron client concepts foLlowed in comparative 
government analysis. 

13. See D. Ellsberg. papers on the war. Simon & Schuster, 
N.Y .. 1972. By "investment trap" it is meant that a larger 
power must continue to support its smaller partner. if the 
latter acts against its wishes and interests. in order to 
protect its previous political or military investment. 

14. For analysis on these aspects see G. Sheffer. independence 
in dependence of regional powers: the uncomfortable alliances 
in the Middle East before and after the october 1973 war, 
ORBIS, vol. 19, 1975-76, esp. pp. 1521-23. 

study of foreign policy. 
It should be stressed, 

definition, the present 
when state actors and 

thDn transnational non 

15. See J. Rosenau, the scientific 
Frances Pint~r. 1980, p. 136-8. 
however, that unlike Rosenau's 
analysis emphasizes interaction 
interests ar·e involved. rather 
governmental forces. 

16. Political adaptation is a term elaborated in the writings 
of J. Rosenau. For example see ibid. eh. 18. Also, his book, 
the study of political adaptation, Frances Pinter, London, 
1981. Also his article in Comparative Politics, vol. 2, April 
1970. For a recent extensive examination of political 
adaptation, see H. Mouritsen, Finlandization: towards a 
general theory of political adaptation. Gower, England, 1988. 
See also, Peter Hansen, Adaptive behavior of small states: the 
case of Denmark and the European Community, Sage International 
Yearbook, vol. ii, 1974. 
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17. See Rosenau. 1980, op. cit., pp 505-6, and;Hansen, ibid. 
p. 149. 

18. See ibid. pp 114-50. 

19. For analysis of economic and security issues 1n 
international interaction in this respect, see Goldmann, op. 
cit. p. 136. On the concept of "civilian power," see P. 
Ifestos, European Political Cooperation, towards a framework 
of supranational diplomacy 7. Gower, England, 1987, eh. 3. 

20. This is particularly true for nuclear power. Even for 
conventional power, however. great powers are nowadays anxious 
to comply with certain norms of conduct. Relevant as we shall 
see, is the insistence with which USA pursued the issuing of 
UN resolutions which would authorize them to apply force 
during the Gulf crisis in 1990/91. For analysis on this 
question, see, the new international norms of conduct among 
states and the position of the weak states, in Handel op. cit. 
(appendix B). 

21. See Goldmann, op. cit., p. 132-3. Also, Mouritzen, op. 
cit .. eh. 16. 

22. See ibid. 

23. Goldmann, ibid. p. 134. Goldmann's 
suggested that the higher the tension 
members, the less chances they have to 
the weak. Consequently, the "power of the 

coalition hypothesis 
between the leading 

use resources against 
weak" is greater. 

24. See K. Deutsch & D. Singer, multipolar power systems and 
international stability, World Politics, vol. 16, no 3, 1964, 
esp. pp 392-5. Further in the analysis, they support that, 
even if multipolar systems under the rules of the balance of 
power policies are shown to be self-destroying, the 
instability of a tight bipolar system appears to be greater 
(p. 406). 

25. K. Waltz,op.cit.. p. 184-5. For discussion of this 
question see also D. Vital, the survival of small states. 
Oxford Un.Press, London, 1971. Also, P.McGowan & H. Shapiro, 
the comparative study of foreign policy, Sage. 1973, pp 174-5. 
Also Mouritzen, op.cit. Also, Handel, op.cit., pp 175-87. 

26. See Handel. ibid. p. 176. 

27. See G.Sheffer, op.cit., pp 1515-38. Also, C. Bell, the 
October Middle East war. International Affairs. Oct. 1974, 
vol. 50, no 4. Also. Ath. Platias. High politics in sma.ll 
countries: an inquiry into the security policies of Greece, 
Israel and Sweden. Ph.D. dissertation, Cornell Un., 1986. 
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28.- Combined, as we mentioned, with economic multipolarity. 

29. For the early stages of the crisis. see "Time" August 13, 
1990, p. 16. 

30. For 1973, see particularly, C. Bell, op.cit .. esp. pp 542. 

31. For analysis of this term seeP. Ifestos (1987), op.cit .. 
eh. 3. 

32. For this aspect see Sheffer, op.cit .. p. 1535. 

33. If Baghdad 
certainly taken 
its response to 
october 1990 and 

could understand this reality would have 
a less risky course. particularly as regards 
the French and Soviet peace initiatives (in 
F~bruary .1991 respectively). 

34. "Tyranny of the weak" in patron - client relatioryships 
refers to the consequences for the patron as a result of the 
small client's behavior and actions. For analysis on this 
term, see Astri Shurke. gratuity or tyranny: the Korean 
alliances, World Politics, July 1973. Also. Sheffer. op.cit. 

35. We counted tenths of declarations by Turkish and Greek 
leaders during the Gulf crisis of 1990/91. explicitly stating 
that their.governments' participation in the alliance again~t 
Iraq, aimed at securing favourable American positions in their 
bilateral disputes, and favourable treatment in the "new world 
order~~ .. 

36. See the "Independent". 8.8_.1990.Also. the "Economist", 
October 20. 1990.p. 60. 

37. See the "Time". August 27, 1990. As a leading article in 
the "Economist" (27110/1990, p. 15) put it. Turkey joined the 
anti-Saddam alliance partly in order to win more tolerance for 
its occupation policy of part of Cyprus. 

38. During the cold war period, small states manoeuvrability 
was relatively constrained. For analysis. esp. with regard to 
allied states. see D. Constas.systemic influences on a weak. 
aligned state in the post-1974 era, in D. Constas (ed.).the 
Greek -Turkish conflict in the 1990s, Macmillan. U.K .. 1991. 
Also. Deutsch & Singer. op. cit. 

39. Israeli leaders were cultivating the opposite view even 
before their country was attack with SCUD missiles (see the 
"Time", 8/10/1990). By so doing, they, were raising the 
patron's reward for self-restrain not to int.erfere with USA's 
strategy. For the Israeli demands as early as september 1990, 
see the "Economist", december 15. 1990. 

-------------
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40. USA's success in restraining Israel was higher during the 
1973 crisis. For 1973 see Sheffer, op. cit. 

41. Speech to the Congress of the USA on september 11, 1990. 

42. We refer to double standards due to the fact 
other coriflicts were not resolved in the same spirit 
the same means as in Kuwait. 

that many 
and with 

43. Reversely, smaller states were anxious to participate, 
even symbolically, in order to secure America's future 
favours. For the structure of the arm forces in the ·Gulf 
during the crisis, see the "Time", october 1, 1990. 

44. The same search for legitimization was pursued by the USA 
in Korea and Vietnam, however, with much less emphasis. It is 
obvious that each case should be seen in its historical 
context as well as in the context of the interests and stakes 

involved. 

45. Or any other mix of these factors. 

46. On this issue see D. Con~tas. op. cit., p. 136. 

47. At the time the USA was building up the Alliance against 
Iraq, its means were persuasion rather. than compellence.For 
example, Washington successfully manoeuvred by sending 
contrasting me~sages to its· allies. Soft - liners were being 
assured that it will exhaust all peaceful means, to the Arabs 
that it will follow a fresh line on the Arab Israeli 
conflict, to Israel that it would not accept linkages between 
Kuwait and the Palestinian issue. Allies were also rewarded 
with financial and economic aid. See the "Time" october 15, 

1990. 

48. See reporting on some aspects of this problem in the 
"Economist", February 23, 1991. pp 45-6. 

49. To the extent the rest of the governments worldwide 
adopted the view that Iraq's invasion was illegal and that it 
should be sanctioned. 
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